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Please note: The comments presented here were written by people who took the 
survey and are not endorsed or confirmed by the school district. By printing this 
information, the district is not confirming that any statement below is factual or 
not factual. Additionally, specific names have been redacted. 
 
Total number of surveys completed: 1402 
 

1. Are you a resident of the Horseheads Central School District? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 88.1% 1224 

No 11.9% 165 

answered question 1389 

skipped question 13 

 

2. Are you (please check all that apply)…  

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

a parent/caregiver/guardian of a Horseheads Central 
School District student? 

70.4% 973 

a student in the Horseheads Central School District? 2.0% 28 

a community member? 44.1% 610 

employed by the Horseheads Central School District? 31.5% 436 

an employee of a business located in Horseheads Central 
School District (other than the district)? 

7.1% 98 

a business owner? 5.7% 79 

answered question 1382 

skipped question 20 

 

3. Governor Cuomo has proposed a 2% property tax cap on school taxes. Do you support this 
proposed cap?  

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Yes 58.9% 762 

No 41.1% 532 

Additional Comments: 241 

answered question 1294 

skipped question 108 

 

Additional Comments for Question #3: 

Schools need a different way to be funded. People can not afford endless tax increases. 

I believe there are many ways we can be held financially responsible.  I believe the district spends too 



much money on so called "experts" as consultants.  I also believe that others at the top receive TOO 
MANY "perks" .  Like the Governor stated, the top is receiving too much money ....what about the kids?  I 
feel that we need to look at the district where it is top heavy, that could help eliminate or lessen the need 
to increase the property tax. 

I think cap of some sort is a good idea.  This percentage is too little. 

Thought I'd be willing to pay more in taxes (within reason) to keep educators employed. 

With the need for students to excell, districts will need more money for programs. 

Not sure as taxes are very high especially in Horseheads, but I don't want the education of the children in 
this area to suffer. 

Although, I am disheartened by the prospect it creates for school districts and by  the reverberations our 
students will feel in their buildings and classrooms as a result. 

It should be a cap at 0%. Horseheads, as with all other public schools wastes money on administrative 
staff. How many assistant principles and principles do we need. In my day, schools had one principle. 
He/She handled the school. No need for assistant principles. 
Public schools are run by a bunch of greedy, lazy union thugs that are not held accountable and waste tax 
payer money. 

He is out of his mine. 

Middle working class is taxed enough.  Elderly, on fixed-incomes, do not have the extra to put forth.  Cut 
medicaid!  Those recipients, whom are family-tradition recipients, need to be cut and move to another 
county that will foster this type of family life-style. 

i'm not sure. need the breakdown of what that means 

Raise taxes beyong this 2%  so that cuts can be minimal to education programming in our schools. 

Yes, because although the school is losing money the economy in general is bad and families have lost 
their jobs and don't have money to put out extra money for taxes. 

I support as long as the state acts to limit the effect of school mandates 

Not sure right now, we have to do something.  Lets just make it fair on everyone. 

To be taxed at the highest rates in the country is inexcusable.  The financial problems need to shift from 
the taxpayer  back onto the gov't and school districts. 

I support keeping a limit to a certain percentage, but when it effects the quality of education or 
maintenance of the community I would be amenable to an increase 

It is unrealistic, even the BOE's cap does not work.  We the taxpayers would pay more to keep the current 
programs, not just a 2%. 

With State Aid being cut by ridiculous percentages, how can property tax increases be limited to such a 
small amount?  The money to operate the schools has to come from somewhere!  Maybe the county can 
get its act together and stop giving Wal-Mart and other businesses tax free status concerning the property 
they occupy!  This doesn't make sense! 

While the cap allows for a 60% voter approval of a greater than 2% increase, this seems to place the 
burden on the individual districts to educate the voters on the necessity of the situation. I would tend to 
think that the board would typcially stick to this guideline in general, unless specific conditions require a 
greater increase (such as can be expected with the impact of energy prices). 

School districts need to learn to live within their budgets just like the rest of us.  There has been a great 
deal of new construction in the Hhds. district which leads to the receipt of additional school taxes, yet the 
taxes are increased every year despite all these new levies. 

A tax cap doesn't make sense without other ways for schools to raise revenues. 

Why is this district paying the salaries that we pay, no pricipal should be making over $100k . Start cutting 
and stop paying these outrageous salaries now. 

Not if it means that the schools have to cut important programs for our children!! 

It is ridiculous to cap the increase at 2% as the rate of inflation is higher than that and would not meet the 
needs of our students. 

I do not believe it is fiscally responsible to severly cut state aid to schools and institute a 2% cap on 
property taxes at the same time. The burden is being unfairly shouldered by the educational system. 

I support a 2 percent reduction each year. 

No. 

This closes any opportunity to make up additional shortfalls in state aid. Part of the reason we chose this 
school district was because of all the electives and special programs offered. 

I am at a loss, it seems the first thing to take a hit is education. As a parent and teacher I believe education 



to be the foundation for our youth. 

Cheaper isn't always better. 

I would support a greater increase if it keeps teachers and programs !!! 

No, not with the decreases in state aid to the district. 

The federal, state and district budget crises have been developing over a period of ten years or more.  It's 
unreasonable to expect to resolve these budget issues in one or two years.  Perhaps a property tax cap 
that starts at 4 or 41/2% and then reduces by a half percent per year would give school districts time to 
adjust to the reduction. 

If the governor recognizes the fact that here is giving business development deals that are not equated 
into funding for schools. 

Look at the sucess of proposition 2.5 from our neighbor Masschusettes. 

No one wants the schools budget to be cut, however our taxes are extremely high.  The state government 
needs to make cuts in all areas.  NYS government has a lot of wasteful spending.  The school budget is 
not one of them. 

During the last 5 years, both my home assessment and taxes have risen to the point where my mortgage 
is outrageous. (taxes in escrow)  Taxes keep going up, but my salary does not.  How do I compensate? 

I believe it's 2% or the rate of inflation for the previous year, whichever is greater. 

The amount of property tax already paid should be more thatn sifficient to get the needed funds if 
spent/allocated correctly 

They propose to cut school funding and increase taxes, the home owner and tax payer gets it from both 
sides.  How much is enough?  We are already (Chemung) the 4th highest "property tax to home value" in 
the entire United States and know they want to cut funding to our kids, who will be our future.  What is 
next? 

We dont need any new school taxes. Work like any company in the area in the times .(smarter) 

If maintaining the quality of education means paying more, I would. 

Yes if it means that teachers will not lose their jobs. 

Only way we can stop watching everyone leave New York - We spend more than any other state but yet 
the results just don't match - Something has to be done immediately to stop this trend 

Local School districts vote on budgets every year.  Local property owners can decide for themselves 
whether they want to support schools by more than 2%. 

The schools need adequate funding, and elminating a tax increase from future options is not smart. 
This of course assumes that everything has been done to eliminate wasteful spending of current revenue. 

Government needs to do less.  People need to rely more on themselves. 

There are too many financial variables that are out of the district's control. A district's expenses are by no 
means fixed and therefore a fixed revenue stream would be difficult to manage. 

If our taxes continue to grow we will price the middle class out of this community. 

And no ... depends on whether the district will automatically increase property taxes by two percent every 
year just in case. 

School taxes are to high 

it should be 20% 

In fact, in my opinion there should be a cut in property taxes in NYS, not just a freeze.  NYS property taxes 
are too high (something in the range of 96% higher than the national average?).  This, in combination with 
the fact that NYS also has relatively high income taxes rates, sales tax rates, energy costs, Medicaid and 
Medicare costs, and intrusive environmental and social regulatory regimes, makes NYS state 
uncompetitive with other states.  This is killing the economy of NYS.  A freeze or cut in state aid to local 
school districts must of course come with a reduction in state mandates that are driving up costs. 

I support taxes based on income rather than property. 

Not because I don't believe in quality education or that our schools are over funded.  However from a 
broader economic perspective, residents bear a significant tax burden overall.  So much so, that I believe 
we are at or near a point of diminishing returns - meaning higher taxes will mean fewer residents which 
results in higher taxes. 

One has to look at all revenue sources and expenditures in total, and realize that a minimal increase in 
property tax may be needed in order to perserve quality education. 

I propose a cap on property taxes, but not necessarily at 2% - 

Are you kidding me? 



Cut Backs Have to start somewhere! 

Presently taxes in Big Flats are so high, I would hate to see people lose their homes. 

Actually, I'd prefer there was not a cap, but based on the apparent inability of our legislators and school 
officials to control spending absent of a cap, this is at least a step towards control. 

The 2% tax cap will cripple the Horseheads Central School District for generations.  With state funding 
being reduced at such drastic levels our children cannot afford what would happen if a tax cap was 
approved for our community. 

too much money is wasted away into peoples pockets instead of going into where it needs to be.... such 
as sports, music, art, driver ed, etc. etc. 

Preferably in conjunction with relief from state mandates but I support this nevertheless.  I believe that we 
are capable of doing more with less and our superintendent can figure it out....he can lead us towards 
making the hard choices.  By going back to the basics of teaching and cutting back on the "nice to have" 
things that we could do without, i.e. the unnecessary and constant retooling of our teaching methods to 
come up with the latest thing.  I also believe that purchasing expensive books every 5 years is completely 
unnecessary.  Just increasing that by 1 year might save some money....don't know if this is a mandate or 
not but the only ones that are benefitting from this are the book publishers! 

We need school tax reform!  Property tax for schools is outdated - should not be based on property. 

higher school taxes is not the answer!! 

There are many in our community who are struggling financially. This is a good idea. In order to find new 
ways to support our kids, we need to let go of the old ideas. 

This should be decided by the people that reside in each school district. If we want higher taxes in 
exchange for better schools that should be our choice not the governors. 

Our property taxes are so high compared to other states.  I think it's important to address this issue which 
affects retention of business and the ability to stay here and afford it. 

Other ... I don't pay school taxes. 

There does need to be a limit of what taxes can increase. 

Horseheads School District taxes are already wa too high.  This cap is too little too late.  It should be zero 
increase.  Another issue, School taxes are so outrageously high why can't they be paid in two 
installments.  Elmira City Schools has done this for years and it makes it a little easier.  Yea for Governor 
Cuomo! 

It should be plenty if the school spent money intellegently. For example the last two years the district threw 
tens, of thousands of dollars to different departments just to blow on what ever they deemed as needed. 
Maybe also don't give out 5% raises to certain people and then talk laying people off. 

Absolutely not.  Education does not need a straight-jacket wrapped around it.  A 2% cap will quickly gut 
school districts down to special ed and only mandated programs for regular ed. 

No.  I don't think arbitrary caps are appropriate in a state with such a wide diversity in home prices, from 
NY City to very rural communities. 
Additionally, I think a cap like that encourages school districts to just "spend to the max" allowed, rather 
than exert appropriate financial discipline to try to spend LESS than the max allowed. 

I do not think that the taxpayers can afford to front all of the added expenses of the District after the cut in 
State Aid, but I think many would be willing to pay a little more in their taxes than to have certain jobs or 
programs eliminated. 

Only if mandate relief is provided 

I am on a fixed income and disabled, I got taxed out of my house on Terry Hill Road, now I am afraid my 
landlord's taxes will go up, of course he will pass yhem on to the tennants, in reality I will be taxed out of 
renting. 

Something has to give for working families.  I believe there should be other tax caps also. 

What's going on about the lottery money that was suppose to help us??? 

Not sure, I need more information. I don't know enough about it. 

unfortunately, though, if that happens the town of Catlin will raise our property assessment to make up for 
the property cap.  Essentially, our taxes will still go up. 

It will destroy the school district.  In addition, the Board should approve a higher than 2% tax increase to 
keep our programs intact.  Many residents would vote for a higher then 2% tax increase.  All the Board 
has to do is prove why they need it and the parents would support in addition to the lederly. 

Proterty taxes increasing at a rate of 2% each and every eyar should be nough to meet the growing 
demands of the school districy (schools, academics, personnel, etc.)  



Property taxes that are not capped could lead to large peaks in tax increases. This could make the goal of 
homeownership, purchasing a larger home, or maintaining an existing home unrealistic for some families. 

I'm not sure where the money is going to come from if this is capped. 

Due to economic conditions Horseheads needs to bring in a 0 % school tax increase for the coming year. 

Given the reduction in state aid, I do not feel that it is fair to cap school taxes.  Where are districts 
supposed to get their money from? 

There are many other areas where cuts could and should be taken.in the state.  We do more than most 
people realize for the good of our students. 

unsure.  need more info 

Not sure yet.  We just moved to the NY from OH. 

The design of this survey primes its respondents to answer questions in ways that support cutting much of 
what makes Horseheads an excellent school district. Why not structure your survey to invite community 
support for the educational system; ask about cutting favorite or valued programs first and let respondents 
express committment to those programs THEN ask them if they support the tax caps and budget 
increases? I think you would find the results markedly more in favor of supporting a budgetary increase. 
Presently, it appears your intent is to seek cuts. Is this the case? What other educational plan (charter 
schools, magnet schools, home schooling, corporate run) are you seeking to move public support toward. 
You are the people in charge of making the public school system the best it can possibly be. I would hope 
you would consider survey design as a part of your process. Frighteningly, I am almost convinced you 
have considered it, and have decided to work against community support of increased funding for our 
excellent educational system. 

I feel that lay offs should be prevented and if that means a higher rate of tax then that should be done.  
Also infalation is more than 2% so we shouldn't cap the property tax at only 2%. 

I dont think it is completely realistic in most situations to have a cap at that low of a level especially when 
such significant cuts are being recommended 

A tax cap without a unfunded mandate cap is pointless... 

If I have to live with a budget, then schools should have to also 

Obviously there needs to be spending management associated with this step, but when compared to 
property tax rates across the country, New York's is clearly too high.  There is clear opportunity to 
benchmark other regions and find opportunities to operate the government and schools at a lower 
property tax rate. 

they have already cut too much. 

It is time that school districts start operating as business do these days.  Stop the wasteful spending and 
live withing their means. 

New York Property taxes are already very high 

All schools like businesses need to develop plans to reduce operating cost year over year. If they can not 
do this than we should look at privatizing schools and let them compete for state and federal aid. 

I don't believe in the cap along with the cuts, but, i do believe our school board should start being more 
practical and responsible and stop throwing money away on the super and the so called strategic plan 

While I would not like to see taxes raised, I do understand taxes are needed to help pay for education.  
With NY falling behind in education, I don't see it necessary to cap taxes, when that money can be 
approprited for curriculum, activities and teachers. 

Not if the education budget will be cut. 

Unfortunately, schools, like household and businesses must work to control unnecessary costs.  However, 
this tax cap should not be targeted to schools only.  It should be more directed to Medicaid and the Health 
Care System.  If a 2% cap is mandated for school taxes, then the state MUST stop UNFUNDED 
mandates.  Also, the cost per special ed student versus regular ed student is a massive.  The mandates 
for AIS services and special ed services are exhausting resources we need to offer smaller class sizes 
and resources needed to achieve the mandated test standards that are placed on districts.  When class 
sizes are in the 28 and above range, with half your students having IEPs, forget 80% pass rates.  We will 
be in survival of the fittest mode. 

to be honest i think the  regents  should be     taken away  if hey have the  finals thanks 

I have not had a salary increase in the last 3 years.  I support no tax increases because I have no 
additional funding. 

I support anything that will lessen my increasing tax burdens. Although I know that this 2% tax cap 
proposal, like all other state taxing formulas, will be a convoluted formula with multiple exclusions and will 



most certainly have a net result higher than a 2% cap. 

I think that, in general, there is a "spend it or lose it" attitude among school districts, that I believe results in 
projects/purchases that are "nice to have" but are not needed for continued education or programs. I love 
the new HS Aud, but the old one was fine... for an example. It is nice to have the upgraded facility, but in 
the long run, it was an expensive project that was not "needed". 

I do not mind paying additional if it goes to the schools.  There are other areas that can be cut. 

Cut administration 

I support the tax cap in favor of our senior citizens and those on fixed incomes. 

With the cuts that the state has made to the district's aid package, I don't think it is realistic that the gap 
can be covered if property tawxes are capped at 2%. 

I do think we need to be fiscally minded though.  If jobs are cut/lost it would be difficult to keep up with 
huge tax increases.  I don't mind the money being spent as long as it is on students. 

The New York Lottery was set up to give money to schools.  What they hell is happening???   I sell lots of 
lottery tickets at the place of business where I work.  Where is all that money????  Why are the schools 
still suffering???  I want to know!!!!! 

If programs dont need to be cut and people dont need to lose their jobs. 

I do feel Horseheads taxes are extremely high, infact because of them and the economy I am in the 
process of selling my house and renting.  However, I do not think any more money should be pulled from 
the school district.  We need as many activities as we can get to keep these kids out of trouble. 

I would not mind this gap if the new buisness werent given so many opportunities to lower their taxes 
when the homeowner can't. This process is not fair, and needs to be looked at closer. There should be a 
cap for them as well... 

There are so many other cuts that can be made in this state. I am very upset that people can move to our 
state and receive benefits as soon as the move here. There should be at least a one year proof of 
residency (like North Carolina) to be able to qualify. I have worked with a woman who lived in Virginia, had 
a great job with benefits, and CHOSE to move to New York under her fathers advise, so that she could 
work few hours while pregnant and qualify for all the benefits our state has to offer!!! She could have taken 
care of herself, but chose to move here so that we could take care of her! That tax money that we will 
spend on her medical care and the care of her child could be spent on our schools. I know for a fact that 
she is not the only person doing this.. she is only the most recent person to tell me that she moved here to 
be able to rest while pregnant and qualify for all that our state has to offer her.. this has got to stop.  
Please Governor Cuomo... please stop this madness and make it a law that someone has got to live here 
for at least one year before they can receive tax paid benefits.  This will stop people from thinking that they 
can just move here for the easy life at our expense. 

I would not be in favor of a 30% increase in my property taxes, but I understand the school district may 
need an increase in taxes more than 2%. 

Not clear what this really means. 

This"cap" needs to be opposed vigorously.  It amounts to a power grab by Albany at the expnese of 
localities.  Should this pass, all aspects of our children's education will be dictated by bureaucrats. 

Taxes are way to high as it is. So I guess a 2% cap is better than nothing. 

At some point we need to realize that resources are finite and that increases in educational spending have 
not done much of anything for actual education. 

Although I don't know enough about it, I understand it will be bad for schools. 

Most definitely.  Time for you to make some real cuts and show some leadership.  Stop raisng my taxes 
and start cutting programs and teachers.  Enough is enough. 

I believe the cap is too high.  The property taxes should not be raised at all!  And, if they are, it should be 
no more than 1% each year. 

But only if State Mandates are addressed to control cost. This must be done if a cap is put in place and it 
must be done by the state. 

I support this cap ONLY if state mandates are released.  It is impossible to tell someone what to spend 
money on and not let them have the money.  So I do believe that we need to keep our spending under 
control, but only if we are not forced to spend money on things where we cannot earn money.  As an 
Economics professor at CCC, not matching spending with income doesn't make sense.  So my answer 
was YES, but only with release of mandates - otherwise, I would say NO 

A tax cap, like a tax increase, does not change the culture of the educational system, nor does it change 
the culture of the Medicaid system.  Obviously this is not the place to write chapters on this topic-- 



however I would ask the questions:  1. Why do we paint the education system with one wide brush?   
2.  If we were given a brand new community and could build an education system as we want, would be 
build the same system we have used for the past how many decades? 

Not sure 

Not unless there is mandate relief. 

It is my understanding that a super majority can overide the 2% cap.  The current budget adoption process 
does not work when the contingency budget is relatively the same amount but restricted in how it is used.  
Poor voter attendance results from voters knowing the budget adoption process is rigged and feel voting is 
a waste of their time.  Under the current system, they really have no say. 

I believe all districts should be empowered to set their property tax rates. 

Our children are our future of our country as well as the world. If we don't provide them with the best 
foundation possible where will be then? 

This is ridiculous!!!!.  The existing cuts will wipe out those programs that make this district special.  It will 
drive teachers out of education and keep young people from going into teaching.  This is a classic 
example of the state abrogating its responsibility to the local taxpayers. 

We need additional funding through this venue. 

I would like to have no additional increases in our taxes. 

I actually would prefer an actual cut, not just a cap that only restricts the amount of increase in taxes that 
will be allowed. 

Too many unfunded mandates for a cp to be feasible. 

We need to learn to live within our means. 

Not under the current circumstances. 

at current funding levals not the proposed cut levals 

For as much as the state is cutting, a 2% cap will not allow us to help make up that difference. 

Look at other jurisdictions in other states.  School taxes as a function of property value are no where close 
to what there are here.  And have noticed the loss of NY residents over the years? Tax burden of living 
here has everything to do with that.  Time to CUT SPENDING and wake up to what is necessary for the 
long haul. 

We cannot continue to live in NY and pay higher and higher property taxes.  A better plan has to be 
instituted. 

Chemung County has one of the highest property tax burdens in the country and limiting the increase with 
the cap is a good option. That being said it will be hard to keep all school district functions going with only 
the 2% increase instead of the typical 4+% but the state cannot keep digging itself deeper into a hole. 
Hopefully the Governor's team to cut unfunded and underfunded mandates imposed on school districts 
and local governments will be successful in completing its charge. 

Only if accompanied by mandate relief, however. 

Although a cap at first blush appears to be a win for the taxpayer, in effect, it will force taxing authorities to 
raise taxes annually even if not justified. 

something need to be done to cut costs. 

Not if it equals cuts to my child's eduational program. 

Give us more control and say in the budget by putting it up for vote item by item.  For example, Pre-K-yes 
or no?  Eliminating Director of Secondary and Primary positions-yes or no? 
There have been many times where there is just one item I don't like and vote no for the whole budget just 
because of that one item 

Pursuant to mandate review. Some of these mandates, now in effect, will have to be reviewed and 
modified or it won't work. 

This is absolutely essential.  For years NYS school taxes and programs have expanded out of control, and 
a cap must be instituted NOW 

The tax cap will not only be a detriment to the district, also to the municipalities in the area. A tax cap will 
decrease funding of so many programs, services, etc. 

undecided-- I don't feel I know enough about the cap and its' pros/cons to make a decision 

Our taxes are high enough. I would be willing to pay more if I knew that all the money would go towards 
education. 

all need to do their part to reduce debt. 

We are getting taxed right out of our homes 



Need additional information. 

If it is going to result in my children being in large classes or programs for children being cut, I support 
raising taxes a reasonable amount. 

Property taxes caps are horrible ideas. 

The tax cap will be the death of all public school districts.   
I hope that this Board sees that and sees that the Parents of thie District will pay to keep the programs that 
we have. 

I do believe there should be other creative ways in raising funds to help the schools.  Why not think 
outside the box and look to other districts in other states for ideas.  Usage tax on items people buy would 
be a regular income going to the schools.  People might be more in favor of a sales tax increase if they 
know it is going to help their schools.  I would. 

I would be willing to pay a higher sales tax to support my school. 
Small school districts should be eliminated to reduce administrative expenses. Tenure should be 
eliminated in place of performance. 

Not certain at this time 

I don't think he should cap school taxes at the same time he's taking school aid away. 

I believe there could and should be no tax increase. 

I guess this is a good thing seeing as how the taxes are always going to go up. 

I understand how it will tie the Disrict's hands and undermine programming 

With all the cuts in state funding, districts will have to turn to voters. 

The man is out of his mind. 

only if you are able to give quality education for all. 

There has to come a time when all agencies learn to cut the waste and make due with what is available.  I 
think that time has come. 

Should be 1% cap. In this economy people are either losing their jobs, not getting raises or are getting 
their hours cut. This makes it much more difficult to pay higher taxes. 

While I understand the rationale behind the cap, property tax rates in NYS are very steep, there has to be 
an alternative. The cap, combined with reduced state aid, would cripple school districts and force them to 
make unsound educational decisions. 

I have moved between North Carolina and New York 3 times in the past 12 years with 2 children in both 
systems for elementary, middle and high schools.   I do believe the educational system in New York is 
superior, but not in proportion to the ammount of money spent.  I believe we must get more efficient with 
the tax money being collected. 

Property taxes are already at an outrageously high level.  Putting some limitation on increasing property 
taxes will force leaders to make economically sustainable decisions. 

How ridiculous!  Rather than tying the hands of school boards with a tax cap, how about fixing the problem 
with funding schools fairly!  Public schools will suffer and the richer or better off will pull out their kids and 
send them to private schools or private schools in disguise ( charter schools) while the public schools 
have to deal with discipline and huge class size with less and less money!  This is one sure way to make 
sure he destroys public education. 

I own a lot of property but still do not support the cap. 

Absolutely!!!  Look where Chemung County ranks out of all counties nationwide....seriously, we are easily 
in the top 5% of taxes nationwide (if not higher).  It is breaking the back of the taxpayer.  I've lived in NYS 
all my life, and I am seriously contemplating leaving.  I was offered a job in NH recently and turned it 
down.  With no pay increase from job to job, I would take home 13% more immediately....13%!!!!   
I always see the comparison of Chemung to other NYS counties....that's like comparing Charles Manson 
to Ted Bundy....which one is worse. 
Enough is Enough....at some point I will be leaving NYS if this keeps up. 

Fire [name redacted] and get someone much cheaper. Then at least one or two people can keep there 
jobs. 

yes 

New York state must be the worst run state in the union.  Our taxes are the highest ever and our school 
system gets constant cuts.  Our teachers continually send more and more homework home for the 
children, that feels like should have taken place in the classroom.  Not much bang for the buck. 

Support of this tax cap does NOT constitute support of cutting school budgets.  There are MANY over and 
inappropriately funded state programs. 



Need more information to answer just yes or no. 

In addition to this proposal, school districts should band together and sue the state to demand removal of 
mandates that burden school budgets. 

I would rather see a tax increase for residents and businesses across the board than a decrease in the 
services and opportunities that our students / children have available to them.  I am very concerned about 
all of the cuts & how they are affecting the quality of education schools are providing. 

I do feel that we pay very high taxes for the area in which we live. I think that it would create a burden if the 
school tax was increased at this time due to all of the other rising costs. 

School Boards are elected to make budgeting decisions on behalf of the community.  If they decide that a 
property tax increase is necessary to ensure an adequate education for our kids in Horseheads then that 
is the budget that should go to the voters.  The governor should not be imposing his limits on us. 

Taxes are already too high in Horseheads 

There has to be some way to make up the shortfall that he is causing, you can't constrain from both sides.   
No one wants to pay more propoerty tax, but what other solution is there? 

cut spending/school taxes 

Im not sure of the ramifications as the fine print is always so small...but on the surface putting a lid on 
taxes is always a good idea.. 

I think the cap needs to be higher so that we are able to afford more things 

2% of taxes in our district is not enought money, that % would work in the downstate districts, not up here 

No our education should be the most important thing to them there shouldnt be any  cap at all, the 
goverment should be stepping in and contributing more to our educational money not raising the taxes on 
us. The students of today are going to be the future of tommorow, they shouldnt have to suffer a lesser 
education just because our goverment decided to become greedy money hogs. Also the average people 
shouldnt have to suffer either while all of these people are making such big salarys. Id love to se one of 
the goveners or congress men walk around in the shoes of the poor or even the average. It might bring 
them to their senses. 

NY has some of the highest taxes in the country.  We need to find ways to cut expenses and not continue 
to put the financial burdens on the property owner. 

Taxes in NYS have gotten ridiculous...we have considered leaving the state to find a more affordable 
place to live. 

People are already struggling with unemployment, fuel prices and gas at the pumps.  I think any cap on 
taxes would be a little help to us taxpayers. 

I don't think this is practical. We must be willing to pay for our public education 

I would not have a problem with higher school taxes if it saves jobs and provides a superior education. I 
feel that the budget problem comes from higher up at the state aid or federal level and that is where the 
changes need to come from. If we cut jobs and other services this year, what happens in future years 
when the budget gets tighter? It will affect the childrens learning potential. 

No, we have seen this kind of impact when we were living in Ma. 

Not sure 

I do not support the Governor telling local Governments what they are or are not allowed to ask of their 
local communities.  I believe the Governor's office has plenty of tasks that do fall under the state level of 
government. If local government is to be valid and helpful, it needs to be able to count on the authority to 
enact and enforce according to the responsibilities currently under its domain. 

I think taxes should be frozen at the current rate. 

As much as everyone dislikes taxes.  I feel it's more important to invest in the future.  Things are chaotic 
enough to think it might be unwise to propose caps. 

If we don't cap school taxes, more people will move away from New York.  Already the 2010 census 
shows that we've lost enough people to cause the loss of two political districts. 
In this time of austerity, everyone has to "feel the pain".  However, New York citizens have been feeling 
the pain of ever increasing taxes for ten years or more. 

Not if Cuomo is going to cut state education aid. Is he trying to shut our schools down? Education is the 
LAST thing that should be cut. 

Our taxes are way too high. It is getting rediculous. 

I don't support a "one formula fits all" proposal.  There are too many other factors to consider. 

Where does our money go anyway?  We have to provide not only for our children but supply the whole 
class with things. Can't even afford tissues? 



If the BOE opposes this, then the arguments against it should be presented so that people understand it 
better. 

As much as I hate to be taxed at a greater rate, the benefit of having a good educational system for our 
community youth far outweighs the cost (this attitude will remain even when my children have graduated 
from the schools in the district). 

The taxpayers do not have anymore money to give...we are hit with tough times just like the state. 

As a fellow educator for Elmira Heights, I am well aware of the burden such a cap places on school 
districts to provide a quality education. 

need some start to fiscal control. 

The taxpayer cannot continue to be bled dry by increasing taxes. We have even considered leaving the 
state if taxes continue to go up to support cadillac medical and pension plans for public service 
employees. 

Property taxes in NY are some of the highest in the country.  We DEFINATELY need a cap on this.  The 
answer is NOT to continue increasing taxes. 

I feel he should put some alternatives in place first. 

It seems we would possibly need to raise  property taxes in order to not cut the provision of quality 
educational  programs  for our children. I would not like to see larger class sizes ,a reduction of teaching 
staff or doing away of current programs for our children. 

Provided the district refuses to do any of the mandates from the State....let them sue us they are not 
allowing for any $ for those mandates so they shouldn't be done 

I do not believe our children and school district should be forced to compromise programs and services 
because the state provides tax incentives for new businesses to move to our area. There MUST be some 
accountability there as well. In order to remain the BEST school district in the area, we need to do what is 
necessary to remain competitive and give our children ever opportunity for success. 

Unfortunately hard choices need to be made.  We need creative solutions.  Everyone will have to share in 
the pain.  I believe we should not only limit the cap to 2% but need to determine how we can reduce our 
taxes across the board.  This does not mean I support weakening our educational system.  I support the 
opposite.  I believe we need to look for waste in other areas so that we can redirect spending to education 
or limit cuts to education.  Weakening education is a death spiral. 

i think they should have a 2% reduction for the next ten years.They did better when kids went to a wooden 
school house. 

As I understand this proposal an increase over 2% can be passed by a public vote with 60% approval. 

Is that every year? 

For retired people, Social Security has been frozen.  
We are in a period of encreasing inflation.  
Withholding for Federal taxes has increased as of January 2011. 
As much as our community wants to support our excellent schools, many retired people do not have the 
money for increased property taxes.  People who rent have property taxes included in the rent they pay.  
Everyone pays property taxes. 

This State needs to look at other States and see how they fund their school systems. Property taxes 
cannot continue here. It is always more. There is never enough. I do not necessarily embrace a cap as 
much as an overhaul or complete change to how school systems in New York State are funded. I would 
like to see property taxes eliminated. 

If it means keeping the taxes I pay lower than yes. I could see where raising taxes could benefit the school 
district  where my children attend, but financially it would hurt me. 

I do believe there should be a cap so that school districts don't just use taxes as a means of supporting 
their budgets, I think that 2% is to low it should be approximately 5%. 

Educating children is our future-keeping them from a quality education (which needs money to invest in) 
robs them and us from our future.  Saving now does not necessarily mean saving later. 

During tough economic times, we in the private sector have had to cap, and at times reduce our expenses. 
The NYS Public School should be rquired to do the same. 

Honestly, I do not believe that giving more money to the same people will solve anything.  I do not believe 
we would be in this situation if people could manage what they already have.  If we pay more taxes, it will 
just go to people who do not deserve it.  The children deserve it and they aren't getting it.  Supporting the 
PTO is a better way of making sure that money is used for my children. 

Time to stop the outrageous tax hikes - you need to look closely at administrator salaries before you just 
start cutting programs for the kids. I love the idea of doing away with Kindergarten, or at least shortening it 



to a half day. If that saves significant revenue, it's a no-brainer. No five-year-old needs to be in school for 6 
hours! 

Stop giving the business tax breaks; they should pay their fair share of school taxes.  We have many large 
businesses coming in to the community who can afford to pay school taxes ie: Schlumberger; let's get off 
our asses and make them pay.  Taxes could be lowered if others paid their share! 

There should be severe cuts in the Horseheads School District resulting taxes being lower than last year. 

There has to be plans on how to keep spending down. 

School boards can not raise taxes every year as they feel the need. Horseheads high school has a 
Principal for each grade. What is that all about? I went to high school with one Principal and one V . P and 
one dean of students... That was it. The Superintendent position should run every school in the county the 
reside in. This would save tax dollars. Now we have one in every district. They also are over paid.I believe 
it is time to tighten our belts work with your budget you have and if you have to use the same amount of 
money next year then do it. 

This is a tough question.  I want to see our schools have the funding they need, but at the same time I am 
concernedabout what I pay in taxes. 

not sure I understand what it means 

 

4. To keep all present programs intact, how much of an average tax increase would you support? 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

0% to 1.9% 44.1% 548 

2% to 3.9% 33.3% 413 

4% to 5.9% 14.8% 184 

6% or higher 7.8% 97 

Additional Comments: 205 

answered question 1242 

skipped question 160 

 

Additional Comments for Question #4: 

 

There should be cuts in administraion and consolidation of services to save money 

As a teacher, I have and always will continue to say yes to any school budget in any district I reside. 

Whatever is necessary, provided budget issues are addressed equitably without relying on attrition 
alone. 

Programs for students are the most important thing.  There education will be the one thing that suffers 
the most with the budget cuts.  We need to keep as many teachers and servicer providers employed as 
possible for our children to be successful in the future. 

It depended on what they were keeping and what would be eliminated. 

What ever is required.  To be honest, there may be programs out there they I wouldn't support they I am 
not familiar with. 

ZERO. 
Cut spending on personnel and benefits. Fire the unions. 

I would welcome a tax hike that was high enough to see us through the current fiscal crisis, as long as 
the tax rate decreases when times are good.  New York politics would surely prevent taxes from going 
down so the idea is pie in the sky. 

I stress the word "programs" in my answer.  I think other "non-student education issues" would be 
reduced first. 

What Programs are intact?  The School District needs to notify the community about those programs in 
order to make a reasonable decision. 

All present programs should not be kept intact. 

I know these are tough times, but you can't put a dollar amount on the future of our community and 
society alike. Also, our employees livlihood is very important to me. 



Sports can be cut. Also, too many Administrators at Horseheads. Lay off Administrators and coaches. 

I understand that it costs money to run a good district however property taxes as a whole are too high.  
It's time to start cutting, not increasing 'at a minimum'. 

I need more information on programs, before I decide what tax increase I would support.  Maybe 
program cuts are necessary. 

I would support what tax increases the community would be willing to pay 

Keep current programs and insure Universal Pre-K, intermurals, and modified sports remain.  Cut 
administrative positions/salaries first! 

The children suffer without having many of these programs that could possibly be cut. A rise in taxes is 
justified. I am willing for my town to raise taxes for that school district to maintain as much as possible 
too, as a teacher and mother- I want the best for my child. 

I would like to see a budget built from 0.  Each program justifying it's expenditures and looking for ways 
to creatively provide excellence in education.   
The number above is tough to choose.  I would like to see a graduated tax so that people on fixed 
incomes (elderly) would not have to pay more, but people who are capable, do pay more. 

Again don't cut programs cut the high salaries, elementary schoool priciples or pricipal's on specail 
assignment making $107,000 you have got to be fricking kidding me. Get real, keep the programs and 
cut the salaries. 

Whatever it takes to keep the same programs and staff would be sufficient.  I do feel that a freeze on 
waiges like the state would help offset the double digit budget cut. 

I could support a higher tax increase as long as it could be demonstrated to me that the district was 
curtailing expenses as much as possible without cutting programing. 

modified sports should go parents can organize and run volunteer sports till high school after all the 
boys are losing anyway 

Our property taxes (and thus amount going for school tax) go up anyway, because at least in Big Flats 
the property values keep getting assessed for higher values. 

I don't live in this district.  My taxes go to the Heights 

Tax increase should be equal to COLA +- the estimated cost of oil (from futures). The Bureau of Labor 
Statistics has stated there is no increase in the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and 
Clerical Workers (CPI-W) from the third quarter of 2008, the last year a COLA was determined, to the 
third quarter of 2010. If additional monies are needed the district should be looking at cutting retired 
staff members benefits or asking current staff to pay a larger portion of their healthcare insurance costs 
(bringing employees closer to the private sector average). It's not about the retired staff members, it's 
about the students. 

What percent would you need to increase taxes in order to keep the present programs intact? 

0% 

I have the quality of life I have here in Horseheads largely due to my education. I would not take this 
Educational oppotunity away from others for the sake of a few hundred dollars. 

I would also support a freeze on all pay raises for district employees, including any bonus that are 
given.  In all business environments in this poor economic time, that is what the employees do.  The 
school district needs to start operating as a business.   
I totally would support a tax increase, providing the district employees take no raises. 
Further, get rid of the unions, this will not even be a problem or an issue! 

Im a single parent raising a 14 yr old daughter working as a T/A and working part-time on my own and 
I'm barley keeping my head above water. 

I'm not sure how much I would support.  It would depend on the type of program that the levy would 
support. 

The average increase should be about 2-3% annually.  When there is not a steady increase, then there 
is a large jump to cover the years of no increase. 

I believe all present programs can be kept, while only increasing taxes slightly.  Spending cuts in other 
areas such as administration are in order and needed. 

Again, if the State of New York should be run much more efficiently to save money so they don't have 
to cut the school budget.  Cutting the school budget is not a good option if the United States wants to 
remain competitive in the world market.  Raising taxes on residents while fuel and commodity prices 
rise, the value of the U.S. dollar declines and continued high unemployment is not a good option. 

That is a leading angled question which assumes a tax increase. What are present programs? Does 
that include capital expenses, and labor? Find cuts. 



Acutally. None. 
Comparative data shows: 
a. Too top heavy in non-teaching FTE in terms of expenditure and as a % of revenue. 
b. Spending per pupil can decrease by 20% AND still be at the top of the national avg. 

I haven't had any increase in 3 years!  You can't keep outpacing inflation.  This is why university 
education is unafordable for many now. 

Let alone in my neighborhood the amount of taxes collected should be more than enough to support 
any programs needed.  We also pay so much for all the extra classes kids are offered.  Obviously the 
money is not being used correctly especially when we hear how much it cost to put a window in an 
announcement box at the sports field 

This is a difficult question as I have not heard what is needed. 

Actually an increase!!!  It is not Horseheads fault that New York City is not fiscally responsible.  Nor is it 
Horseheads duty to pay for the overspending of New York City programs.  It is Horseheads Central 
School District's responsibility to educate our youth and proivide them with the life experiences we had 
in High School.  Most of those memories we had do not even occur in today's High School environment. 
We never had to "pay to play" a sport, or have caravans bring students who represent Horseheads High 
School to various events.  We had dances, and class rings, many things that are just not funded today.  
Being a high school student in todays world is aweful. 

none 

Where is the decrease - Every other business in America has had to reduce their costs - Why not 
School Districts? 

An intelligent response cannot be made to this question, unless one knows what all of the programs 
are, how much they cost, and whether or not they are effective. 
I would actually be in favor of a tax decrease and cutting of certain current programs, if it was found that 
they are not producing results which are worth their cost. 

Since I am not a resident, I do not feel it is appropriate to respond to this question 

That it 

taxes should not increase at all. You should eliminate administrative positions to deal with the decrease 

My answer is zero unless I see action by the district to control costs or even reduce costs in the future.   
The problem is that the costs that are killing the district's budget have more to do with state mandates, 
overly generous medical and pension benefits that are locked in place by labor contracts and a bloated 
administration.  The only way I could support any significant increase in the budget is if I saw serious 
efforts to reduce future costs through actions such as one or more of a reduction the number of highly 
senior administrators, only busing for students who live more than a mile or 2 from school, and a 
reduction in pension benefits to be more in line with the private sector, such as no full medical and 
pension benefits until you are of retirement age, 65 years old, even if you retire at age 50 after 30 year 
of service, a larger contribution by employees to their pensions and benefits. 

We have a great educational system in place, with arts, athletics and academics all supported by 
outstanding professionals.  My children are Horseheads graduates, and I want their children to have 
access to the outstanding educational system they were fortunate enough to experience. 

I think that our overpaid Superintendent should bite the bullet and give back some of the many perks he 
has become accustomed to. He makes more than enough for what he does so he could afford to give 
back to the taxpayer. 

Again, I could afford this but I am not sure about others and where does it all end.  Why is this state so 
heavily burdened vs. others who have adequate education?  I am not sure that increased taxes fixes 
our root problems. 

Question not valid. 
The goal should not be to keep all present programs intact. The goal should be to critical review all 
present programs, assess which ones are performing successfully, which ones can be made more 
economically efficient without sacrificing quality, and which ones are not achieving goals and need to 
be eliminated or replaced with better options. 
     Then one asks, how much am I willing to pay for cost effective, educationally effective programs. 

3.9 seems high - I would support something in the 2 - 3.5% range 

The word is CUTBACK not status quo or higher CUTBACKS! 

Until the administrative costs are cut (excess of high level positions, i.e. special consultants, excess 
principals & guidance counselors, etc.), there should be no increase in spending. 

It is difficult to define since it has to be based on consumer index change. 



Taxes are high enough 

I would like to have all current programs reviewed for need and efficiency to justify their continued use. 

From the outside looking in, the school district looks top heavy.  It appears that the administration could 
be trimmed. Their salaries also are worth looking at.  It is my understanding that schools spend (or get 
from the state) $10,000 per student.  I know for fact, it does not take $10,000 a year to educate a child. 

how about a decrease for a change.... you might get more support 

The governor is forcing us to raise taxes while he pretends to not raise taxes. 

already too high.  Retirees cannot afford to own a house in Horseheads due to high school taxes. 

To keep programs intact, not the administration which seems to grow and appears more important to 
the district. 

I do not have all of the information I would need to properly answer this question at this time. We should 
be prudent but not sacrifice the education of our children. 

To fix problem, then reduce to 2-4% 

I would be willing to have a year where we pay more, but the fact is that it wouldn't be temporary.  We 
are facing this problem for at least 3 more years with the state budget. 

I am not a resident, can't support by voting.  Not all programs are going to be able to be kept.  Not a 
good question. 

Other .... I don't pay school taxes 

I don't like the premise of the question.  There is always a presumption that certain things will be cut if 
we don't have enough money, and that other things will survive.  I think we need to look at everything. 
Tough decisions need to be made.  Whenever cuts are imment, they always talk about cutting band or 
sports.  From my perspective, the school district is top heavy in administrative positions. For example,  
when I attended, we had a pricipal and a vice principal for 1,500 students.  My understanding is that 
there are at least 4 pricipal/vice principals etc. 

See previous question. 

I don't think this question is appropriate, because I don't necessarily support keeping all present 
programs intact. 

I think times are tight, and some programs just MUST be cut for the time being. We have so many 
opportunities that I really think our students and residents can manage without for a while.  
If the taxes go up too much, not only will we start losing District residents, but State residents as well. 

It seems like the school system is a bottomless pit to toss money in, which if you look at the finished 
product, our money is not giving us a good return.  We need to look at these programs that zap our 
monetary resources and opt out of them and focus on education. 

I'm not sure ALL present programs should be intact. 

Lower budget by stopping the spending of unecessary items such as smart boards. Also raise 
retirement age and cut pensions. 

Whatever is needed to ensure quality programming for our students. 

seems like school increase the tax but reduce the service. I don't want tax increase if the school won't 
provide anything to support the students. 

I'm not sure that this is fair for me to answer because I'm not paying it. 

I would support only a 0 % tax increase. This can be achieved by 
reducing the number of administrators, assistant principals, guidance councilors , assistant 
superintendents, and giving no salary increases for the coming year. 

we need to remember some people are on fixed incomes and are unable to handle a large tax increase. 

How can we continue to raise taxes, living expenses with parents not getting raises??? 

Any amount to save cuts, we need to keep all aspects of our education intact. 

Believe that it may not be necessary or desirable to keep all present programs intact. 

There should not be an "automatic" tax increase.  Taxes should increase or decrease depending upon 
enrollment and population, as well as the commercial tax levy.  Any change to the tax levy should hover 
around the rate of inflation. 

I would like to see changes in the staff and administration expenses without reducing programs 

0%. The % of school and property tax paid in NY is unacceptable. I have lived in other states and the 
property taxes and school taxes were lower and the test scores were better than NY. Increasing taxes 
is not the answer. You do not get it. We can't service everyones needs. 

We live in one of the highest property tax communities in the nation.  Enough said.... 



i would go higher if i saw true reform in spending without cutting programs or sports 

I believe with some good investigation as to where all funds are being distrubuted, a tax increase of 
more than 3.9% would not be necessary.  I feel that there is a lot of tax payer money being misspent or 
being earmarked for programs that are not as important as others.  there is a lot of misspending of 
money in NY State 

I do think all programs could stay intact while letting go of unnecessary positions, canceling classes 
with small enrollments, and not offering mandates that are UNFUNDED by the state and not supported 
by the community financially. 

Unfortunately, everything seems to be costing more and more, but our salaries are not increasing at the 
same pace, which means something has to give. 

I suggest that the same programs stay in place and salaries don't increase, just like my salary has not 
increased.  I do not support a tax increase.  I would support administrators having a decrease in their 
pay. 

Why are all present programs necessary? 

NONE cut programs 

I think the time has come to evaluate and cut waste and gratuitous spending, including inflated salaries. 

Perhaps we should discontinue Pre-K 

cut administration 

Some increase is needed just to keep up with the cost of living increase.  If I absorb increases in other 
areas, it is realistic to think I would have an increase in my school taxes. 

Same comments as stated previously. 

There has to be a way to cut from other areas instead of from students. We dont want any child left 
behind, yet the district wants to cut programs and staff that support positive child developement. 
Hmmmmm? 

School and community "leaders" need to figure out how to lead us out of this mess. Years of excessive 
spending and capitulation to the teachers union have gotten us to where we are now. Seek and get 
concessions from these unions. Tighten the belts in other areas. Cut [name redacted]'s excessive 
salary and benefits. Cut uneeded administrators. Businesses have to figure out how to "right size" 
during bad economic times and schools must also figure this out. 

I do not agree that all programs should stay intact.  At the expense of the tax payer, I feel that programs 
need to be cut in order to for everyone to weather the storm of our current economy. 

I think it's time the schools and goverment start to tighten their belts as all income earning households 
have done. You can't keep doing what you have always done and expect the taxpayers to pick up the 
difference- at some point and time there needs to be some trimmings or we'll never be able to afford to 
live locally. 

Like I said before... other cuts need to be made. Our kids should not suffer because others expect us to 
take care of them..when they move to our state for us to do so! 

Let's look at other ways to cut costs. Maybe the teachers need to give up some of their perks. (Start 
paying co-pays for insurance). Other businesses do it, and employees are just fine. The days of luxury 
for the teachers may be over. 

This is a particularly bad year.  In light of the loss of significant state funding, we must be prepared to 
pay more at the local level. 

no increase 

Obviously, the budget cannot continue to grow as it will if you continue with all programs intact.  All 
programs need to be looked at in regard to cost versus benefit; i.e. benefit to a majority of students.  
When you see a 45-passenger bus coming from/ going to another school with 4-10 students aboard, it 
is obvious waste is occurring.  Either a 45-passenger bus is not required or with so few students 
involved in this intracurricular activity, maybe this program does not need to exist.  And this type "look" 
needs to be done for all programs.  Federal madates may need to be argued against, particularly in 
light of cuts in state/federal aid to schools.  A SERIOUS look needs to be done in all phases of the 
school program, including personnel, transportation, etc.  The purpose of school is to educate, not 
necessarily to put out students who have had the availability of all these unnecessary extracurricular 
activities. 

The lesser the better. Maybe the school system could find ways to save money so they can afford the 
other programs. 

The first thing I would suggest is NOT to keep the status quo. "Programs" do not equate to education in 



many cases. 

The tax increases over the last two years has been low (I think) so 6% or higher would be reasonable. 

Again, I say, a zero percent increase only! 

Cut at the top and work your way down 

Historically, inflation in the U.S. has average 3%, so increasing income (i.e., taxes) by 3% would be 
consistent with that spending increase. 

This is an amazing district.  We have motivated teachers, administration, and a superinendent with 
vision.  But. as with the previous question, why would this be any different than a tax cap (just the other 
side of the number line)? 

The smallest possible that would support all present programs 

I would vote to exceed the 2% cap if the budget was designed to maximize instruction of our children 
while making serious cuts to non-teaching administrative staff.  In particular, serious review of non-
teaching personnel with assistant in their job description title. 

I support a temporary higher rate in districts in order to weather this financial storm. 

NONE. We need to decrease our taxes, and we need to identify more creative ways to accomplish that. 
How about not spending any local money on unfunded and/or underfunded state mandates? 

I do not want to see the quality of Horseheads' educational programs suffer but excessive teacher and 
program cuts. 

I see no reason to raise school taxes. There is a 13% automatic increase for school budgets built into 
the state law. 
In addidion, revenue from the State Lottery is supposed to be used for education. Residents of this 
state can no longer support tax increases. 

As phrased this question presupposes that keeping all present programs intact makes sense.  IT DOES 
NOT.  We must cut.  Sorry.  I know that's not what people are comfortable with, but it is our reality.  
Time to own it. 

Everyone is struggling economically. To add the burden of paying higher taxes or face foreclosure is 
hard to bear. I would rather see individual fundraising a bit more. 

Money needs to be spent wiser. Less administration, more strong teachers. Get rid of long term 
teachers that are not performing. Think more about education and challenging children to do their best. 

The District offers many great programs and it would be a shame to cut some but if the district cannot 
afford to keep all the activities that occur outside the normal school day, I guess I would vote to cut 
those activities first. 

Sorry, but in this economy we all have to learn to do more with less. 

It is time to cut.  The tax payers can not afford a tax increase.  It is time to cut waste.  Look deep into 
the budget and find excessive spending on item like copy paper,transportation, sports uniforms, busses 
(why do we need 10 new busses each year, whats wrong with 5?) 

Whatever is necessary as long as waste is trimmed. 

But maybe you should review "present programs". 

It's so hard! I am a resident of a neighboring district so I can't really answer this for Horseheads but I 
know people are struggling. The families in my class, my neighbors, people at church....people are 
struggling. 

If you are asking the taxpayers to take another hit in their budgets, the district needs to make some 
sacrifices. I would start at the top down where the big salaries are made. Are 4 principals really needed 
at the high school and the IS/MS complex? The new curriculum directors, are they pertinent to the 
programs delivered within the walls? The size of Students Services has grown tremendously over the 
last 10 years, are all of those salaries pertinent to the programs? I would tend to think some fat could be 
shaved there as well.  
If you expect the community to follow your direction, you need to lead with integrity and you head held 
high. Can you do that with all of the fat in the district? 

Get rid of all the principals that assigned a school!  Only one per school!  Then I'd vote for more 

as long as it went to horseheads ONLY!! 

we are retiered seniours and can not afford any tax increases. 

When our kids went to school at H.H. we had to pay to play sports. Why are we traveling 2-3 hours to 
play a game when we could be playing local teams. Corning,Bath,C.B.S. ND, Elmira, Etc. 

I would support any increase if it was going to the education of the students, and extra curricular 
activities.  I would support any increase in tax that went to parents of students that weren't paying the 



tax due to welfare 

We just bought a modest home in the district last year.  Already our mortgage escrow has been 
adjusted and increased $40/month because our initial monthly payment was calculated based on the 
previous resident's STAR exemptions - many of which we are not eligible for, as she was an elderly 
retiree.  We simply cannot afford more.  I say this as the parent of a child about 5 years away from 
starting school...I truly value education, art, music, and sports programs, but something has to give.  
And it can't be our household budget. 

I do not want all present programs to be kept intact.  There is alot of waste in our district although I 
know the district has been trying hard the last two years to cut some of that waste back.  Why not get 
back to the basics and educate our children without all the fluffy recreational activities like bowling, 
roller-blading, canoeing, fishing etc. in the high school. Please educate our children without the 
disruption of behavioral special needs in our classrooms.  This has caused and is causing lower 
grades, emotional stress (to teachers and students that want to learn) and less time to educate. 

If the community had access to ALL expenses generated by the budget there would be no tax increase.  
When you have four sectors; academics, athletics, administration and teachers you should have the 
community be given the opportunity to vote on all expenses.  When you take administration and 
teachers due to buracratic rules and teacher unions/tenure you take away 1/2 of the ways to balance. 
It is like have two income household and try to have all the budget come out of one.  Just isn't working. 

However, I do not reside in Horseheads. 

I am willing to support this level contingent upon evidence that there are legitimate and substantial 
reductions in funds being used to support any administrative, especially central administrative, 
expenditures. Increases in class sizes beyond the current contractual levels are NOT acceptable. The 
"perks" for those in administration should be reduced before even considering any cuts that deal with 
those who directly touch and influence the children's academic opportunities. A serious look at music 
and sports opportunities (ie modified and 9th grade separate sport programs, designer courses created 
to fill schedules of special area teachers, etc.) needs to take place. Block scheduling is no longer 
affordable and has lead to an decrease in teacher student ratios at the HS level where as pockets of K-
8 ratios have increased. 

0 % 

I don't think that we should keep all present programs intact.   Football should go!! Its an expensive way 
to damage the brains taht we are trying to develop. 

Not applicable 

whatever it takes to continue the way it is now. 

I do feel we could consolidate in some areas. 
Cut back on transportation. 
Share the use of playing fields for sporting events. 
Let community programs like the Youth Burea or YMCAs take over on the higher level of competitive 
sports programs. 
I think we need to kekep music, art and phys. ED plus maintain the high level of academics. 

Decrease spending, like lowering the salaries of highly paid administrators. We're all in this economy 
together and it shouldn't be just a few benefiting and the rest of us sacrificing. I'm not saying they aren't 
doing a good job, i'm saying we all do a good job and all should be compensated equally. 

I would support a tax increase of 6% or higher, but I would not expect that we would be able to keep all 
present programs intact seeing our current financial situation.  It is my hope that the district takes a 
careful look at all programs offered within our district (those mandated as well as not mandated) and 
thoughtfully considers which programs make a significant impact on the future success of our students.  
There are many non-mandated programs that I believe are essential for future success of our students 
(i.e. early childhood, art, music) and I would hate to see those get cut. 

I STRONGLY believe all progrmas should remain entact.  Art, musci, gym, after school activities.  We 
pay large amounts of taxes as it is, the children should not be the ones that are penalized for our ability 
to mis-manage our funds. 

maintain class size, maintain teaching staff as is. Priority! 
If we have to, pay to play sports or require players do even more fund-raising, etc....sadly - we don't 
want that either. 

Fire [name redacted] and get someone much cheaper. Then at least one or two people can keep there 
jobs. 

I'd be interested to know what the priority of programs were. 



No more tax hikes.  Why do businesses need to run cost cutting programs in order to stay in business, 
but government can just raise taxes and still not stay within a budget.  Why bother with a budget? 

No increase at all. Why can't you people spend within your means like everyone else. When I spend too 
much money on Christmas presents I don't go ask my boss for a raise to cover the bill. You do not 
deserve any more money from tax payers until you learn to manage what you already have. Stop the 
bleeding before starting a transfusion. 

Some current programs might be prime for cutting.  This should have been an option. 

Again, need more information. 

I support no average tax increase until we can figure out how to deliver an educate at an equal or lower 
rate relative to  other nations that do better for less cost.  For that matter, the National Center for 
Education Statistics puts NY, NJ and DC at the very top of all states on a $$/child basis at >$16,000 per 
child per year.  Students from other states are competitive with those from NY so an argument of "you 
get what you pay for" is not acceptable. 

I think a 6% - 10% tax increase is reasonable given the currrent economic crisis the state is facing. 
Having a tax increase near or above 10% will certainly hurt many of our residents who are on the lower 
wage earning spectrum but I also feel our district families are not willing to sacrifice their children's 
education. In order to maintain the high quality education our district is known for, we must also 
maintain our high standards for the ratio of teachers and paraprofessionals for our student population at 
each of our district schools. 

I don't support any tax increase 

This is a hard question to answer.  I would need to know if the BOE agreed that "all present programs" 
are necessary for a quality education.  I DO know that inflation reported by the CPI is artificially low and 
fuel prices alone will drive the budget higher. 

I do not support tax increases because the root cause of the problem is not a lack of money but its 
mismanagement. Tax increases have proven not to solve the problem. 

I do NOT support a tax increase of any kind!!. Do without for a change..sell one of the 14 close to new 
trucks you have for every need out back of the high school. Live like all us hard working americans on 
the middle class payment pole!!! 

0% 

I personally would support higher, but we need to be sensitive to older residents and those on tighter 
budgets 

Like i said before i dont feel it should be just us paying more for the schools. The people in the higher 
postions that are getting raises should all have their salarys cut in half and help pay for the things our 
state needs. 

we need to cut costs and teach these kids the basics.  Too many kids are graduating with out the 
proper skills. 

I would support a 2% increase 

I'm confident there are wasteful/unnecessary expenses that can be eliminated to balance the budget. 

Depends on the programs, I really don't know all the programs involved. 

I think that everything should be on the table, and we should look at cuts before we even consider a tax 
increase. That includes all programs and all positions of employment. 

Again I would personally do what is best for the children. 

We are paying too much in school taxes right now. 

I admit I am undereducated as to what my school district needs from its community.  If a tax increase 
above 4% were necessary, I may be persuaded to vote in favor of said, providing a solid explanation of 
the necessities were put forth. 

I don't buy into the teachers union propiganda that in order to keep programs we must increase taxes. 
The main reason to increase taxes is to cover the expense of paying teachers, paying their benefits and 
retirements. 
I strongly oppose any tax increase.  
I strongly recommend reducing the amount of school administrators to cut costs. 

Of course this depends on so much this is a little bit of a weird question without support data / and 
being able to read the future of course would also be necessary. 

I'm not knowledgeable about all the present programs, but I'm sure there are some that can be cut.  
Enrichment programs are great, my children when they were in school in Ithaca, took some.  But now 
that there's very little money to go around, we may have to return to basics. 



It is critical that every student know the basics before they graduate.   This includes problem solving 
and critical thinking.   It's horrible that colleges have to create reading programs to teach their incoming 
freshmen how to read!! 

We get taxed enough. There should be no increases. There should not be any reduction or loss of 
programs for our children. It is getting harder to survive on a daily basis in this region. It is getting 
harder to keep our children out of trouble and keeping them on the right path. By eliminating programs - 
this will only get harder. My two children are involved in many of the activities that I hear will be lost. 
This will be harder on a parent and more importantly...the children. We have one of the highest taxes in 
the country. Maybe we should benchmark other parts of the country to see how they are doing it 
RIGHT! 

Although this could lead to a financial burden on our part...we made the choice to live within the 
Horseheads School District because of everything it has to offer and all of the opportunities my children 
currently have. 

Assume that this is a % increase in the current tax levy as a % of assessed value and not an additional 
number of points for the levy. 

Perhaps there are some programs or areas where cutbacks could occur. 

Instead of cutting programs, why don't we look to cutting the pay increases of the faculty and staff...if all 
employees were to give up there pay increase for the year how much money would that save the 
district???  Why is that we always cut programs that impact the student body??? 

With food and gas prices soaring, and the talks of potential salary caps, job eliminations, etc., I'm afraid 
this is all my family could afford at this point in time. 

Dear [name redacted] and the School Board, 
Our school district is way too costly already.  I vote very strongly for 0% or a reduction.    What our 
district's spend and NYS's spends per child is way too high.    In NYS, dollars spent do not equal results 
expected by the students for the spend.      Other states spend less and have better outcomes. 
Success in the basics is 90% or more of your students future success.   Teach history, writing, math 
and science.    The rest should be up to parents... 
More money in can not fix a broken system.    You need fundamental changes that realign the systems 
and teaching profession (i.e. tenure) and district governance to be more accountable to the people who 
pay for it...... 
As a taxpayer, the Budget votes year in and year out have a continued threat to take away sports/extra.    
These votes are nearly meaningless to the general population and I for one feel the mandates are 
disenfranchising to the taxpayer sho pay for it. 
I want high quality education at an affordable cost. 

I don't support a tax increase.  Taxes in Horseheads are high enough.  School taxes should be paid by 
all not just those who own property. 

As difficult as it is, we must continue to cut spending.  As a Controller, I understand how critical these 
measures are.  Once again, continuing to raise taxes is not the answer. 

All businesses and families are facing difficult financial conditions, and everyone needs to do their part 
to reduce spending. 

Should be capped by the rate of inflation. 

There may be other avenues with retirement incentives, re-examing health care benefits which are 
more aligned with the private sector as well as wage/pay increase consideration for the next few years. 
It has to be a joint effort across the board, it is not uncommon in the private sector for employees to 
freeze wages or absorb a higher cost share with the health insurance benefits. 

Tax rate is already too high. 

none of the above.reduce cost 

I don't think that "all present programs" are actually necessary and they should be "slimmed down" 
considerably.  Silly extra things like boating classes and bowling and the full sports program shouldn't 
be supported by the community. 

School system cannot assume they need a increase every year to keep doing the same.  Need to do 
more, with the same or less $.  Just like everyone working in the corporate world is expected to do. 

I dont think that there is a need for taxes to go up. As a parent of 2 kids in the district, when they get to 
high school they have too many options. The schools need to focus more on the core classes of 
education and what the kids are going to be able to use in life. 

But not to keep "all present programs" intact (see below). Tax increase should not exceed 
wage/earnings increase. 



We think ALL employees should agree to a 10% reduction in pay. When your salary is paid with tax 
money, I don't think you deserve all these benefits that the taxpayers can't afford for themselves. We 
also think tenure SHOULD BE ABOLISHED. 

Although unrelated to school funding, perhaps the state can cut welfare and put that money back into 
school budgets.  An investment in education is an investment in the future.  Money put into welfare is 
throwing money down the drain. 

Taxes too high now especially with the way the economy is now, with many out of work. 

I would support a tax increase up to 2% 

0%. All athletics programs should be self sustaining. If the families who participate and/or booster clubs 
cannot raise the money, then the program(s) should be eliminated. As far as the teachers union is 
concerned, break them. I say that being a retired union member. Public sector employees should not be 
allowed to unionize. 

only if it is to occur once or twice but not if it is expected to occur every year in order to support the 
budget. 

I would support this increase only if the increase remains in the Horseheads School District. I have lived 
in the Horseheads School district since 1982. Even though the Horseheads School Tax base has 
quadrupled since then, our taxes increase every year. I understand with inflation and commoditiy 
volatility expenses go up. The increased tax base revenue should compensate for this. 

In the past if parent's wanted their children to participate in programs they had to pay for them.  Just like 
community sports programs you pay for those; School is not just for sports or extra curricular activities 
parents should be more concerned about learning than the extra curricular programs.  Start a Booster 
Club again for sports and go back to the basics.  If kids really want to play the sports the parents should 
be willing to help support this by paying a cost. 

None of the above, taxes should not be raised at all. 

No increase you went this year on this budget so do it again! 

Which of the percentages would keep the present programs intact.  Without knowing that answer it is 
hard to decide. 

 

5. To balance the budget, do you support the following (please check all that apply): 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 

Reduction of academic programs 5.6% 70 

Reduction of non-mandated academic programs 30.8% 386 

Reduction of transportation services 42.0% 527 

Reduction of food services 29.3% 367 

Reduction of extra-curricular and co-curricular programs 43.6% 547 

Reduction of interscholastic athletics 37.8% 474 

Reduction of community use of school facilities 42.7% 536 

Staff layoffs 24.7% 310 

I don't support any cuts 20.2% 253 

Additional Comments: 404 

answered question 1254 

skipped question 148 

 

Additional Comments for Question #5: 

 

where funds are least necessary and students education comes first 

Sports should be pay for play with a scholarship program set up for children who truly can not afford to 
play.  The community should have to pay for heat and Custodial services to use the facilities. 
Also a cut to ACE and AP should NOT be considered as it will hurt how the Horseheads School District is 
viewed by Universities thus hurting ALL of our students. 

Investigate a return to traditional scheduling at high school. 



I don't believe in cutting from those who want an education.  I believe the cuts should be in the wefare 
system. 

I do support however, getting rid of long term sub benefits and such.  They are not actual employees of 
the school district therefore I don't feel benefits are  necessary. 

I do not support teacher lay offs.  I believe we should make cuts at the administration level or at the very 
least, reduce the inflated pay that our superintendent makes.  I agree with Gov. Cuomo, the 
superintendent should not make more money than the Gov. of the State! 

I would support cuts in administrative positions. 

I wouldn't mind seeing some reductions in the amount of administrators working in this district -  I did not 
click staff layoffs above because I know that if staff were to be laid off it most likely would be someone 
actually works with my child instead of a person who works in an office all day. 

I would like to see cuts come in the areas of staff and curriculum development,  assessments, and building 
consolidation at the elementary level.  Use only mandated assessments until the budget crunch is over. 
I feel strongly that all students need art, music, PE and the opportunity to have a true middle and high 
school experience with sports and bands. 

Where is the REDUCTION of Central administration???????? WHY is it always those in the trenches??? 
If you cut non-mandated programs, you loose well rounded students.  I do believe some of the "course 
offereings at the high school, could be "limited" but not elminated.  With transportations, have you seen 
how many parents bring their kids to school.  This could be looked at. 

Athletics and extra-curriculars are important and so are many non-mandated academic programs.  Class 
sizes are already pretty large in some of the schools.  I can't imagine if you had to layoff staff... 

I don't support any cuts, but do understand that they maybe impossible to avoid.  I hope that any cuts 
made are done with the best interest of students in mind. 

Community use of facilities pay a fee. 

No 100% bussing. 
No freshman basketball teams 
Cut some administrative salaries and positions 

Staff layoffs will be determintal to the students.  Before any staff is layed off all non-mandated programs 
should be cut first. 

I only support staff layoffs for unnecessary positions.  I work at EFA and see lots of dead weight around 
here - I'm sure there's just as much dead weight in the Horseheads District.  Let's get rid of it. 

Some of these areas are too vague.  I would need to know more about exactly what each one  includes 
before deciding.  (For example, I think many were surprised that the freeze on busing for field trips etc. 
included transporting students for swimming) 

I support a restructuring of the way the schools do business so as to become more efficient and less 
wasteful with taxpayer dollars. 
I would also ask our school to negotiate harder with the unions, especially with regard to "gold plated" 
benefits that the average taxpayer doesn't have. 

I would have liked to not make these choices but one needs to be a realist, not like the politiicians who 
have been supporting spending what they do not have. 

Diminish the power of the teacher's union so that poorly performing teachers are cut and good ones are 
kept regardless of senority. 

I think any reductions of non mandated academic programs is counter productive as these as well as 
athletic programs are what strengthen our kids.  I think so many of our students could walk to school, I 
would rather see the schools offer to pay to put in sidewalks than to cut programs. 

Administration needs to be reduced. 

Support reduction of Administrators 

reduce the number of non-league games and tournaments for sports teams 

I think that staff reductions at the higher end of the pay scale may be appropriate, as well as reductions in 
benefits, and the end to tenure since teachers are in a union.  The use of these methods are well known in 
industry as the best ways to reduce costs and lower the impact on personnel and customers (students)  
bring costs more in line with what they are in  
I did not see above a reduction in state mandated items, admittedly outside of the district's control, but 
surely worth pushing for as many are of questionable value. 

probably naive but all these areas are important. 

Some programs will need to be cut that are not mandated. Parents will have to give their children those 
experiences. 



I support the idea of cuts, but it is far too simplistic to say that I support cuts without seeing what exactly 
the impact would be.  I also don't see any reference to administrative cuts or a more favorable negotiation 
of the union contracts. 

Pay to use facilities by community 

Put it all on the table. 

Curriculum cuts should be the very last reduction as that is our primary resposability. Administrative cuts 
need to be made. Sports needs a serious cut. Teachers and teachers aids should be maintained as long 
as fiscally possible although there needs to be accountability for the hours they are here, extra stipens and 
what is required for them and reduction of non essential programs. 

Our school buses are merely 25% full on any given morning.  Have families, whom transport their children 
to school, sign a waiver stating for the 2011/2012 . .  "We, do hereby agree, by our choice, to transport our 
children each school day to school and from school.  We understand that transportation is being provided 
to us, however, it is our choice to transport our children and we hold the school harmless of any 
transportation issues that may arise on our behalf, if our child is late or not in school because of my/our 
inability to get our child/children to school.   
Also, students who live within 1 mile of any school should walk.  It would be a lot cheaper for the district to 
pay for sidewalks in the areas that there are none, than to pay for gas, drivers, insurance, upkeep, etc. on 
the buses.  This also supports a "Healthy New York." 

Salary freeze for all teachers, increase teacher share of health care costs including copays, administrative 
cuts, reduction in superintendent's salary 

DO NOT LAY OFF TEACHERS!!!  They are the backbone of the school. 

Only a small percentage of kids play sports and those who want to can play in local leagues. Cut all sports 
and lay off Athletic Director, coaches, and support staff. 

There is more than enough places to cut in the top-heavy adminsitration of the Hhds. School District.  
There are too many administrators and duplication of efforts at the administration level. 

1. fired the under perform teachers and teacher that always lie to students and others, fired (unused) 
school principal. 
2. Maximixe the use of your school building for our own students or community events 

Administrative cuts.  We are very top-heavy.  The current salaries/monthly perks, longevity bonuses, pay 
for unused days does not reflect on our current ecomonic situation.  As a parent and teacher, I am 
extremely saddened by the programs that are being cut for my children attending Horseheads, yet the 
salaries and bonuses for administration are very high.  Class sizes keep getting larger.  Programs have 
been reduced.  The number of administration does not impact my child's education. 

Ultimately I don't think a district such as ours should make ANY drastic cuts except in the salaries and 
numbers of the highest paid positions!  We are considered a fairly wealthy district, so let people put there 
money behind their schools.  What is happening in other districts that have similar demographics? 

Charge a cost fee for use of school facilities 

I would support staff layoffs of administrative positions.  Not teaching positions.  Reduce the amount of 
administrative overhead that is not mandated nor necessary to carry out the primary mission of the school. 

I have a very difficult time, as I know the District does, checking any of these boxes.  It will break my heart 
to have to cut sports/music programs.  I believe that we are going to have to impact every aspect of our 
offering to address the dire budget situation, rather than significantly impact fewer areas. 

Reduction of non funded State mandates.  If NY State doesn't fund it's mandates - ignore them.  No pay - 
no play 

we seem to have a top heavy administration staff in the district...do we really need all the vice 
principals?...also, I think the waste caused by all the curriculum changes every year or so is horrible...I 
know a lot of this is from NYS's idiotic practice of giving UNFUNDED mandates to the districts...it's sad 
that it's the kids who'll have to suffer for Albany's stupidity...I really believe that getting rid of sports and 
other extra-curricular programs will cause many future problems with having a student population with too 
many unfilled hours...I know for my own child, sports has encouraged and produced time management 
skills, great grades, as well as, self confidence, purpose and direction... 

I believe you should consider allowing students to pay a participation fee in order to maintain some 
extracurricular programs i.e. Modified sports.  There should also be a mechanism for students to either 
fundraise to participate or apply for financial assistance. 
I believe we waste a tremendous amount of funds on bus transportation for students who could safely 
walk to school if there were appropriate crossing guards.  The salary of a crossing guard would certainly 
be more cost effective than gas for a bus as well as a full-time driver salary. 



Lay off and cut salaries 

It is written in the district vision to provide the students with the best possible education and we should 
strive to continue that.  Cuts and reductions in programs will not allow the students their adequate 
education. 

cuts from central administration. Another audit should be done to see how many positions have 
overlapping responsibilities. The teacher are on the front lines. Without teacher there are no schools. 
Students should not suffer due to program cuts. How much is spent on central administration? 

Cuts to special things like use of personal vehicle regardless of position in district, cuts to using personal 
cell phones or laptops and reimbersement for such, cuts to administration, cuts to pay increases for 
administrators 

I would hope not to see any cuts, but if they're necessary, perhaps not offering ice cream, snacks or so 
many choices in the elem school, might save $.  Also not offering bussing to all might be an option.  As a 
parent of a high school band student, I am hoping that ACE courses or marching band don't get cut.  I 
would be willing to pay more for my child to participate in either program.  If the music program has cuts, 
I'm assuming that the sports programs would also share the same amount of cutting, which hasn't always 
been in the past. 

Cooperation with Corning Community College for non mandated academic programs.  Increase in fees for 
extra curriculuar and co curricular activities as well as increased reliance on volunteers.  one and two mile 
bussing limit. 
Community use of facilities could continue if the community understands the heat will be turned off and 
they will contribute to janitorial services.  Janitorial schedules should be staggered to reduce overtime 
costs. 

Have teachers that do not live in district send their kids to that district. 

Staff layoffs - not teachers!  Take a look at all of the principals at Horseheads High School!  What is this 
principal on "special assignment"? 

Districts should cut unfunded mandates and let the state try to sue them.  If they did then NYS would 
probably not have a case as there is no money to make these programs feasible and districts should stand 
against the state and refuse to continue them with out funds. 

Community use of school facilities can and should be offsent by charging the applicable group(s) a 
reasonable rate to reimburse for costs incurred to make the facility available. 

We could balance our school and do away with some sports and still offer studenets a balanced and 
rounded education and activity program 

When we look at the academic  programs we offer here at Horseheads. I find us in comparison to Corning 
and Ithaca to be below the mark and mediocre at best. It is fallacy that we are a great district.. we have 
great kids great parents great teachers great administrators but the money is not put to use to truly 
increase academic achievement. 

Administration cost is a focus point. Teachers teach our children, not administration! I never hear of cuts in 
the administration. 

If additional monies are needed the district should be looking at cutting retired staff member‟s benefits or 
asking current staff to pay a larger portion of their healthcare costs (bringing employees closer to the 
private sector average). Many school districts received stimulus funds, now those funds are going away. 
The staff that was added using stimulus funds knew the money and their jobs my go away in the future. 
Cut back on staff vehicles that are often parked in a line and unused. Better scheduling the use of shared 
assets could save. 

1) I believe there should be a hard look at non-teaching, staff position reductions. Additionally, a look at 
reduction of salaries from the Superintendant on down- they are paid too much. 
1A) Do we really need "assistant" Superintendants?  
2) Wage freezes (and maybe a small reduction) for all employees, teachers and others.   
3) Health care contribution should be increased- they are great benefits, and employee 
contribution/monthly premiums should at least be doubled. They would still cost much less than most local 
companies charge their employees, for less generous plans! 
4) A common sense look at athletics is merited. They are valuable from a standpoint of values and drive. 
Teams may need to be combined. JV and Varsity only, no freshman, modified, 7 or 8 grade. 
5) Should outside services be contracted instead of employing custodial, mechanical, and other crafts? 
Any outside services would have to supply bonded, screened workers, to ensure/minimize the opportunity 
for predators to be introduced 
6) Should school districts look at combining (Like Horseheads and Elmira Heights).  
7) Can Principals be responsible for more than one school? 



8) Can class sizes be increased? 
9) Should one or more elementary schools be closed/combined? 
10) The LAST thing that should be looked at is cutting teachers. 
11) What can be achieved by offering retirement incentives? 

If I had to make the decision of reductions as far as programs, I would support reduction of the college 
credit-type courses.  I feel that with all the requirements that NY state expects for students in High School, 
let them earn their regular regents diplomas; focus on this; rather than focus on college credits. 
Students that excell and require college credits should be allowed to graduate early.  This was done years 
ago. 
Laying off teaching staff is NOT the answer.  Teachers are expected to be:  Guidance Counselors;  
Therapsits; Parents, then Teachers.  NYState then expects them to teach all new curriculum and makes 
them feel like failures if the students fail. 
When I went to school--1970's-1980's it was your responsibility to pass.  Regents exams were only given 
in June with makeups in the summer.  If you failed, it was your responsibility, not the teachers. 
Why did this change? 
We hear that our children are Obese, so cutting extra-curriculum sports is NOT the answer.  They need 
sports to work off all the energy spent in class. 
Let kids be kids.  
They have all of their lives to work! 

suggest charging for community use if school resources are required to support activity 

I don't believe that we should be busing all students in the district.  My students get taken to school 80% of 
time and only ride the bus home in the afternoon.  I see students that live across the street from schools 
being picked up to be bussed.  Let's move the parameters out to a mile or mile and a half.   
I support cutting staff but lets give incentives to more tenured educators to get them off the books.  We 
tend to layoff those that are less tenured and aren't able reap the savings of those employees making 
much higher wages.  In addition, lets make sure when we are negotiating contracts with unions that we 
leave an opportunity to revisit increases when the economy tanks.   
Additionally, make all extra curricular and sports activities play on a level funding basis.  All fundraising 
should be available to all activities not to just a chosen few IE: concession stands funds.  If certain 
activities have to "pay to play" type fee, make them all "pay to play". 

As a parent I feel very sad that this is even being discussed.  Presidents Obama talks so highly the 
importance of education, yet the funding is ALWAYS cut.  I feel we just can not except this anymore. 

I think you need to practice what your motto preaches.  "A Quality Education For All!"  Quality doesn't 
mean you cut......raise taxes if you must. 

Interesting that I didn't see reduction in administrative benefits, perks and salaries even listed. Also I 
believe we can be more effecient using what we all ready have. Taking away sports and the arts from our 
children is an unacceptable alternative to common sense management of our available resources. 

It depends on what non-mandated programs you cut. 

Any cuts are just little less of an educational experience that our students may take part in. 

Community use of school facilities ? What is that ? The community has not been able to use the facilities, 
whenever someone goes on a feild they get kicked off so what does this mean. I say all the money we put 
into the football feild why is it that its never used only for football, thats not right lets reduce money spent 
on other feilds and use that more often. 

I prefer not to see any cuts, but if they are needed, I would hate to see them impact students' access to 
healthy food and safe and consistent transportation, and access to core academics.  As far as community 
use of school, if a fee were charged , would that remedy the situation? 

I think that the academic programs in the high school and the block scheduling going back to more 
traditional classes or even modified block would help reduce costs. 

Maybe we should start looking at the teachers taking pay cuts or at least freezing their pay.  Times are 
tough, it is happening all around us.  I feel as though the teacher's union stong arms the school system 
and the community. 

Consolidate services and positions, reduction of special education programs 

I would like to see adjustments made at the admin. level. For example, consolidating "curriculum 
coordinators" and other top positions that used to be done by one person. We ran efficiently with fewer 
people before positions were created, I think we can still work effectively without these positions. 

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH 

Use the money correctly.  No cuts should  be made to effect kids as we are under staffed over class sized 



and the materials out dated.  Not sure why we need 4 vice principals as in the 1970's 3 x more kids per 
grade level and it was run by 1 assistant and 1 principal 

none needed 

Stipend activities (some of them) 

Again, this is a difficult question. with no black or white answers. I believe there can be other ways to 
achieve our goal without cutting jobs and programs. 

Where is the Health Insurance - God knows you guys have the best in the country - Why can't we pick 
that? 

Cut the salaries and special benefits (cell phone and car usage) of administrative staff . . and why do we 
need an assistant principal for every grade and one at the intermidiate and the middle school - they should 
share one! 

I'm not sure which programs are non-mandated.  I would not support reduction in music. 

I feel that non mandated cuts will untimately effect the music and sports programs which I believe must 
continue. After watching the String Orchestras performances highlighting Big Flats elementary, Middle and 
High school, we are lucky to have music teachers with so much passion that have raised the bar 
significantly! 

There is a strong need to explore newer and more efficient methods of education like online learning.  This 
will require less staff, space and a reduction in other costs ...understanding that the unions will attempt to 
block any such improvements. 

Get rid of Regents exams - what good do they do?  Get rid of needless electives in high school like 
Gourmet Foods, North American Wildlife.  Stick to the basics. 
Get rid of some staff.  Why does high school have so many principals?  Can't we get by with a principal 
and vice principal? 
Get rid of needless teaching assistants.  Why do taxpayers  pay for 1 on 1 teaching assistants? 
Get rid of needless stipend positions, like the people who monitor the Rowdy Raiders and monitor fans at 
sporting events for compliance to Horseheads Code of Conduct? 

Again, an intelligent response is impossible without knowing the details of the budget with respect to each 
of these items. 

Cutting extra-curricular and co-curricular programs due to aid - possibly but I believe the community 
should have the option to replace those with volunteer driven extra-curricular and co-curricular programs. 

If community use of facilities adds to costs, why not charge for this use? 

You don't need all the staff in administrative positions 

I think when we reconfigured the district to have this absurd  intermediate school it cost the district almost 
4 million dollars.. then we gave a superintendant more money than we pay the governor I do not blame 
[name redacted] if someone wanted to pay me what he is getting paid i would take it too. The board 
should have had a salary cap in mind for the superintendant. Its funny they have sure capped our tax 
increase.. when the state budget went bust why did they not ask the community  for more tax dollars when 
the economy was still good in our community. the kids will suffer and the property values will dive then you 
will really have a hard time getting money for the school .. I saw this coming 3 years ago when Patterson 
took office I do not know why the education community diod not see this.  MOst people are willing to pay 
for a better educatin when they realize we are talking less than A 6 percent taxe increas on my taxes 
would be about 70 bucks fo a year that is barely a fill up on the suv.. it is nothing... The board does not 
know the parents of the students.. u take away kindergarten or sports and the parents will be willing to 
write checks for hundreds of dollars so their kids can pay to play so why not just ask them for the money in 
taxes to maintain our current programmming and cap the superintendants salary.. 

Staff layoffs should include administrators as well as teachers if necessary.  Rather then reduce comunity 
use of school facilities, why not charge a user fee for such use. 

It is essential that Horseheads students have access to a well-rounded program which offers a variety of 
choices to meet each individual's unique needs, and opportunities for students to excel in the areas their 
particular talents and passions dictate.  We need to continue to offer strong programs in the arts, athletics 
and 21st century technology as well as academics.  If any of these offerings are cut, the exodus from 
Horseheads to Corning - or any other district which keeps these offerings intact - could be disastrous. 

I think that our overpaid Superintendent should bite the bullet and give back some of the many perks he 
has become accustomed to. He makes more than enough for what he does so he could afford to give 
back to the taxpayer. 

I would make community use a profit center or at a minimum cost neutral. 

Refer to previous answer. Choices aboive are too broad and too vague.I support reductions in 



inefficiency,redundancy,and waste, whereever they lie. High quality academic programs,mandated and 
nonmandated,which includes the arts, should be our top priority.With this priority in mind,quality teachers 
are essential and should not be cut.I would very critically evaluate the administrative and administrative 
support positions and see which of these can be consolidated. 

Horseheads is VERY top heavy with many administrative positions.  It seems that if cuts are to be made, 
they should be made starting at the top.  The teachers who are in the trenches each day are already 
facing full classrooms. I can't imagine cutting even more teaching positions and maxing out classrooms 
even more.  Years ago, Horseheads was a very successful district and did not have nearly as many 
people in administrative positions. 

I support increased fees for use of district facilities, and pay-to-play athletic programs, 

I don't understand why cuts are needed.  We're talking about slower growth, not cuts right? 

Can't we charge for community use of facilities. 

Make cuts that will not affect the students first...reducing teachers affects education provided to students. 

I support the reduction of SOME (not all) of the above programs.  In particular, I do NOT want to see any 
further cuts in the music program. 

Layoffs should be at higher level administrative positions, and should be used with attrition to reduce 
costs.  Other reductions may need to be looked at on short-term basis. 

Since staff are getting cut, I also support cutting administration's wages and fringe benefits. Just the sick 
days that [name redacted] can SELL BACK at the end of the year would keep a couple teacher's 
assistants employed for a year! 

cut backs should be across the board in all areas. 

It hurts, but it's necessary.  Our state is bankrupt.  Does the school charge a fee for the community to use 
the school?  If not, that is something to look at.  I'm sure many people would be upset by this, but if you 
only charge the actual cost of the utilities and janitorial services (and whatever other expenses are 
incurred) necessary for their programs, then maybe it wouldn't seem so awful. 

i have three children involved in both athletic and other extracurricular activities and would not like to see 
those programs disappear, but i also think we need to be realistic that it is a privilege to participate in 
these type of nonacademic pursuits.  I think we should pay to play.  In the south every student that 
participates in sports pays a 'booster club' fee which could be used to subsidize these programs.  I felt that 
parents should have been approached as to their willingness to pay for transportation costs associated 
with the phys ed options instead of summarily cancelling them as we did this year.  i believe that there will 
be some resistance but the majority would support this in lieu of eliminating programs altogether. 

cut the money going into the upper staff levels pockets 

Start with Staff Cuts in Administrative Offices. I am apalled at the conduct and lack of work ethic I see 
whenever I visit Horseheads High School. Administrators in the main and attendance office on each 
ocassion were just sitting around gossiping and not getting any work done. To get a simple thing I needed 
to talk to 5 different people. All of the time I was being passed from person to person these employees 
continued to idly gossip in front of myself - a parent. The object of their scorn were previous parents that 
day who had decided to excuse their children from school for some reason that was none of my business, 
but these ladies felt did not meet their requirements for an excuse. These women inappropriately felt this 
private information should be shared openly.  
In general, I have met some teachers (with one major exception) during my children's numerous years in 
the Horseheads District who had no business teaching, but for the most part, 90% or more of the teachers 
care about what they are doing and generally put forth a significant effort on behalf of the kids. My 
experience has shown me the entire administrative staff of this district could be fired tomorrow and the 
volume of work would not suffer at all. 

I believe one of the greatest reductions in cost would be for NYS to not require regents testing, its a waste 
of money. 

By staff layoffs I mean non-teaching personnel:  administrators, secretary's, etc.  Encourage more 
volunteerism from the community.  Change the 100% busing rule.  Have sports teams start thinking of 
fundraising to stay afloat vs fundraising for "nice to have" trips, etc.  This needs to be done in advance 
instead of announcing that a sport will be cut...if parents and coaches know that the future of their sport is 
on the line then some of the fundraising might go towards new uniforms, etc.  Is this going to last forever?  
Who knows?  We definitely need to pull up our boot straps and show a good faith effort to pull through 
these lean years. 

I think that instead of pulling from programs and staff, other  atways to save in the budget: conserve 
energy costs, explore a  four day school (we could cut in gas/transportation/energy. Return back in time to 



the black board w/chalk. Who can afford all the white board markers that are needed for the white. Is 
everything big and small being looked at? Our church pulls volunteer crews to maintain the landscaping. 
How about parents/students adopting their school's landscaping. Pride in our school, church and homes. 
Savings to the maintenance line on the budget. 

I support some reduction in all areas. It is tough times. I do not support the total destruction of any 
program here at Horseheads. Be prudent - but do not destroy us. Austerity and bankruptcy is preferable to 
losing everything this district has. 

get rid of the teachers union, that may help..... 

I think there are administrative positions that could be combined or eliminated. 
I think athletics can be pay-to-play 
Lots of kids could safely walk to school 
The ridiculous amount of choice in the cafeterias creates a lot of waste which is inherently expensive 

Ask community groups to pay usage fee for classroom, gym, etc. 

You should look at negotiating contracts with unions that don't have automatic pay increases. 
You also need to get the state to get rid of unfunded mandates. 

I 

Removing breakfast makes sense.   
Reducing community use of facilities as long as it actually reduces costs, otherwise people aren't getting 
to use the facilities they're already paying to use and support. 
Staff layoffs need to be more about administrative positions and not those of teaching.  Perhaps consider 
more district-wide admin and less at each facility. 

Parents can support athletics and children can raise funds. 
I also support lower pay for teachers...we are all taking cuts during these tough times. 

This district is very administratively top heavy.  I believe a reduction at the administrative level would be 
most beneficial to our students.  Reducing the number of people that work with our kids and consequently 
increasing class size doesn't make any sense. 

As the Govenor said, start in Beuracracy. 

N-m programs - it seems that some of the "just for fun" programs could be lost. 
Many other districts require older students to find their own ways to school if they live within a certain 
distance.  Why do we bus students literally across the street? 
Athletics eats up a lot of resources, especially when you consider stipends, transportation, and field 
maintenance. 
Outside groups should be required to pay a realistic fee for building usage. Heat, lights, and custodial 
overtime add up to much more than what they are currently paying. 
Phys. Ed. classes are important, but why do we bus some classes to other sites to accomplish what could 
be done here on school grounds or at Thorne St.? 

There were several administrative positions created last year that the district managed to get by without in 
previous years.  A serious look should be taken at some of these positions and whether they are really 
necessary. 

Reduction of wasteful spending by school administration.  We live in a buy and use and replenish society 
and not a buy and store and hope to be used at a later date.  Get real with how you budget your expenses 
and what you actually need to use and compared to what you think you use.  Technology if for you to use 
and not just teach. 

If reduction of community use of school facilities couldn't there be a small fee for the use of school 
facilities? 

The ACE and AP programs should not be cut.  These programs set our graduates up for sucess in 
college.  These programs also have colleges look at our students with more interest. There could be an 
athletics fee for students to participate and a scholarship to help those that can not afford the fee. 

Across the board pay freeze or cut - done universally and based on percetnage to to fair/equitable to all.   
Pay more into pension plan.  We have it good, way good. 
Not desired but if it helps towards the solution, then yes. 

I would encourage you NOT to cut extra-curricular activities that are not sports related.  Cutting music and 
the arts is not a solution and does not make a well-rounded student. 
Cut some of the sports program funding. 

Whatever happened to a portion of the state lottery going towards schools? 

In order, #1some athletic programs, then extra-curricular, next non-mandated academic and last 
transportation. 



Cuts need to be fair.  I would hate to see the arts be cut but athletics remain in tact.  
We have to remain focused on academics.  They are the most important thing.  Non-mandated academics 
keeps our kids ahead and should be supported. 

Reduction vs cut out is key .  It seems that sometime buses are run to local sporting events that parents 
could drive.  I don't know how much some of that would save - but it seems so often that if I have to drive a 
child to the missle school - I may as well drive them to EFA !  Do we need take buses two hours away to 
Oneonta (other than STACS)  or Norwich? seems too much.  Those are some of the things I think can get 
cut in the sports program.  The food in the cafeterias has gotten so poor and non-nutritious - you may as 
well close that other than for kids who wouldn't eat otherwise. 

I think it would be wise to look at everything.  I'm not for slashing and cutting at random.  I would want to 
examine and weigh all of the options.  Again, the list does not necessarily address all of the potential 
options.  I don't see pay cuts here.  Treat it like a business. 

I would hope that all cuts that are made are ones that have the least impact on students. 

Try reducing superintendants and other top executive salaries by about half.  Why isn't that a choice in 
your survey?  All superintendants in N.Y. are payed way too much money.  I'm sure there are good people 
just as qualified who will be happy to do just as good of a job for much less. 

While obesity is a growing problem in America's youth, I don't feel our limited tax dollars should be spent 
in a disproportionate fashion supporting interscholastic athletics.  I do support aggressive increases in 
low-cost internal athletic programs / physical education / intramurals, but not relatively high cost 
interscholastic competitions.  I do not, and never have, seen this as a primary mission of our educational 
institutions.  I would support continue interscholastic athletics with a pay-to-play type program where 
parents of students involved help subsidize the programs (specifically transportation costs), not use of 
general taxpayer funds. 

Again - I feel that times are tight and some things will absolutely need to be cut. Even though I am a staff 
member, I support some layoffs of our District staff - if that is what needs to be done.  
However, I think keeping Food Services is important because it may affect the well-being of some of our 
"not-so-fortunate" students who might not get a good meal at home. 

Also reduction in the 10 year strategic plan spending.  Although I understand how the Board sees it as 
important and it is a great motivator to get people in the right direction, I do not feel that during this time of 
financial crisis our district should be spending tens of thousands of dollars on anything but students and 
support of our students. 

Why is there nothing on here about cutting administration? 

The bus routes are very convoluted and could be stream-lined.  Kids who live on either side of us--not next 
door--but within walking distance ride two different school buses.  My son rides a third and they all go to 
the same school. 
Food service could offer less choices.  A hot lunch is not necessarily,or nutritionally,  better than a cold 
lunch. 
Use volunteers for the extras.  When my son went to Elmira, I volunteered to read to kids, do art and arts 
& craft projects.  When we moved to Horseheads, it was like parents were not wanted in the classroom.  I 
have volunteered for a number of age-appropriate projects and been turned down every time. 
I've been told that if Iwant to volunteer, contact the PTO..I want to help in the classroom, not at a booksale.  
I am well-educated, have passed criminal background checks and am a "mandatory reporter".  I don't 
think there is anything to fear having me around kids, but that is how I've been treated. 

Decrease staff pay and benefits. 

Two of my children's bus ride is one hour each way already (like commuting to Vestal each day).  I drive 
them the 7 miles to the school instead.  Reducing transportation for regular school and atheltic events will 
not effect our family. 
None of my three children choose to buy lunch.  They do not like the quality of the food. 

It doesn't make sense to me to make cuts to curricular programs if there are still extra curricular programs 
being offered. 

If you want extra curricular or extra programs should be paid for by the community when they attend the 
event and having parents check people in at sporting events and doing scoring if the parents do it we 
won't have to pay them.... 

Many students are driven to school by parent or neighbor, Many high school students drive, perhaps 
researching this area the use of buses could be downsized 
With rates of childhood obesity perhaps decreasing food choices in school would help cut cost, what ever 
happened to the bag lunch? Families are so dependent upon the shcools, what if some of the owness 



went back to  family responsibility to provide food for children, cutting cost for schools? 

support reduction of top down instead of bottom up......... 

Cut all ACE courses as they only benefit a certain few students, not the whole student body. 
Cut all 1/2 credit courses. 
Extra curricular programs and sports are great, but we are in a financial crisis, so we should make cuts 
there. 
The high school has three assistant principals, and they each have a secretary. What we need is one high 
school principal and one vice principal, each with a secretary. 
I do not support lay offs for cafeteria and custodial services. 

layoff teacher who can't work together as a team, always telling lies to parents and don't have patience 
dealing with students (yelling to the kids everyday, especially to the non-verbal/special needs kids). 

There are a lot of classes offered at HHDS HS- some of these classes may be underutilized or not 
necessary to be provided by the district.  
I know that there are many advantages to busing all of the children in the district- but is this an absolute 
necessity in these academic times. 

Many students can walk to school.  I see no reason why children are bussed short distances.  We have an 
obesity epidemic and continue to bus students less than .1 miles.  We should look at bike routes and 
walking tracks for our students.  Community programs could pay to utilize school facilities. 

Ultimately, no cuts would be preferred.  Cutting staff would only hurt the students. 

Education is too important to cut. There are other areas in government that should be gone after. 

some students are in walking distance-----many parents do not even use the buses choosing to transport 
their child themselves. 
Bag lunches from home would be good. 

Extra curricular activities keeps the kids off the street and from getting into trouble.  By removing JV 
program, only the elite athletes would be able to participate at the Varsity level.  This i feel is an injustice 
to the youth of the community. 

Children need that exercise to walk a mile at least.. 
Never hu rt  us to carry our lunch 
Little children can ride with bgger ones. 
Never saw any difference in the ones that missed their breakfast. 
one or 2 central points to pick up AM and drop children PM  per bus 

Reduction of administrative salaries and benefits to match, or at least be on scale with, faculty and staff. 

Reduction in Administrative Staff 
Reduction in Teacher Aides & Assistants 
Reduction of Stipends 

The cuts have to be even across the board... even at the upper levels of the administration. There is so 
much waste. This is a time for the school district to tighten up like we all have to, without affecting the 
student's education. This can be done. 

What about reduction opportunities w/in the current system? 
Why should I as a tax payer assume that the district is making the most use of all the funds available to 
them? 
Make parents fund extra-curricular program expenditures such as uniforms etc. 
What about bringing staff benefits to public sector standards? 
There are so many other opportunities that are not even on this list. 

Consideration of changes in transportation policies from all students being able to bused regardless of 
how close to the school they live.  For several of the schools - there are many homes near enough to the 
schools that busing should not be needed.  Other districts use a mileage from school to determine who 
receives busing. 

The budget must be balanced by managing the items of largest expense.  This probably requires mandate 
relief and opportunity to manage pension, health and staff costs.  Either directly with staff or with union 
cooperation, district management has to be given the ability to manage those costs. 

How about a reduction in the superintendents salary.  He makes more than our governor.  Also why do we 
need all these upper jobs?  For instance head of elementary education.  Isn't that what the principals are 
supposed to be doing? 

Why is there not an option for administrative cuts?  Look at the decrease in student enrollment, but an 
increase in administration over the past decade. 
How can the superintendent receive a bonus, but other employeees not receive the same or even a pay 



raise.  Maybe that money should be given back to the buildings to spend on our students- NOT cutting 
programs or teachers for our students. 

Reduction of Administration salaries. For example, Horseheads High School; do we really need principles 
and assistants for every grade level? I went to EFA and we had one principle and one dean of students to 
take care of discipline problems. Population is down from that period, so why so many paid staff? Let's 
look at the other administrative salaries as well. How much are we forking out over at the Superintendent's 
offices with all of the assistants and unneeded staff? 

I feel that all modified sports should be cut.  As a former youth coach in the community, there are many 
youth sports programs that can support the 7th and 8th graders.  I do support some layoffs in the district, 
but the real cuts should be for teacher stipends.  Holy cow!!! what teachers make for every little extra bit 
work they might have to do.  LAZY!!!  I work in industry, where many layoffs occur.  We are constanly 
adding additional responsilities to our jobs with no extra pay.  If we want to keep our jobs, we fill in where it 
it needed. 

I don't support any of the above cuts to balance the budget.  The cuts need to start from the top down.  
They always start at the bottom but should begin from the top and cut the excess unnecessary positions.  
The line people or hands on employees should not be cut any more than they already have been.  There 
is an overload of Administration in all school districts ie: abundance of Asst. Superintendents and 
Directors of programs w/in the school districts which have increased throughout the years.  The system as 
a whole can function w/o the abundance of administration but cannot function well without the hands 
on/front line employees who are with the children daily and who provide the services for our children. This 
truly needs to be looked into if our district is serious about helping our school district/community with this 
financial crisis. 

the quality and quantity of academic and extra-curricular programs are important factors for our children 
success.  They need these to build the resume required to attend the college of their choice.  We can 
supplement busing and food program ourselves. 

We need to go back and focus on the basics + 1. Reading, Writing, Math and Science & Technology. 
Have parents pay for language and Arts if they want their kids to engage in these two extra-curricular 
activities. My kids take language class outside of school because the district does not offer the language 
that they studied while we lived overseas. 
Ideas to reduce operating cost: 
Eliminate study hall and make kids go to school longer on Monday - Thursday. No school on Friday. The 
school could reduce facilities cost.  
On-line school on Fridays 

This is really your job.  Making tough decisions is what you are paid for.  If you are not up to the task, hire 
someone who is.  This is not a popularity contest..  As for the food, it's already bad enough. 

Elimination of all Regents Exams and elimination of all State Testing Programs, which would save LOTS 
of NYS Ed money AND would result in allowing teachers to teach 21st century skills instead of teaching to 
pass tests. 

layoffs that do not force program cuts.  i see a lot of empty buses and buses dropping off kids at homes 
close to schools.  kids can walk within certain distances. 

Depending on what the non-mandated academic programs are.  I would NOT like to see phys ed, music, 
or art cut, as those programs are VERY necessary for students.  It is proven that students that participate 
in these areas are more well balanced and benefit academically from these programs. If you cut these 
programs, you are also hurting the prospect of potential families looking to move into the district.  We 
chose Horseheads because we felt it is the best fit for our children both from an academic stand point, as 
well as the extra curricular activites that Horseheads has to offer.  We are not happy that the district has 
eliminated some extra curricular activities as well as intramurals this year.   
I don't feel that the entire school district needs to be bussed.  There are plenty of kids who can either walk, 
or get a ride to and from school.  For those areas that have more traffic, you could have more volunteer 
crossing guards to monitor our students and make sure they safely get to where they need to be. 

No teacher layoffs. Administrative jobs must be cut. 

I don't know enough about the necessities or where cuts would be the least painful to comment. I would 
hate to see the arts and music programs be cut as the rumors I've heard are alluding to. 

times are tough but seniors citizens can not support any more increases. we have had to cut back our own 
spending yet taxes go up. time to get with the economic times we are in. 

Cut Administration.   
Leave teachers alone 

A couple of transportation problems that I have seen and I do not believe our transportation department 



should have complete busing.  I am a graduate from here many, many years ago and we did not have 
complete busing.  This is a waste of taxpayers money when this money could be utilized to keep some 
important education programs in place.   
Staff layoff would not benefit this district, we just need to reduce administration, we are very top heavy 
when it comes to administrative positions, the graduating classes that graduate from this district is half of 
what my graduating class and we did more with less in administrative positions. 

These need to be sorted by priority. Reduce all extra crricular, co curricular programs and interscholastic 
atheletics, which will reduce transportation, Reduce use of facilities that have costs. Sell all the canoes 
and diving equipment. Reduce food services. Then move to academic & staff reductions. 

I think the programs themselves don't necessarily have to be cut, but I think they could be run more 
affordably. I do think that an evaluation of each program, how many students it serves, and how much it 
costs per student served, is in order. Costly programs that serve very few students may need to be cut, but 
things like music, arts and sports programs are the programs that "keep good kids good", and do serve an 
academic purpose. I do not favor cutting these programs. The cafeteria food needs help! Nachos are not 
an entree! 

I hate to see any cuts.  I am also in favor of "pay-to-play" or other "pay-to-participate" programs.  My son is 
involved in many programs and I would not mind paying.  I think that you will also see the programs that 
are really important to people.  I know that some wil lnot be able to pay.  There can be some other reduced 
payment options similar to school lunches.  I also hate to sound un-sympathetic but if you can not afford 
something, you may not be able to participate.  There are things that I wish I could do as an adult but I can 
not afford them and no one is giving them to me. 

My ideas: 
Layoff from the top, the people who make the most money.  Eliminate the Director of Secondary Education 
and Director of Primary Education positions.  This will save the district a lot of money and yet will have no 
effect on the students. 
Get parent volunteers for coaching or allow parents to help so there is less of a need for so many 
coaches. My children always had parent coaches and then when their coaches were getting paid, the 
quality declined.  Use parent volunteers for the gates, concession stand, ticket booths, etc.   
Drop only the athletics that require bussing to another site. 
Eliminate Pre-K.  If cuts need to be made then this is just not a program that we can continue to provide.  It 
seems an obvious choice. 

Students can Walk 

community should not be able to use facilities for free. 
small fee charged for modified sports, and all other sports 
some staff seem to have a lot of free time or they are not doing their jobs or maybe jobs could be 
consoidated 

I think that non-mandated programs such as art and music should be available to those students that 
deiire to study these subjects.  By eliminating these as required classes they can then cut the number of 
classes offered, and share teachers from one grade level to another.  Float the staff to support the 
program for those that want it.  I do not support dropping Art, because that is not something widely offered 
to these age groups in our community.  Music is more accessible in my opinion. 

I think the key word is reduction, not elimination, cut what needs to be cut, keep the mandatory and let a 
vote determine what other things stay/go. 

100% busing is an area to be considered.   
While I support extra-curricular activities and my children have participated in them, I would think it would 
be an area to look at. 
Greater class sizes as a result of teachers losing their jobs is not acceptable.  Administration should be cut 
as well as some 1:1 TA positions that are not necessary. 

Same comments as stated previously. 

The only cuts I support are administrative...we can keep a lot of staff that work directly with students with 
cut of one administrator. The community pays for the schools, there is no way there should be acut there. 
Extra curriculars and sports are vey important for our youth. These programs build positive self image and 
esteem. 

I support cuts in administrative areas.  We spend to much money on transportation/wardrobe etc. for our 
administrators.  Cuts in those areas make more sense for students than cuts in classroom teachers or 
programs that directly affect our students. 

Rather than threatening to cut a bunch of programs and teachers, why don't we institute a salary freeze? 
Why don't we get rid of underperforming teachers and needless administratiors? Why don't we pay [name 



redacted] less than the governor of our state? Why don't you quit threatening to cut the programs that are 
highly effective (the ones that don't cost that much and pay big dividends) just because those are the ones 
that will get people to approve higher tax rates. Make smart, sensible cuts and get rid of all the excess fat. 
Why not cut the technology budget? Why not spend less on capital? Why not increase class size. Studies 
show that class size and academic achievement don't necessarily correlate to one another. Why don't we 
pay better teachers more and get rid of underperforming teachers? You've heard all this before. Now just 
get the guts to do something about it. 

Maybe there could be a way for those involved in extra curricular activities to pay a fee. 

Charge the community more for the use of facilities, why cut staff, how do you provide an education 
without the teachers?  For a district that has lost over 40 teachers in recent years without replacing their 
positions, how can you justify cutting more positions and expect to be a top district in the state or reach the 
top 10%?  Lose more teachers and lose the title of being a top notch school to Corning- and once that 
happens, it will never come back. 

I understand that no-one wants to hear lay-offs but lets face it ervery job around us has had some (some 
more than others). I personally feel that travel and food services are a luxury...I pack lunches everyday 
and would take my kids to school or car pool with others in our area to save on academic and sport 
programs. If the use of school facilities costs us money then cut that as well. 

Half of the food staff is miserable!!! I have gone to lunch with my kids in two different schools and there are 
women there that are so awful, and have no apprecaition for the jobs that they have... everyone knows 
who they are..if they were removed, their salaries would help out with the deficit. 

I only check "staff layoffs", because I have seen where some positions aren't utilized to the full capacity.  I 
don't want people to lose their jobs, but some could be utilized better to be more productive in their work 
place. 

Reduction of Assistant Supt and reduction of Superintendent's clothing allowance and company vehicle. 

Community use of schools could have a fee attached.  Non mandated programs are nice, but this is a 
fiscal crisis and the basics are what need to be taught.  Extra curricular programs may have to be on hold 
for a few years. 

Is there a way that we can get community sponsors? 

You must go after the rich benefit packages that the teachers enjoy.  I'm not anti-teacher, but their 
retirement, medical, and vacation packages are way outside industry norms, even when compared to big 
local employers like Corning and United Aircraft.  You must get in step with the world that the people who 
pay the taxes live in. 
Here's another idea - have school 12 months a year with a revolving vacation policy for students during 
the summer months to accommodate family vacations.  You could run ACE programs and other classes 
during the summer and get more productivity out of the teachers on the payroll, thereby allowing deeper 
staff reductions. 

Nothing should be a "sacred cow" in school programs except academic programs!  Transportation, extra-
curricular, co-curricular and interscholastic programs should all be considered for cuts.  Community use of 
school facilities should be on a paying basis.  Staff layoffs, pay raises, pensions, and health care 
premiums should all be considered. 

I need more information on all of these before I could make an educated remark. I think everything needs 
some kind of cut. Or new ways to fund them. 

Eliminate redundant staff. By this I mean consolidate school management and educational services. 
EDUCATE! Don't run programs. 
Reduce the emphasis on sports. It might be better for a student to be literate than an accomplished jock. 
Rethink medical and retirement benefits. Realize that it's not possible to sustain that which is so freely 
promised.   
Encourage alternate schools and alternate education. 
Realize that school in its present form is not for everyone. 

Although I support these reductions, I don't support wiping these things out totally.  I think that we need to 
use good sense in making decisions.  I am not in favor of closed door discussions and private agendas 
being met in regard to what programs go and what programs stay. 

I work at the high school and can see that we are running out of teaching staff to maintain the excellent 
programs Horseheads is known for.  Classes are full, and for the first time in thirteen years we are literally 
running out of room and options for the number of students we have. 

Alot of buses are not full, do away with 100 percent transportation. Many parents walked to school. 

When our child was in school, he had to "pay to play" sports.  For those students that could not afford to 



pay, there was a scholarship fund set up to help those students.  Bring back that method of paying for all 
sports, music, and extra-curricular activities.  Spend money on academics first and foremost; if there is 
money left, then spend it on sports, etc.' 
Also, if a community group uses the schools for their functions, it should be totally funded by that 
community group, including utilities, janitorial services, etc. 

We MUST NOT sacrifice anything that has to do with educating our students in the area of academics.  By 
definition, "extracurricular" activities are those outside the education curriculum, so they should be the first 
to be eliminated.  Being a parent of four HHS graduates, all who have participated in extracurricular 
activities, this is a tough recommendation for me, because this was part of their life.  However, traveling 
around the world and observing education in other countries - sports teams, bands, etc. are paid for by the 
communities outside of education if they want to have them, not the education system.  Most of our "prime 
athletes" participate in high cost club sports anyway, so it's not that parents aren't willing to pay.  I find this 
a tough decision, but closing libraries where books are critical to learning, cutting back on science classes 
where the U.S lags the world, etc. is not the answer to keeping sports, bands, year books, etc. running - 
unfortunately. 

If I had to make a choice.  This is the same question, this time with reality. 

It is important for our district to maintain high academic standards and stay competitive with surrounding 
districts. 

The district should continue to maintain the highest academic standards. 

Staff layoff would depend on how  that would affect the instructional program(s). Reductions do not mean 
eliminations. 

do away with state Regents exams 

I really believe adjustments must be made to programs that are more tradition than preparing today's 
students.  Example: I understand teaching spanish and chinese based on preparing students for the 
future.  German and french are not value added options. 
Staff salary and benefits should be examined and benchmarked with like positions in charter schools.  
Union contracts need to reflect the reality of today's working world and needs to better mirror opportunities 
in private employment. 
Food service could be greatly reduced to providing a single healthy option (sandwich on whole wheat, 
piece of fruit, jello or pudding) when children do not bring their lunch from home.  Buying lunch at school 
does not need to be a culinary experience. 
The school's #1 priority is for teaching our children.  The school should not be trying to raise our children.  
Schools should demand respect and appropriate behavior from attending children.  If a child does not 
meet a defined level of appropriate behavior, the child should be removed from school until a parent and 
school determine the child will behave appropriately.  At that point, the parent(s) are responsible not the 
school. 

Do outside programs that use the school pay a small fee for use of the building? If not I think there should 
be a small fee. 

There is no way to have education and do what is listed above.  I would like to see special education 
services be those mandated that are least costly.  Too many dollars are going to students who will never 
be productive in general society, 

Are there monies budgeted for highschoolers to take college credits?  If so, in lieu of cutting traditional 
HIGH SCHOOL & MIDDLE SCHOOL activities/sports/cirriculum,  cut the money allocated for HIGH 
SCHOOLERS to take college courses.  Let those who wish to be college students, double up and 
graduate early.  Jobs are scarce, maturity levels are down.  Aside from saving expense on tuition etc., why 
rush through college?  Let parents foot the full amount of college fees if their child wants to be a college 
student while still in HIGH SCHOOL. 

We have to find ways to save money.  However, when we cut what we can over our students we are 
weakening our district and our educational goals. 

Community uses of school property should be charged fees. 
Staff lay offs should only be used for emergencies 

I have wondered for years why Horseheads takes on the burden of 100% busing.  A reasonable walking 
distance should be required - especially in the village.  K-4 - .5 miles, grades 5-8 .75 miles, grades 9-12 1 
mile. 

I would support staff layoffs at the administrative level but not in any area that affect an academic program 
like librarians or music. i have high school age children and feel class sizes should be larger 20-25 
students and am astounded to see only 10-15 in some classes. 



GET RID OF ADMINISTRATION.  THE DISTRICT DOES NOT NEED SO MANY IN CENTRAL 
ADMINISTRATION!  STOP HIRING CONSULTANTS WHEN THE HIGH PAID ADMINISTRATORS 
SHOULD BE ABLE TO DO THOSE JOBS!   Get rid of breakfast and hold parents accountable.  Kids 
should be fed prior to coming to school.  Also, private pre-schools are available.  Although I think the 
Universal pre-school program is wonderful, I don't think that the people who should take advantage if it do.  
Several children enter Kindergarten without going to pre-school.  Some parents don't see the need for pre-
school prior to Kindergarten.  I used to walk to school until I was in 6th grade.  So many parents transport 
kids to school these days.  The lack of heat is bothersome to students when they are trying to learn.  I see 
so many televisions and signs running non-stop.  Seems somewhat selfish in these tough times.   STOP 
CUTTING IMPORTANT THINGS FOR KIDS AND TEACHERS! 

Please do not cut the sports at all.If it comes down to a pay to play thats fine.We pay for our kids to play 
travel sports why not school sports. 

I would support the elimination of un- funded Mandated programs. If there is no revunue to support these 
programs then the school Districts need to say NO to un-funded mandates. 

I believe that it is very important to keep phs ed, art, music and library.  These services are very pertinent 
in helping students reach the education goals set forth by the state.  Also, making the parents responsible 
for their kids would be great (though impossible for the school to do I know). Hard for kids to be ready to 
learn when they have parents that do not care about them, do not feel them properly or are neglected. 

We must do whatever is necessary to break the long-term cycle of ratchet-style fiscal policy. Spend-and-
tax must become a thing of the past.  Preserve what is truly essential and valuable, and cut everything 
else. 

Cut administrative and staff positions.  Keep academic programs intact, including faculty. 

Selected two cuts that I could live with but, would rather not see any cuts at all. 

Lets look at the administrators...how many does one district need? 

I think a really hard look needs to be taken at the school bus situation.  I see large buses with very few 
students in them.  This is wasteful use of energy as well as waste of taxpayers money. 
Many parents drive their children to school to avoid having them ride the bus.  Why?  Find out what 
situations cause so many parents to do this rather than let their children ride the buses.  
 As soon as students can drive themselves to school they no longer use the buses.  This results in more 
empty seats on buses. 
It seems to me that transportation services is one area where real money can be saved by intelligent 
planning. 

Maybe you need to look at some of the extra benefits that our upper Administration receives.  It seems the 
80 minute classes are being used for alot more than teaching.  Yes there are the few that do not abuse the 
time but do I see alot that need to learn to use their time in teaching not doing their own things.  I do not 
think it is all that nessasary to bus students to the arena to skate or to the Holding Point, then there are the 
classes that go to Furniture stores.  Maybe you also need to look into the extra money for coaching. The 
buses are another big issue. We want the children to get exercise why can't they walk to a central pick-up 
instead of sending buses for no-one to ride.  I never thought I'd be one that did not support the schools but 
will it hurt the children to maybe go back to the way it use to be.  I know the parents will not like it.  If 
everyone shared in the taxes things might be a little different. 

We must stop the reduction of both academic and athletics for the students. Sports has taken its cuts in 
forms of reduced schedules and sacrifices in budgets. Reducing the number of games played is 
ridiculous. Parents can drive the players to games, and I'm sure they'd even pitch in to pay the refs. I've 
seen it done before. 
   The number one thing I hear from parents in the district is cutting at the top. Too many principles period. 
We don't need a principle at every level with support staff. If its state mandated, well so is cutting the 
budget. 
    A Horseheads graduate is teaching in Virginia. Virginia has one Superintendent per COUNTY. Not per 
school district. That would save huge amounts of money. 
  If hard decisions are to be made then we need to look at the special needs budgets also. We simply can't 
afford what it costs to supply one on one staffing in this day and age.It is a huge expenditure to maintain a 
special education budget. But because of it being a political nightmare, no one dares speak of it. 

More important to keep teaching staff.  Better to cut non teaching staff. 

This question needs to have examples: what are non mandated academic programs, what is your 
definition of extra and co-curricular programs? Is the community charged for the use of our facilities? I 
need more information to accurately answer this question.  



My biggest complaint with the question is that you have cutting academic programs as a option. What is 
the purpose of school if it is not to educate the students. 

Granted, it would be a hardship in some families, but I see nothing wrong with a modified "pay to play" 
policy.  Also, I don't see why athletic competition takes place over such a large geographic area. 

reduce pre-K programs, just a free babysitter for those who need one at taxpayers expense! 

Most are required or due to state mandates, NCLB, Federal subsidies, the community owns the buildings 
but special interest groups should rent and reimburse for use, transportation saves exponentially to the 
extent that it is for students coming and going to school. The staff gave up a significant number of 
positions last year, how about an equal percentage from administration? One Administrator's salary 
probably equals 3 teachers. 

Physical Education teachers should not be paid extra for intramurals.  It takes place during their work 
hours, it is a part of their job, it's not extra. 
layoff from the top down...get the most bang for your buck.  Eliminate the 2 new director positions and the 
Assistant Superintendent. 
No teacher raises-I have not had a raise in years-if employer has no money, they have no money 

Completely unnecessary to even consider cutting Kindergarten in the district.  It is amazing that other local 
districts will never do this.  Spending needs to be cut from the top.  Even more outlandish the amount of 
taxes that we pay for our district.  Where specifically does all of this funding go? 

Reductions should be made across the board and no one program should be hit any harder than another.  
I don't think the elementary kids should bare the brunt of this either.  They seem to be the first ones people 
talk about.  Their afterschool extracurricular which basically consisted of intramurals held by the gym 
teachers was already cut. 

Community use of facilities for a fee is okay.  Staff layoffs must come from administration. 
As for unfunded mandates, please take a stand and just say "NO!"  Do you realize if virtually every school 
district in the state did this one simple thing, this problem would be resolved once and for all.  Time for a 
revolution people... 

ALL 7TH AND 8TH GRADE SPORTS 

Athletics..pay to play, been there done that! 

I think within many of the above categories there are places where cuts could be made but the categories 
are too general..   I am in favor of all on-campus gym classes for the HS as well as possibly fewer food 
choices at all the levels--I feel this can be done while still maintaining healthy choices. 

kids can bring there own lunch to school.. mine have ever since the were in gardner road ,and now both r 
in HS and allways bring lunch 

consoladate bus runns,adjust school times,then mix age groups thus fewer buses and drivers,etc. 

Reduction in adminstrative areas first. The distict is to top heavy. Cuts in items that affect the children 
directly should be a last resort. 

Why are we as a district 100% busing when less than 50 probably take the bus. What about contracting 
out transportation like Corning does. That seems like it would be less of a burden on the district and a 
static cost that could be anticipated every year, 

-I think the board should consider across the board salary reductions before considering layoffs. 
-I also support teachers and staff contributing or increasing their contribution to their health insurance 
plan. 

We have already cut back and any further cut-backs will not help educate our children. 

I would support increases in employee contributions to insurance and retirement programs above cuts in 
programs 

relative to transportation - no scrimmages at all and no field trips 

More administrative cuts, starting with the Superintendants office and going down.  Also, we have there 
are curriculum staff who make an insane amount of money.  Other school districts have principals to 
curriculum, why can't Horseheads?? 

Stipend payments for extra curriculars need to be re-evaluated. We're talking choir, band, sports, etc. 
Mentor teachers?? Yearly raises to coaches??  
Contracts need to be looked at and brought into line with reality. I get 5 sick days a year. Period. They 
don't carry over and I can't cash them in. These back door pay increases aren't the way to go. The 
teachers should start at a better pay but have a cap that they reach by say year 20. You start looking at 
teacher salaries getting into the $70-$80,000 ranges - that seems a bit out of whack. Increases should 
happen when they get their Masters and maybe have one for PhD. The teachers should have a position 
available to them on the School Board that is filled by a rep appointed by them. Maybe not a voting seat, 



but equal in all other aspects as any other Board member. 
Administration positions and pay needs to also get a hard look. Superintendants should be a year by year 
position - also with a salary and BENEFITS more in line with reality. Clothing and car allowances?!  - 
Consultants? This trend of retiring and then getting paid big money as a consultant is wrong... in any area 
of State employment.  
Before we start cutting things like shop, art or music we need to pare down waste in other areas. I'm all for 
sports - but when I was at Hhds we had Varsity, JV and Freshman teams. No modified, no white/blue... 
come on. We re-used uniforms for several years... 

Again I feel I need more specific information to make a proper choice. 

The Community members could pay a fee for use of school facilities. 
Layoffs of staff should be across the board, including administration. 
Freeze salaries. 

Both athletics and other co-curricular programs are beneficial to students.  However, both should be the 
first items thought of as POTENTIAL cuts.  Community use of facilities needs to be fee-based for most 
uses.  Pay to use the facilities. 

I would support a reduction in community use of school facilities if they weren't paying for the service. 

schools are for the community, don't limit the community's access to the facilities, please 

The School Board needs to reopen the contracts with all the unions and force them to pay more in health 
insurance premiums and implement wage freezes.  If the unions are unwilling to do this, cut positions.  
Additionally, administrative positions need to be cut as well.  The pain needs to be shared by all.  Finally, a 
qualified School Board Finance Officer needs to be hired.  The Superintendent can't effectively do two 
jobs.  I 

I would also support and encourage a re-negotiation of staff contracts/pensions/benefits, if possible. 

What do you mean by reduction of academic programs?  We should be teaching math, science, English, 
Social Studies, spelling, Geography but I do think it is important to keep basic music and art classes in the 
elementary grades up to 6th grade. 
The extra funded classes like advanced art, individual music lessons can be paid for by parents who want 
their children to take lessons. After school programs which are run by parent volunteers should remain 
bringing much needed extra curricular programs with minimal cost to school.  Staff layoffs as needed but 
not to cause undo stress to remaining staff. 

Although this will not save a lot of money - I do notice at night the lights inside the halls are on. Can you do 
motion sensor lights inside and outside of  the building or have everyother light on?  
Reduction of transportation only if it is a late bus. I think that limited field trips are acceptable - only if they 
are academically related. 

I would support a small fee for community use of school facilities. 

I support limiting busing to those students who live more than 5 miles from school or those without 
sidewalks.  I support offering fewer choices for lunch and limiting the options for the purchase of 
snacks/ice cream.  I support reducing the # of modified sports offered resulting in a savings of coach 
stipends.  I support a donation for community use of school buildings after 3:30 on weekdays.  I also 
support the elimination of pre-k or offering the program at a cost to parents. 

Why aren't teachers and administrators on this list? 
How much do we pay teachers health care, tenure and administrators?  Does their expenses come out of 
the budget and our taxes?  Then why don't we get to vote on those?  Why aren't they up for discussion? 
Lets get rid of teacher unions, tenure, paid health care and guaranteed raises and $2000 income that has 
to be taken by administration or they will be breaking the law. 
Where else are you allowed to do a less than adequate job, keep you job or get a "new" position when you 
need to be removed from a building; have essentially paid health care for life, always get a raise by raising 
the community taxes, guaranteed? 
Can you name one other profession/licensed worker/lay professional that can say that? 

Reduction of non-essential/excess administrative personnel. 

Not necessarily teachers as much as supporting administrative staff.  There is no need for 3 or 4 principals 
and 3 or 4 staff for each principal.  
Also, there needs to be changes to the collective bargaining unit agreements.  The members of the the 
NYSR system need to pay more for their benefits, especially their HEALTH costs!!  Whether they are 
teachers, maintenance, food service or whatever, they do NOT pay enough of their health care costs.  
Many receive full health care benefits upon retiring without paying premiums or co-pays or deductibles.  
That doesn't happen in the private sector and should be abolished within the state retirement system. 



We are; first and foremost here to educate our students. Although I truly believe in Athletics to teach good 
sportsmanship, team work etc..I believe a pay to play program should be started before we consider 
cutting academics. All of my children are involved insports and I don't want to see them just cut. Most 
people can and will pay to play and a scholarship program can be established or those who truly can't 
afford to pay. When it comes to staff layoffs- we need to start at the top as we are VERY top heavy. 

I do not support staff layoffs, nor do I support cutting music and art.  Students need these programs to 
learn and grow. 

I would prefer to see administrative staff reduced rather than teaching staff. 
I would reluctantly support the elimination of interscholastic athletics, along with the expansion of 
intramural athletics for ALL grades.  I believe strongly in the importance of physical fitness to emotional 
health and mental alertness. 
I would NOT want to see any music programs at the school eliminated. 

off campus gym classes are not needed. Reduction of sports to basic sports. If you want bowling teams or 
hockey teams they should raise their own funds. Transportation should be looked at we have 3 buses 
coming up our road twice a day. 

I would support administrative staff cutbacks. 

start at the 'top''..district has to many 'chiefs'!!!.. 

Layoff administrators except those required by law. 

For staff layoffs, this is the opportunity to release staff that has not provided quality education and 
honesty. 
[name redacted] 
the quality of this teacher as far as teaching and HONESTY is VERY POOR. She is not there to teach 
children, but only for the paycheck.(wasting our taxpayer money). 
[name redacted] 
I've been treated very rude and unproffessional (calling the work place and being rude). She will talk nicely 
only when she saw the tape recorder be put on the table. 
[name redacted] 
She has not been truthful when placing kids in the program. My child did not fit the profile in the classroom 
and she knew it, but she still put him anyways. She is not been very helpful and not responding in the 
timely manner (it takes weeks to get her response) 

I think every area could be reduced.  I know enough about the Horseheads District to know that there are 
some areas of the budget that should be reduced.  Could we cut some principals, reduce the extra trips 
students take, ask staff to take care of some of their health care costs, ask students to pay for some of the 
extra-curricular activities and athletic activities? If there were plenty of funds it would be great to be lavish. 
But there are not.   Also, do teachers need so many days off when they make the salaries that they do? 
I hope that community use of facilities has at least a maintenance charge. 

freeze wages 
charging for field trips 
charging for use of school facilities 

Reduction of the administrative positions and pay!!! 

While I don't wish to see anyone lose their job, if there are to be layoffs, they should be across the board, 
starting with administration and working down. 

Students need/want education, all employees whom are employed presently has an effect on all students. 
We were hired for specific jobs, in which benefits each student in a positive way. Each employee is 
dedicated to educating our students, and to "cut" positions would have a devastating effect on our 
students future. 

It's hard to say to reduce any of those but another option is to have parents pay for their children to play 
sports instead of the district paying for all of it. It wouldn't cost much to the parents but would be a help to 
keep them. 

I believe the cuts should start at the top.  It is inconceiveable that we would cut academic programs and 
not the salary of the Superintendent.  I believe there is a way that neighboring districts could share 
superintendency.  Also, there is no reason the person in this position earns such a large salary.  Also, 
schools should be able to run without as many Assistant Principals.  I also believe that, if asked, 
community members would volunteer to help do jobs in the office, hall monitor, etc.  Let's stop making our 
children pay for our mistakes in overspending in past years and make the sacrifices necessary to give 
them the education they deserve. 

We need to maintain our teachers!!! 



We could and should cut back on the number of principals and vice-principals per school building. 
We would should lower the salary of the Super-intendent. 
Horseheads  School District cannot afford to pay a salary  for a School super intendent that is more than 
our Governor is making to govern the entire Stae.  That is way out of line. 
If any teachers are layed off and the salary of the administration is not brought in line then the tax payers 
will revolt. 
If we have to go back to larger class sizes then we need to promote the volunteer spirit more and get help 
for the teachers. 
Another way to save money is to cut the stipends for each concert that the music teachers direct/ that is 
part of their job! And the coaches do not need to receive the extra stipends that they get.  That used to be 
a part of the Phys. Ed teachers job too. 
Let's keep our teachers and re-work the expectations of the job.  We need to save money.  This is a real 
hole we are in. 
We need to do more with l;ess; but still offer our children a good , well rounded education!  That includes 
the arts!!!!!!!!! 

Don't believe it is necessary for highly paid administrators to drive vehicles paid for by taxes when some 
are struggling to pay for gas and vehicle maintenance just to get to work. 

I understand that cuts need to be made, but do not envy you your position of figuring out which.  Any cut 
will cause harm to someone.  I do not agree with many of the goals and requirements of the state and 
federal government and would like to see a better overall education system, but as long as we have to 
meet the standards/test scores now in place, any cut will cause harm to the overall system, or to the 
students. 

Of course I would support no cuts in any of the programs that make Horseheads School District one of the 
best in the area. But with the economic outlook being bleak I understand there needs to be cuts 
somewhere in our programing. If our students are going to be competitive in the classroom and on the 
field we need these programs to be intact. Triming the excess staff, food services, and some some 
transportation services would help as well. 

Administrative offices should down size similar to big businesses. Get rid of assistant to the assistant and 
have a Superintendent work instead of delegating. 

Reduction of all sports  
Reduction of of extra transportation 
Return to the PE classes of old (no special PE that takes extra money) 
Keep music and art programs for students that are majoring in such 
Have students bring lunches (or snacks) from home 
Have superintendent receive a salary with no extras just like the rest of us 

As a district employee, I understand that there need to be cuts made across the entire district that would 
include ALL areas.  This is the reality, as hard as it is to accept.  However, I would not support cuts that 
will jeopardize the quality of education received by our students nor do I support any cuts that would 
jeopardize the safety and well-being of our students. 

Ask the teachers union to pay for healthcare like the rest of the world is doing.... 

I will tell you what I do support cutting and that would be longevity bonuses for our Superindentant and 
clothings allowences, hair cuts.....etc...are you kidding me?  He should be the first one to accept this 
budget crisis with a pay cut and work for the students services to remain entact.  We are too heavy with 
adminitration.  Having gone to Horseheads High School and now having children that attend, I can't 
believe we need as many pirnciples, and Assistant Superindentants.....We are top heavy when really what 
should matter are the teachers.....and the students. 

I don't like the thought of them but staff layoffs should be in accordance with what is mandated vs. non-
mandated.  I really don't believe you have any other choices when it comes to closing the budget cap 
facing us in HHDS. 

I use to sub driving bus, and one instance that confused me was 1 student who lived right across the 
street from Gardner Rd school was bussed home.  And many other cases but seems like could be 
changes made in bussing.  My daughters are very active in after school programs.  I am willing to pay 
extra for what my daughters are part of but don't raise the budget for me to support all programs for all.  I 
see all the reductions in staffing for the past 3 yrs and still my daughter's teachers say they have small 
classes.  Maybe still have room for staff cuts.  I would support community use if services paid for cover the 
expenses. 

Salary reductions 

Freeze teachers' salaries for a period of time.   



Negotiate to get teachers to contribute more to their benefits (to the level that they would if they were 
employed in the private sector). 

Have a fee related to community use of school facilities. 
Bussing system needs to become more efficient.  I do not feel that all students need to be bussed.  Please 
hire a crossing guard for a few hours a day, and not use the expensive busses.  No breakfast for students.  
A cold out of the fridge breakfast so that there is no cost to prepare the meals.  Consolidate jobs.  Too 
much overhead costs involved when there is duplication of jobs. 

[name redacted] needs to be removed. Check her personal records. MANY problems with students that 
have also had to have police intervention. Uses her classroom as a place to bash students she does not 
like or have dated her daughters boyfriends in the past. Teacher has made numerous threats that are 
completely not appopriate as a paid teacher. 

Fire [name redacted] and get someone much cheaper. Then at least one or two people can keep there 
jobs. 

The simple fact is we need to cut the budget, period.  Adminstrative costs need to be reduces as does the 
number of administrators drawing large salaries. 

Government cuts would be a good start. 

I believe that all employees should take a wage freeze. Many companies that have hard times such as 
Corning Inc. imposed a wage freeze for approx. 18 months to help them out during the hard times. 

In order for the USA to maintain a competitive and competent workforce, different ways to balance State 
budgets need to be considered (as an alternative to cutting school budgets). 
Reevaluation of staff salaries and benefits or using a pay-for-performance model would be a beneficial 
step in the right direction. 

By staff, I do not mean teachers.  I mean administration and their salaries.  Overblown and overpaid for 
what they do.  How many principals does it take to run a school or district?   
Kids should have to walk to school within reason.  Kids are lazy and this is a start.  Yes, safety is a 
concern, get more crossing gaurds to watch out for them. 

You need another category - Reduction of overhead staff and administration. 

Should also raise fees for community use of school facilities 

I would like to see a more conscientious effort made when spending money to be sure that the VERY 
BEST prices are sought out and used.  Renovation projects should be held off like painting, remodeling, 
new furniture, etc.  I would like to see students involved in keeping the schools clean and taking a more 
involved role as much as possible in its maintenance, upkeep, projects, etc – skill building, service 
learning, retribution.  Schools should not be top heavy with administrators & unnecessary conferences.  
Cafeterias should not have junk food available to students – ice cream, sugar juices, cookies, cakes, etc,   
School is meant to be the place where students are being educated, and the best schools do not have to 
have state of the art technology and new furniture - they have the kids involved, thinking, excited about 
learning, contributing, and feeling good about what differences they are making to themselves and around 
them. 

I feel some athletic programs could be reduced while still maintaining a quality program for our students, 
especially at the high school level where we have students who will be seeking scholarship opportunities 
for college. I do not support any reduction in our music program however. I feel very strongly that the 
quality music programs we offer is directly correlated to the high academic achievements those students 
involved demonstrate. 

Again, this is a hard question to answer.  I rely on the BOE to take a hard look at all of the options above 
and make the best of the hard choices for the kids. 

The Horseheads school district does an outstanding job and they did not cause the state budget shorfalls 
triggfering the latest cuts. Why should the residents of Horseheads using the school district have to pay for 
the financial mismanagement in Albany? NY state residents already pay some of the highest taxes in the 
nation. There is a correlation between state resident migration and the mismanagement in Albany causing 
the curent pain at the local school district level. There is also a correlation between the students success 
ratio and the amount of money invested per pupil. 
I realize the educational district cannot solve Albany's problems affecting it, but I surely hope we are 
pushing back so that at least we can fold with some sense of dignity. The last person please turn the light 
out because I can't afford this town anymore. 

Community use of facilities should be charged to all and any group. The district has an energy savings 
plan but fail to see the wasted use of heat and electric after regular school hours. Many groups show no 
respect towards the school facilities leaving a mess of the buildings. 



There should be only one vice principal at the HS.  There should be fewer guidance counselors at the MS- 
they already have a Vice Principal to deal with problem students and the counselors don't have that much 
scheduling to do.  There should be one head of student services, one secretary and one records person- 
as there was when [name redacted] was there- or people just aren't doing their job efficiently.  There's no 
money for super duper services for special students anymore- people move here from out of state and out 
of district for our asbergers and other services.  Save as many of the AP classes as possible-they are the 
yardstick by which our entire District is measured by colleges.  ACE classes do not have as much 
universal acceptance as do AP classes.  There should be two RNs at the HS, no more.  There should be 
one RN at the building that was Sing Sing Elementary.  That RN took care of the same number of students 
as now, and the youngest students couldn't take care of themselves as well as the older kids can.  There 
should be no busing of students within 3 blocks of an elementary school (the students who have to cross 
I86 should be bussed to school).  Children should be taken by bus to the elementary school that is 
physically closest to their home.  No late day buses for sports. There should be pay to play for sports, 
even if it is not very much.  The sports that have lots of equipment and travel far distances should pay that 
extra cost rather than siphon it out of the entire sports budget. 

The Administration is responsible to manage a budget just as a household or business owner must do to 
make the end justify the means. 

Before reducing staff we should reduce positions of management that are not necessary.  The last thing 
we want is to take away a quality education from our kids.  They are our future! 

Get rid of super seniority - dead weight nonperforming teachers.  Base continued employment on 
objective measures of performance like I have where I work rather than getting past tenure and having 
employment for life. 

Extra-curricular should be cut before curricular. 

Understanding the music is not a mandated program - i would hate to see that area chopped as it 
definately has strong research to support an increased learning in math and improved concentration 
amongst many other added benefits to the district - the music program is stellar, and top of the line. 

Stop dropping off kids across the street from the schools. you could save gas having good old fashioned 
"bus Stops" again no need to go door to door like we do now thats just waste pure and simple 

I think we are pretty frugal to begin with, I don't want larger class sizes or loss of any programs 

A cut in administation isn't here and should be. When I graduated here we had twice as many students 
and halve the admin. The pay is out of line. You always point at every other area. Maybe you should look 
into your own offices for waste. I don't see a waste in schools themselvse. There is so much of a waste of 
assets. I see maintenance staff driving around doing little to nuthing. You don't need two people to go get 
a part. If businesses ran the way the school districts do they would go out of business!!!!!!!! 

Im not a big fan of any of the cuts at all. The students need oportunities to grow and prosper so they can 
actually make something of themselves one day. We need the sports because for a lot of kids thats how 
they pay for college and for some its also a career possibility. I also strongly disagree with any of the arts 
or musics cuts. I know me personaly i NEED all of the art i can get because thats what my future is, thats 
what i need to get to the college i want to go to expecially to develop all the way to portflolio and 
develepment. A portfolio is extremly critical to get an aspiring artist to college. And the extra cirriculars are 
also a very important thing too. i wouldnt know what to do with myself with out them, i enjoy them very 
very much and theyre a big part of my life. I know when you see some of the students roaming the 
highschool they dont look like they care about getting anywhere in life but ill tell you this much were not all 
like tha at all. im a student who does want to go somewhere in life i dont want to be stuck in my parents 
house for the rest of my life. I wanna be somebody someday so please im begging you on behalf of all of 
the real students please dont cut or educational things and fun activites. We need them 

Undecided as the school staff and school board would have the most information about the "books".  I 
would fully expect a well thought out decision of what can and should be done by the elected officials on 
the board. 

1.  I would venture a guess that at least 30% of the students in the district (probably higher) never ride the 
bus.  They get a ride to school in a private vehicle.  You should keep track of the disparity and exclude 
families who sign up for the service and whose children don't ride the bus, via an attendance policy.  
Students who are present for school, but do not ride the bus, are no longer entitled to that service.  You 
might be able to send smaller busses to rural areas and save on fuel, wear and tear on the busses, etc.  
Even more proactive would be to have parents declare before the school year starts if they even plan to 
use the service.  You could adjust your routes/stops accordingly 

I feel that staff layoffs should be carried out on a merit basis, rather than a seniority system.   Horseheads 
District could academically afford to lose some teachers who are not fulfilling their teaching role 



sufficiently, in my opinion.  I am not in support of the seniority system, "the last hired, the first fired." I am 
strongly against this policy and urge Horseheads to conduct layoffs in a more reasonable manner.  I also 
believe administration in all the schools is an area where staff layoffs would hurt the least, remember 
everything is for the student! Three principles in the high school is excessive in my mind, when in a 
financial pinch such as this one, it would not hurt the student as much as cutting teachers to cut an 
administrative role.  From a student's perspective, the teachers do much more for me than an assistant 
principal. 

Not sure what nonmandated academic programs are 

There is a significant difference in the quality of teachers within each subject area.  I support staff layoffs 
based on teacher performance NOT on tenure.  The district should layoff teachers that simply work for a 
paycheck and don't care about anything else and replace them with teachers that are motivated to teach.  
If you need help identifying non-performing teachers, I'm sure there are hundreds of parents that would 
give you direct input.  This would result in lower costs and an better overall learning environment.  It is 
time to eliminate the old union attitude and move to a pay for performance program. 

Increase in academic programs for gifted children since they've been repeatedly removed from our NYS 
schools.   
Penalize teachers with poor performance with progressive discipline and eventual elimination from the 
budget if they don't improve. 

I actually feel that the best way to help the district budget would be to cut expenses wherever possible, but 
most importantly, thin out some of the administrative positions.  Cut all possible administrators and then 
force the remaining administrators to take a 10% pay cut or replace them with one of the people who got 
cut.  There are way too many administrators in the district. 

I think the emphasis needs to be put on academics. the athletic programs, although nice, should not be a 
main focus of our EDUCTIONAL system. 

Does Horseheads High School really need all the overhead in assistant principals.When I went to 
Horseheads High School Mr.Kent did a damn good job all on his own. 

what is the average salary of a new teacher and a teacher with tenure?  Get rid of tenure and break the 
unions! 
let community groups pay the janitor service needed to have the school open & other fees 

I have seen Horseheads buses leave the school and stop about a block away to let children off, then drive 
2 more streets and let more children off.  I think some of the busing is not needed.  My child get's home 
from middle school aprox. 4:15 or 4:20 and that is due to the city children who live within 5 blocks getting 
bused. 

I think that community use of school facilities should come with rental fees. 

I think restricting use of the facilities by the community could actually cost dollars to the district. 

Our children's education should be our top priority and we should support all personnel and programs 
aimed at their well-being. 

If it came to cuts I would cut sports and extracurricular activities that could be obtained outside of school 
programs 

Education and our children should be a priority and it should  never take a back seat  to other financial 
interests and we should maintain minimal budget cuts that impact the future of our children. We should be 
focusing our interests in maintaining the investments of the  providing the best education for future of our 
world  and without well educated citizens we are  throwing away the greatest opportunities for our children 
to have the tools to create a better world for their children. 

I have kids from Elementary to high school. I have been watching school buses for several years. When I 
see buses only 1/2 full or less that is a major waste of resources. The elimination of intramurals was a 
major mistake by the district. Intramurals have been in place far longer that modified sports. Those should 
have gone first. ALL coaches of sports programs should be volunteer only, no stipend to coach a team. If 
the district does not have staff who want to do this there are more than enough community members that 
will do this. All community sports up until Middle school have volunteers running them and do not get paid. 
You do not need to offer excellerated classes. If those students want them they can attend a night class at 
a local college. 

I believe that at least the middle school and high school students could have a 1 to 1.5 mile radius of non-
bussed students.  I also believe that community entities wishing to use the school facilities could be asked 
to contribute to the costs of having the building available, though I do not believe reducing the 
community's use of the properties to be wise. 

Again, reduce the amount of administrators. If teachers are not performing fire them. There are plenty of 



unemployed qualified teachers out there. 
Turn the lights off when not in use. Turn the thermostate down in the schools. Conservation. 
Most folks drive their kids to school. We need a few buses for athletics, but reduction of the bus fleet and 
pick up is in order. 

PLEASE NO STAFF LAYOFFS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

It may be that bus routes have to be revised - especially if they aren't full.  If the district can reduce the 
number of buses on the road, that may help the budget. 
Also, if the buses are being used for non-school purposes and not generating revenue, this may have to 
be reviewed. 
If the community use of school facilities is generating a net income, then the facilities could continue being 
used.  If not, perhaps the amount charged should be increased. 

There are some personnel that are not needed and I find it in very poor taste that nobody at this school 
district knows a damned thing and nobody can help you without checking with so and so who needs to 
check with so and so and get back to you when they feel like it. 

How about the reduction of payroll within high ranking officials. Increase their taxes. Why should the 
children suffer. 

I support changes that need to be made, as long as my child's educational experience is not affect. Taking 
out music, art, library and gym out of the a child's education not only effects their balanced education, but 
for some kids the things that make school fun and exciting.  For some students those special areas are the 
few areas that they excel and can be successful. PLEASE PLEASE do not take these valued experience 
away from our students... 

Reduction or a freeze on school district employees' salaries. 

How about putting a walking lane and a crossing guard for the Hickory Grove to Broad Street section of 
Sing Sing Road? This would eliminate bus routes. It would encourage physical activity which also 
addresses the childhood obesity problem.  It would not take district funds but county money and with the 
childhood obesity problem there are probably grants available. Also bus stops for Middle and High School 
could be further spaced apart.  
Go back to "pay to play" as it has been in the past. There could be a fund available for students whose 
families can not afford the fees so all students who want to pay a sport can. 

Community groups should pay for use of school facilities at least to offset the support costs of having the 
facilities used after hours. 

Is there a way to have these groups who use the school facilities provide funding to offset additional costs 
to the district? 

Half empty buses leave school parking lots because parents don't want their kids riding the bus.  Bus 
drivers can be disrespectful. 
Kids are bullied on the buses and drivers cannot see or hear what goes on behind the high seats. 
It's just easier to drive the kids myself. 
It's is also time for parents to feed their own families.  Free and reduced lunch and breakfast - are you 
kidding me!  If people can afford cigarettes, they can afford cornflakes. 

Can you cut anymore academic programs????  Aren't they already run at the minimum???  Why first look 
at the kids, why not first look at all the fat???  How can the superintendent of the school accept a salary of 
$182,000 a year, and cut programs from the kids??? We have the highest paid superintendent in the area.  
At a time when not only our state is in crisis but our economy.  All the taxpayers are struggling to keep 
their heads above water.  How much could the employees of the school district afford to cut???? Kick in 
more for their health care benefits???  don't take a pay increase for the year.  In response to the 
community use of the facilities, maybe a small fee could be charged to cover electricity and insurance 
costs? 

Our children need highly certified teachers to provide foundational skills, such as reading, math, science, 
and social studies.  Remediation for struggling students is also imperative.  Beyond that, I'm sorry to say, 
we may be facing cuts.  Smaller class sizes is also high on my list of "must keep." 

Add in reduction of top administrator positions and salaries. 

Your biggest cost is likely your employee population. 
I would suggest first looking at these costs, including your self funded medical insurance (I am happy to 
see your bid out for Medical insurance coverage in the paper) 
You need to incentives people to do more with less and work for effiency.    Consider typical methods 
business use and are well documented to bring higher quality to our kids schools.    6 Sigma, 5S, all these 
well thought out programs could improve your schools effencies..... 



I certainly don't want to see individuals loose their jobs, but down sizing maybe in order to survive down 
turn. 

As I realize that cuts will be necessary these are not choices that can be made off a basis checklist.  More 
information would need to be provided.  Certainly no one wants to see cutbacks but without viewing the 
whole picture these questions are far to random for a general survey. 

Reduction of teacher benefits and pay caps, that is what is needed. 

I think children that live across the street from the intermediate and middle schools could handle the walk. 
Lets do away with district wide bussing. 

In times of trouble the necessities are what's important.  A roof over your head and food on the table.  All 
other items MUST be considered when making cuts or scaling back. 

I would support a reasonable reduction in transportation- i.e. students within 1 mile of their school walking, 
and limiting class trips and multiple school vehicles making trips to distant sites for sporting events. 
Combine schedules of teams- for instance the baseball and tennis teams share a bus to Binhamton. 
I also believe positions within the administration could be reduced and consolidated. 

What are the non-mandated academic programs?   
Also, concerning staff layoffs...it would depend on what staff was being considered.  There are several 
areas that could spare staff and several that can not. 

I believe if we truly want to continue with all of these things then we will find a way other than raising taxes 
to raise the money for these things. As a community we are all willing to pull together in any way that we 
can to help suppport our school district. 

i support staff having to pay more out of pocket for there medical like the rest of us 

I would be interested to know more about pension and retirement plans. I would also like to know the 
salary of principals and superintendent. I would also like to know about the extra benefits and perks 
provided. i would most likely support cuts in these different areas 

The amount staff employees is far too high.  Having a principle for each grade is excessive.  This is just 
one example.  
Having a secretary for each administrator is an incredible waste.  Prior to computers, typing letters and 
coordinating schedules was a valuable function of an admin assistant, but this is 2011, use the technology 
to improve productivity. 

Non essential staff, wage cuts for both teachers and administration and reduced pension benefits and 
greater contribution to health care costs. In short, they should be subject to the same things that most of 
the rest of the private sector face. We simply cannot afford extras. 

Community use of School facilities should be encouraged and used as a revenue source.   
I think this is a poorly posed question in general.  I believe that there are academic programs, both 
mandated and non-mandated that could be trimmed without affecting the overall education quality offered 
by the district. 

Need to reduce academic programs - high school has too many programs that are beyond high school 
requirements - have had administrators state the purpose is to be able to get the first year of college 
completed -save parents money ([name redacted] and Middle School Principal in proposing advance 
science program).  Need to prepare students for college, not provide college in high school. 
Too many teacher aides and 1:1 assistants. 
Don't need to bus every student -many are within walking distance of schools. 
Need to continue music (band, choir orchestra, extra ciricular sports, etc).  All the education research 
shows these things make better students. 
Need to reduce Adminstration, as well as teaching / assistants staff.   Too many manual, duplicative staff.  
Too many "not my job" - need to do what needs to be done. 
Teachers (union) needs to start paying for a portion of their benefits - better benefits than private industry.  
Can either help pay for benefits or not have benifits (or a job). 

Not really in support of staff lay offs, but I do believe that the teachers need to be held accountable and if 
they are not doing the job they are being paid to do then those ones need to go. 

Give parents chance to pay for the extra curricular and athletics 

No reduction to academics 
Transp reduction - yes, if can be done without commmpromising safety 
Food svce - I don't know why SCHOOL is involved with feeding the poor - let us (community) take care of 
it 
Extra-Curric - this will stimulate community sports (more fun, less demanding) 
Sports - $$$ 



I think when a cut percentage is determined it should affect all areas of the school budget evenly including 
administration. 

Non-mandated - depending on the program 
Transp - buses can be rebuilt not buy new 
Comm use of facilities - use more and charge a SMALL fee. 
Staff layoffs - we don't think they need all those principles and vice principles. 

Staff layoffs - administrative cuts 

I believe if any cuts should be made it should start with administrative positions or salaries that make 
hundreds of thousands of dollars a year.   Why should programs for our children be cut or teachers who 
directly affect the lives of our children?  Also, if cuts are made it should be set up accordingly.  The arts 
must stay intact, they are part of the school day, extra-curricular sports should go first.  Or set a pay to 
play situation.  Music is proven to improve math and reading.  Music is also a credited class that is built 
into the school day.  Sports are extra-curricular and are not credited classes.  If you cuts the arts many 
many people will look to other districts to take their children. 
      The busing issue in this district is absurd.  If children live within 2 miles they should be walking.  One 
it's good for kids to get a little exercise and two it would save alot of money. 

Academic Programs:  I am not sure which programs are considered "academic".  Are all art and music 
programs academic? Some advanced programs may have to be self funded.  If a student gets college 
credit, perhaps the community should not pay. If we do not have the money to pay for everything, hard 
choices have to be made.  You can not have that which you can not pay for. 
The administrators have to look at all programs and prioritize. 
Reality is painful. 
Transportation and food become safety issues for our community's children.  Their physical safty has to 
come first. 

I don't believe anything should be taken away from the kids. 

In order to save money, all parents could send in lunches for students. Only breakfast would be served in 
the morning. 

Freeze pay, temp. suspend raises 

Do we really need to bus students who live within 1/10th of a mile from their school? 
I support layoffs that do not affect the children.  The district has way to many admin. positions that are a 
complete waste of tax payer dollars.We can eliminate/reduce areas such as guidance counselors, 
principals(we do not need 4 at the High School),student services chairpersons, student services has 5 
typist???, nurses, if you only need 1 clerk typist at the Intermediate why do we need more in other 
buildings, teachers, teaching assistants that should be fired for not doing their job and who have had many 
complaints but are protected by tenure. 

All things should be considered with the exception of more tax increases. Enough is enough. The salary 
for the Superintendent should be halved. 

I support reduction of intramurals as well as all modified sports. 

Why is there no mention about a reduction in unneccessary administration?  There has to be a focus on 
not just taking away from the kids, they are our future and the district needs to teach and prepare them for 
this as their first priority. 

I do not want to see Modified Sports cut from the school budget. 

Layoffs need to be based on the value added of each position. For example our district is extremely top 
heavy. 

What is considered a "Non-mandated academic program"?   
There should not be 100% busing.  Have students that live close to the schools walk.  Why are there 2 
separate bus runs to the Intermediate/Middle school.  Why not make these 2 schools start at the same 
time?  What is the benefit of block scheduling?  Get rid of high school PE classes like ice skating, scuba 
diving, canoeing, etc which requires additional transportation.  Get rid of tenure for teachers.  Keep 
teachers based on performance not longevity.  Have scheduled performance reviews and "surprise" 
reviews.  Don't let teacher show Disney movies to students while the teacher prepares their next week's 
teaching plans.  A teacher at the MS uses an overhead projector to put notes up for students to copy---she 
does not teach or explain anything; the students just copy the notes--get rid of her.  Why do we need to 
have SST at the MS/HS---this involves having a TA (paid with benefits) babysitting troublemakers--have 
them sit with their guidance counselors and get guidance.  What is the benefit of 10th period at the MS--
another study hall, really?  Hire an independent firm for food service and night time custodial services. 

Rather than categorizing into academics, food, sports, etc, I would hope that the administrators would 



search for opportunities wherever they are in the budget. My understanding, however, is that most of the 
budget is made up of fixed and/or mandated costs which can't be easily cut. 

i think we could take a look at bus routes and how to make them more effincient. the bus my kids ride on in 
the morning they could get on the bus at seven or wait for it to come back around at seven thirty. they ride 
the same bus in the morning to two seperate schools but have to take two seperate buses home.  my kids 
participate in sports that our through the community and we have to pay a fee to cover costs. it should be 
the same way with sports or activities in school to cover some of the costs. 

We Need to stop looking at taking away from the students. There are ways to reduce the cost of 
transportation and food services that aren't necessary and you can also charge for what the community 
needs to use for facilities. 

We recently moved from Nebraska which faced the decision of cutting programs, as all the states have.  
One area that they chose was transportation services.  Fuel costs and maintainance of vehicles is very 
expensive.  I hate to support this idea, because transportation helps so many families and employess 
many people, but perhaps there could be a reduction for those who need the transportation versus who 
ride it because of convienence.  Of course a quality school can do nothing if its' students aren't present, so 
even this cut is a Catch 22. 

Maybe it is time to look at the entire administrative 

I understand that the NYS School districts must spend whats in their budgets or the Districts will be 
penalized in State Funding the following year. If this is true, the New York State Dept of education needs 
to amend this policy to reward the Districts that reduce spending, and come in under budget. I recommend 
that any surplus funds that are available be deposited in a slush fund that can be directed to districts that 
are in trouble. 

Staff layoffs should start at the top - take a close look at the salary and benefit packages of administrators 
and determine if we really need that many non-teachers. It doesn't take that many people to run a district. 
Reduction of non-mandated academic programs in my mind starts and ends with Kindergarten - either do 
away with it completely, or reduce it to half day. Kids don't need a full day of school at 5/6. 

Pay to Play Sports, Food Services should go back to basic lunches don't provide so many choices and cut 
the cost of the lunches.  We give way to many choices to these students for lunches and too much food is 
wasted 

To balance the budget, 20% pay-cuts for anyone making over 50,000 per year because the Horseheads 
School district has over 200 employees making over 55,000 per year with most of these employees only 
working approximately 180 days per year. 

What should happen is that district staff should pay more towards their benefits.  The public sector does 
not understand how little they pay compared to the private sector.  If all district employees would all 
contribute more to their health benefits, etc, perhaps more of them could keep their jobs. 

Reduce some of the administration to many making way to much money. 

I think that there needs to be a balance of reductions.  I would support reductions in all areas except for 
the reduction of academic programs.  First and foremost our schools were created to educate our 
students, not to entertain them or to involve them in athletic activities.  I wouldn't reduce the community 
use of school facilities, however maybe charge them a simple rate to use the facilities-to help cover the 
expense of keeping the building open and staff time to clean afterwards. 

Naturally, I don't "support" any cuts but realize that with the financial state we are facing, they are 
required.  However, it is important to keep the quailty education that Horseheads is known for & to 
preserve QUALITY teachers. 

The schools job is provide an all round development of a child- the guardians can take care of transporting 
them & feeding them. 

I would especially support layoffs based on performance rankings vs. tenure.  
Is there a way to partner with Corning & use some of their Six Sigma tools--especially the Lean approach 
to understand how to streamline or design new school processes (e.g. the food process). 

Charge the Senior Citizens the same as other renters at Broad St. School 
Make cuts from the top down.  Cut the positions with the most income: Directors of Primary and 
Secondary Ed., Asst. Superintendent, an Asst. Principal at the High School 
Cut Pre-K before high school sports 
Allow public to vote on budget item by item 

Get rid of unnecessary redundancies in administration. There is no reason to have a principle for every 
grade level. There is also no reason to employ men in suits who's sole purpose is to check parking 
stickers, monitor the hallways, and collect six figure salaries from taxpayer money. 



I would prefer not to see reductions, but they may have to be spread over many areas. 

creative reduction in costs by conserving energy 

 

6. Below is a list of needs commonly stated as the most essential to a quality educational program. Please 
help the Board of Education prioritize the school district's needs by ranking the following items in order 
of preference from most important (1) to the least important (9). Please note: enter a different number 
for each item. Enter 1 for the item you feel is most important, 2 for the second, and so on. Each item 
must have a different number. 

Answer Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Response 

Count 

Improve college and workforce 
readiness for all students 

450 163 97 83 63 54 61 54 75 1100 

Provide early and continued 
intervention for children at risk of 
academic failure 

193 237 167 111 98 86 76 76 64 1108 

Provide additional enrichment and 
advanced programs for students 

53 176 167 149 137 121 140 114 54 1111 

Provide additional extra-curricular 
opportunities for students 

29 62 92 142 115 118 163 171 220 1112 

Improve professional 
development opportunities for 
staff 

41 57 81 93 140 182 160 174 172 1100 

Lower class size 106 103 114 109 134 129 123 132 181 1131 

Invest in additional technology to 
enhance learning opportunities 

31 99 127 154 163 153 171 143 89 1130 

Meet capital needs for 
maintenance, infrastructure and 
capital equipment 

42 68 129 148 161 159 134 159 150 1150 

Recruit and retain the highest 
performing educators 

209 161 160 136 128 112 94 80 95 1175 

Additional Comments: 173 

answered question 1200 

skipped question 202 

 

Additional  Comments for Question #6: 

 

Must keep excellent programs in place..... 

There are plenty of unnecessary positions that are being paid by taxes.  There are also a lot of stimulus 
packages that are implemented that are not advantageous.  There are postions that have been developed 
that were not necessary and can be eliminated.  There are also too many hands in the same pots that if 
thorough investigations were performed it would save the district money. 

Assumptions are being made regarding the effectiveness of traditional 'core' subjects in relation to college 
and workforce readiness.  Horseheads schools must do a better job of supporting programs that have 
consistently demonstrated success. 

Hopefully cuts will be made to central office administration.  9 administrators is a lot for a district this size. 

I believe that all 9 of these are equally important - I want (and expect) that my child will receive a top-notch 
education while going to Horseheads Central School District.  That means quality teachers, with 
reasonable class sizes, in clean/safe  and up to date buildings. 

They're all pretty important, it's tough to rank them... 

The priority is for students needs first. 

We cannot meet the needs of individual students...especially with so many needs....IEP'S, AIS, and social 
issues (lack of parenting, lack of reading skills, and a host of other issues....laco of nurture, food, clothing, 
and shelter)...if we have too many kids in a classroom. We need to have lower class sizes to meet the 
needs of so many individuals!!! 



Many go hand in hand. 

It starts with dedicated teachers who have the support of adminstration. Although it is wonderful to have 
technology, I do not it helps with student "achievement".   
We need effective administrators that are not trying to reach to the next level, but have a vested interest in 
what is best for kids, and how to help staff do their job.   
We need to get back to simplicity...teacher/student relationships, administration that is NOT TOP HEAVY 
and who ARE VISABLE, helping in the building, not out being a meetings all the time or have additional 
"work" piled on them.  A building administrator should be in the building working with teachers and 
students. It seems that when finances are in trouble, we pile the classrooms with more students.  
 I am tired of hearing about the expense of special projects and specialconsultants.  If we hired the leaders 
of our school to do a job then they should come qualitifed to do the job, not waste the districts money on 
figure heads.  
We have the best district as far as upkeep, whatever is being done now, should continue.  
I do not think we need to be a school of gifted and talend programs.  If teachers, teach, administrators 
support and there are innovated, not traditional ways to get the students engaged then we can be 
successful with the basics.  Money doesn't buy success, HARD WORK and DEDICATION to the 
COMMON GOAL...kids does! 

Our District is so heavy in technology we perhaps need to focus on other areas. 

Reduce administration. 

The notion os recruiting and retaining the highest performing is a question that should not be asked.  How 
are you measuring and the union contracts will not allow the flip side.  When all teachers are given the 
same rate of increase, how can you reward the performers? 

Remember that not ALL students should be expected to be attending college upon graduations.  
Preparing students for successful employment after high school should be emphasized. 

I'd look for bloat in all of these areas first. 

highest performing educators does not equate to highest paid educators. PERFORMANCE BASED 
The classrooms have some very nice technology (computer boards) already. 

Its hard to recruit the best talent when once a teacher gets tenure they pack it in. 

The district has lost focus on academic achievment and is way too obsesed with sports, the arts, etc. We 
really like to blow our own horn in these areas and not focus on the fact we are average at best in 
academics. 

I support meeting capital needs for maintenance, infrastructure etc in order to improve quality of student 
life; not new carpets in superintendents office or new desks for admin 

Concentrate on teaching and learning the basics.  How many of your 5th, 6th, 7th and up graders know 
how to address an envelope or make change without mechanical intervention? 

Why do pay the high principal salaries, why do we need assistant principals, why do we have principals on 
special assignment, why do we have elementary pricipals making $107,000 in 2010? And you wonder 
where the money goes. Open your eyes. 

Not updating computers would be an option to saving $.  Also, only giving promethean boards to teachers 
who really would use them, would also be an option. 

Although I believe that all of the goals are important, and under normal circumstances would advocate that 
the district hold all of them at a level of almost equal importance, I recognize that during these 
economicaly difficult times, cuts will have to be made. Academic program should suffer least. 

It's a shame that so much money is allocated for special education services (rightfully so), but little to no 
money in our budget is provided for enrichment of our higher achievers.  However, 10-20 years down the 
road, we will be turning to those high achievers and ask them for help in solving the world's problems 
through innovation.  How do we justify this injustice? 

Why additional anything in tight times... 

This was difficult to rank.  Most I would rank as very important, and none deserve an 8 or 9 - but I had no 
choice. 

We need to continue to attract families to this school.  If families moving into the area  feel our school is 
lacking in opportunities, we will lose them to neighboring schools.  Academically we need to be the best, 
and we need to offer enrichment opportunities.  If that can be done creatively for less money, great. 
Our buildings are in great shape.  If this is a short term crisis, we should put off some projects.  (if only we 
knew) 

Academics are most important. 

Many of the items which I rated as not as important, are important but could be delayed for a few years 



while the budget cuts are addressed. 
In the previous state in which we lived class size at the elementary level was maxed out at 27 students 
and preformance was higher than at Horseheads.  If teachers had less mandates taking up there time they 
could teach more students. 

Many of the college credits received in High School programs cannot be transferred to the student‟s 
college of choice. That program is broken and waists money as it is now. 

What's more important the steering wheel or the tires ? 
 Our thinking should not be pigeon-holed into this sort of thinking. 

My check marks kept disappearing! 

How do assess the highest performing educators?  
Regents Exam Score? 
Class Average? 
What a student does in life?  
Awards Earned?  
If they drink or do drugs? 
If they come to school on a regular basis. 
If they earn a diploma?  
If they learn to make good choices? 
Some of the most successful people in history didn't do well in school!!! 

this feature of your survey doesn't function properly. I allows me to only select each number once. 
Therefore, if I believe 2 categories are a 9,I cannot select it. Survey is  invalid. 

I say down size on some of the maintenance workers, and I also feel they should live within the school 
district if are tax money that is paying theses people, from what I know the head of that department doesnt 
even live within the school district nor does a few others. 

Increase physical actiivity programs, offer drivers education at a cost 

The people that work with the kids are the ones that make the programs work.  The best buildings and 
programs mean nothing without quality educators to care for and teach the children. 

In order: 
- Higher education is what every child should strive for 
- At some point you must recognize as do most other countries that not every child has the abilities or 
desire to pursue higher education 
- These are kids, high school is the place where the artist's, musucians, atheletes, politicians, doctors, 
lawyers, priests, and many more all learn life lessons that make them become what they become.  Without 
enrichment programs (Arts, Music, Sports, Drama, Band, and many more) we are only teaching our kids 
practical "book" knowledge without any real application of how to individualize one's self. 
- Extra curricular activities should always be part of any school, our school has already lost too many. 
- A great teacher does not need to have a docorate, in fact a great teacher needs to be able to connect 
with their students.  I learned more from my shop teacher in high school than my social students teacher.  
My contention is that the more "professional" development a teacher gets, the more out of balance the 
equation becomes.  "I have a masters degree, thus I need to make $100K a year".  How about this, hire 
teachers who know the subjects the are to teach and make sure they have the interpersonal skills to "style 
shift" and be able to interact with all types of stundents.  I am not a fan of a "over educated professional" 
teaching my children, in fact the get more from the teachers that just enjoy teaching and for what teaching 
brings to them. 
- Lower class size would be nice but that would never happen as NYS has the most expensive teachers 
and the highest teaching requirements in the United States.  So lower class could never happen in NYS, 
unless of course we allowed people who have the "personality" to teach and do not take a teaching career 
simply to have summers off. 
- like it not, technology is here and it is not going anywhere, so why not embrace it and use it to lower the 
schools costs.  If I can get of a video call with China and redesign entire complex business processes 
"over the internet" surely a teacher could teach thousands of students.  Here is a thought, we have to have 
regular "e-learnings" where-by a "teacher" creates a cirriculum and generates the "electronc" lerning 
documents and resluting tests.  I learn more in just one hour than I did in a semester of the "college 
classroom".  Embrace technology and do not be afraid of challenging the status quo. Example, online 
courses at night time shorter school days or weeks. Just because it has always been done that way does 
not make it right.   
- Infrastructure is where it all starts, did I mention embrace technology? 
- Recruit and retain the BEST teachers, not the best resumes, not the best college degrees, just the best 



teachers.  Think back to your high school and college days, which teachers did you learn the most from?  I 
am willing to bet it was those teacher who made learning fun and they related to the material.  Not in 
todays world.... 

Academics AND Athletics are equally important, a point the school board members should remember if 
they intend to stay on the school board. 

Regarding intervention, I feel educators should educate and parents need to intervene when needed. 
Unfortunately with so many single parent families this has become an obvious problem with students 
regarding dicipline, peer group pressure, addiction etc. 

Please - no more technology in the classroom.  My wife teaches in the school system and tells me about 
all the computers and electronic white boards that go unused.  I am not convinced any of it has made our 
kids smarter compared to 50 years ago. 

most teachers deserve decent pay. administration needs to be cut 

We can not teach every child the same. The smart ones is where the money and time should be put They 
will create the jobs and bussiness for the futrue. The slow learner can alway find work from the ones who 
create the jobs. 

The realities are that until the BOE and community begin standing up to the Teachers Unions there will be 
very little advancement in education beyond where we are today.  (Which is falling behind many other 
countries in the world.) Horseheads is in good shape from a technology perspective and we need to show 
educational progress with the technology we already have. 
The kids can continue to play sports by joining the local sports clubs.  They operate much more efficiently 
with volunteers and any costs shift to the families of those who decide to participate.  The same can be 
said for other extra-curricular activities.  In some of the private schools, parents volunteer their time to 
facilitate these activities. 
Senior citizens who can barely get by and people who have lost their jobs should not be forced to pay for 
these worthwhile, but non-critical activities when there are other means to support them. 

In the event that capital needs for maintenance, infrastructure and capital equipment was potentially safety 
related, that would take priority. 
I would have ranked "Improve college and workforce readiness for all students" higher had it not included 
the word "all."  I fully support providing education for all students but we all clearly understand that there 
are students that WILL NOT be capable of being a productive college student or workforce member.  
When we say "workforce ready" I think there are some programs that could be created with local 
businesses to help students better understand what that means.  Yes, there is Junior Achievement but 
that is tailored for students that are excelling and would like to pursue manangement type positions.  What 
are we doing to prepare those that will be in the general labor population?  I don't think this is necessarily 
the school's responsiblity to "fund" but I'm sure something could be worked out with the businesses as a 
year long say 1/2 day working option that raises funds for the educational system to invest in technology, 
etc. and provide the student with real life experiences and expectations. 
Class sizes - yes, smaller are ideal but at some point, parents will need to take an active part in the 
education process and either pay extra to have an additional teacher in the room or volunteer to help even 
if on a rotational basis.  It used to and still does take a community to improve the level of education.  
Government funding is a necessary evil with a lot of strings attached.  Some how, we need to start 
leveraging parents and others in the community that still want to contribute to the learning process.  This 
could be classroom help or evening settings, etc. 

Many of these items are of equal importance this is unfair 

It is essential to provide the highest possible academic programming possible . we spend so much money 
on the kidsthat are barely making it and no money on the kids that excel.Maintaining small class size has 
been proven in numerous studies to promote hig perfromance in students. Students need to have a 
balanced life and sports, arts and extra clubs make a profound difference in children;s lives. Maintain a 
high quality staff you must provide competititve wages and benefits.. Folks this is not rocket science and a 
school district should not be run like corning inc.. how many school board memebers have spent an entire 
day with a teacher??? if the answer is zero which i believe it is then you have no business making 
decisionsthat affect my and my neighbors kids 

I don't feel there is a need for additional extra curricular opportunites, extra curricular opportunities or 
technology, but I do think that the ones already in place should be maintained.  My children have made 
good use of what is available at the moment, and I appreciate them.  But, I don't think that we need 
additional offerings at this time. 

I think that our overpaid Superintendent should bite the bullet and give back some of the many perks he 
has become accustomed to. He makes more than enough for what he does so he could afford to give 



back to the taxpayer. 

The Gates Foundation studies are proving what we already experientially knew; the teacher is the key to 
student achievement, not fancy smartboards,smaller class size or new buildings(though they must be safe 
and clean.) 

I feel that we need to provide for the students first. They are appearing to be more and more behind. 

Until we eliminate tenure for faculty I sincerely believe that additional development is ridiculous.  It is 
unfortunate that our best and brightest teachers are lumped in with faculty who do as little as possible 
because they can.  Tenure and unions are killing our education system.  I can't think of another job where 
you are guaranteed a position regardless of performance after such a short amount of time. 

While capital needs and maintenance are important, we could have a 5-10 year plan to show temporary 
reductions with gradual increases back to standards.  We cannot become what Corning schools have 
fought hard recently to change. 

Presently, there are no enrichment or advanced programs for elementary children. 

Not a good question. When you words like all as in college education for all - that negates a possible error. 
In a nut shell it takes all forms of education and curriculum to meet the needs of our varied students. 

Enrichment & advanced programs, extra-curriclura activities and investing in technology all state 
"additional".  If this were maintain current levels rather than add to current levels, these ratings would be 
higher.  Adding is not the thing to do under the monetary circumstances. 

How about a program to impress upon parents how important  their personal involvement with their 
children (outside of school hours) makes. Paying school taxes should not make the school district the 
defacto parent responsible for rearing a child. 

These are all important - it's hard to put them in order 

This is a loaded question, essentially asking where should cuts be made and is the public consistent in 
delivering messages about where cuts should be made and what the priorities of the district should be.  
Class sizes are too large.  To accommmodate that, hiring must be done.  To accommodate that with a 
declining revenue base, cuts need to be made.   
A district's charter is larger than simple academic education.  A school district is the community center for 
the children within it.  Therefore, it needs to act like a community and offer options to students for 
extracurricular, interscholastic, intramural, and academic programs.  That is part of the charter, nearly as 
important as the academic charter. 
There inevitably are some students who will not take advantage of the resources and opportunities 
available to them.  That is unfortunate.  Some of that is due to poor decision-making by the student; some 
of it is due to poor parental involvement and upbringing.  You have to accept that inevitably you will not 
reach all students.  Spending a disproportionate sum of money to chase or entice or reach out to those, is 
not money well spent.  To be callous, it's like a production yield;  93% may be good enough. 
You have to invest in your best or you will lose them.  If enrichment and advanced programs are  not 
offered, the parents of those children will remove those children from the district.  You cannot teach to the 
average student and expect to retain your best.  The result will be, you will lose your best and the average 
will get even lower.  That's a recipe for a mediocre school district--not one I would allow my children to 
remain in. 

If a teacher has a true passion, and wants to stay good, they will seek professional development on their 
own 

This is gobledegook. 

Many of your students are technology savvy, but are not permitted to use technology to enhance their 
learning.   
For a district the size of HHDS, there are limited opportunities for advanced programs or enrichment until 
high school.   
Overall, our experience has not been positive with the education program at HHDS. 

I believe it is important to cut from the top administration wise.  I do not mean from the principals in the 
Elementary buildings...I mean why are there 4 administrators at the HS?  Why are there CSE chairs when 
Principals could do that?  Why are their K-6 and 7-12 Administrative "overseers" (or whatever their titles 
are?)  these are the positions that need to go first in my opinion... 

Make teachers responsible for their own professional development.  Most other professionals have to pay 
for their own continuing education credits, courses, in-services, etc, to maintain their licenses or 
certifications. 

The teacher's contract needs to be reworked because of the vast amount of stipends for what seemingly 
should be some "volunteer" positions. 



I would also add school structure improvements. IE Gardner Road School is very disappointing. The 
environment feels very old, dated, bad lighting, etc. 

Why are there questions pertaining to "additional" anything?  Will we reduce staff to create these 
"additionals"? 

For us to have our children be successful we need educated profecssinal clientale. However, we need to 
be student based and what will allow them to prosper and be sucessful with all of their needs met in the 
school environment. 

All students are not equipped for college --more training and pride for students such as plumbers, 
electricians, and the like. 

I think the admin. staff is to large not only in size but in salary. That would be a good starting point to cut. 
Taking away from students and teachers is not a good idea. 

The better the teacher, the better the student!!! 

I'm not so sure that "additional" things are needed (unless you are already counting what you already  
deprived the kids of this year)  how abou just trying to keep as much as we already have rather than 
"adding" things.  Cut from the TOP!!!! 
 What is best for the kids? 

Not really able to score subjects correctly, by not being able to use all of the numbers in each line. This 
question is set up not to give a true sense of importance by this method. 

Again, I would address state mandates about curriculum.  For example, my daughters have taken a class 
called FACS, similar to Home Ec (in my day) for which they had to, as 8th graders, cut out pictures from 
magazines!  There are a lot more essential classes they could take instead of this. 

Let's stop taking away from the students, and look at the business side of running the district. 

Invest in technology selectively. Use of iPad could eliminate need for school texts books and lower cost. 

It is very important for us to maintain our reputation for being an excellent school for: 
~art 
~music 
~ACE, AP, opportunities to get in more courses through the semester block scheduling 
~many course offerings to meet many student needs (something for everyone) 
And to ADD an enrichment, not acceleration, program for gifted students. (esp. an HONORS English 9 & 
10) 
If we cut what makes us, according to the real estate agents, the "best" school in area, then we will LOSE 
enrollment and lose more and more programs. 

We believe that you should establish a "pay to play" fee for all sports. This policy was in place when our 
children attended Horseheads and we payed for our youngest son to play modified football.  The burden of  
supporting sports should be placed on the parents of these athletes.  Our granddaughter is with the 
marching band and pays to participate while members of the football team do not need to pay to play the 
sport. All participants of the sports should pay to support their activiities.  
Reduce non-essential staff.  Why does the highschool require 4 administrators while the intermediate 
school has only two and yet both schools have the same number of students? 

Do not need staff cuts.  If we are to compete internationally, We need to maintain the current or higher 
standards 

If you provide additional enrichment and advanced programs for students you will improve their workforce 
and college readiness.  By also providing them with extra-curricular activities you will give opportunities to 
students that are interested in those areas.  With a better student to teacher ratio, you will also be able to 
meet students needs who need early intervention in order to succeed in the classroom.  I have heard 
many teachers saying the professional development workshops are, a lot of the time, a waste of time and 
money.  By adding more relevant programs, you can help the teachers improve their skills, thus staying 
more relevant to what needs to be taught during these times and help to catch up to those countries that 
are ahead of us academically.  The children do need the latest in technology to keep up with the ever 
changing world.  It is not, however necessary to employ "teachers" that are just basically "baby sitting" in 
the computer labs, while the teachers are trained and are doing the work.  BOCES has sufficient 
technology support.  There is no need for some one to sit in the labs just to basically monitor over the 
classrooms and to turn on and off the computers. 

this is stupid. what are trying to do. only one choice and can not us what is our feeling on each question 
with the best answer. maybe you do not a fair answer to each question 

keep football    base   ball   basket  ball   wrastleing   let  rest go 

Over the years, Horseheads has done a good job investing in technology.  Maybe that item should be a 



lower priority for the next 2 years but not entirely cut out. 
Instead of lowering class sizes, children should be grouped appropriatley within classes.  Troubled 
students (who require police attention or detention on a regular basis) or children with learning disabilities 
shouldn't be forced into regular classes.  It's very distruptive for learning. 
Many of us have to pay out of our own pocket for professional development.  We make about the same 
amount of money that a teacher would make, but don't have all of the school breaks, teacher conferences, 
teacher work days, or summers off.  We work all year to pay for child care, food, and a roof over our 
heads. 

Place more emphasis on math and science 
Pursue more professionals from industry 

sorry too  many ones to prioritize 

Our kids should always be first. By "additional" I don't mean "new". I mean continue to offer sports 
programs, band/orchestra, chorus, not go out and find new things to offer. We can't afford anything new, 
including new equipment when the old is still good. I am in favor of the current  "backlash and questioning" 
of tenure for teachers who are not the best performers. If teachers are not teaching, they shouldn't be in 
the classroom. And teach the basics first... my daughter is in 8th grade and has never once been taught to 
address an evelope or a letter! I learned that in 3rd grade!  My 5th grader went for 4 months without a 
Social Studies book because the kid last year lost book #4. She was forced to borrow from classmates, 
and was literally failing assignments and tests. I found out and got her a book assigned after the 
Christmas break. By 1/31 her average for SS was back up to a 99. How could this happen, and why did I 
have to demand a book for my child in our IS?? 

How can you choose? they are all so important?? 

Get rid of bad and ineffective teachers.  There are many wonderful teachers and many that are awful.  The 
awful ones should be laid off. 
School district employees should have insurance copays and payments increase as everyone else does.  
I have not received a raise in years and my insurance premiums continue to go up.  If district can't afford it, 
they can't. 
Don't spend money on such things as air conditioning for teacher's lounge.   
Use parent vounteers for extracuricular activities   
If teachers go on a training try to find them locally or close by so the travel cost is less. 

I think it is important to retain quality teachers but I do not believe in basing their salary on student 
acheivement. Student acheivement is dependant upon many factors in a child's life. 

We need to maintain what we have. 

We need to be competitive with other countries and states in getting our kids college ready..keeping class 
sizes small is essential to producing high academic achievers. Retaining the highest perfmoring teachers 
is great but you need to have less tenure opportunites because getting rid of the tenured (not performing  
at the highest level teachers) teachers is nearly impossible. No other job is like that, if you don't perform 
then you loose your job! 

The choices are not easy, but in tough economic times everything should be on the table. 

Almost all of these "needs" are critical for success.  It was very difficult to arrange in a priority sequence! 

Tuff to choose. 

Loaded questions without an answer... 
It would seem to me that we need first to look at the funds available, then decide on how best to pursue a 
good education within these budgetary limits. 
My experience is that there exists a percentage of students who will excel with or without much help from 
a teacher. These are gifted students and they should be encouraged, but not necessarily pampered. 
Another larger group will learn if exposed to a proper education. These youngsters need to have the best 
of teachers. 
There is, unfortunately, yet another group who will not succeed in the academic world. Some may respond 
to an appropriate education somewhat different than what we now offer. Others are a loss and need to be 
culled in order not to drag down the rest. Sorry, but I speak the truth and you really do know it, don't you? 
Sports? Physical Education is one thing. Placing emphasis on sports is entirely another. Remember... The 
goal is EDUCATION! 
Buildings and Grounds? We're  building castles when we should be looking more to simplicity. Maintain a 
clean comfortable facility without frills. 
Work with outside industry to educate and prepare students for their future. Again, a few days on a 
garbage truck might well tend to turn a marginal student toward being more serious. It might also be the 



exact position a lesser student finds to be perfect. Remember... We need garbage collectors. 
Do not attempt to bring everyone to the same level. The "Leave no child behind" theory merely insures 
that most are left behind. 
Discipline? Some will respond and others will not. Might I suggest a different "school" for those can't be 
turned around? 
In the end about the best any educator can hope for is turning out a student with the basic skills to begin 
life, not to prepare a student for life. This we must remember. 
One last thought which will likely amaze you considering my above comments... Considering the cost of 
higher education and what we've already invested, why not officially add another year to high school? 

Do away with Tenure. If you don't do your job should be held accountable. 

Again I say focus on academics first!  If you look at parochial schools - they do not have pools, bowling, 
Mandarin lessons, etc. - but they do have a fabulous academic record and graduation rate. 

If you have a high level educational staff, it is likely you will also  be able to put together enrichment and 
college/job preparedness programs. 

all ready have more advanced technology that some wealthier schools. And purhaps instead of tossing 
text books every year, district should invest in Ipads that students borrow, eliminating the need for 
computers in every class room and tossing outdated text books every year. 

I'm tired of the "no child left behind" demands on resources.  The higher achieving students need to be 
challenged at collegiate levels as much  as they can attain.  Too many  advanced courses get cut out for 
the sake of the all mighty dollar.  Horseheads prepares their students well.  I do not want to see that 
deteriorate. 

Judging by what I have seen, my kids, who do well grade wise, have not been taught how to form a proper 
sentence.  This ends up being evident in material they write in college including little things like resumes 
and cover letters. 

i see a need to provide a better focus on prepareing students that are not college bound and will be 
entering the workforce. there are several careers that student could persue in trades that they could be 
very successful in but have not been given sufficent exposure to these options. Also the attitude portrayed 
is that these types of jobs are lower class and not worthy to persue which turn off the students from this 
very viable option for the future. Also if enrichment or advanced cources are aditional cost to the district 
the students should share in the funding. 

No need to recruit teachers!  You have outstanding people working for the district.  Let them do what they 
have always done best...  HELP CHILDREN!   
I can't imagine how maxing out class sizes can benefit students.  I like to see the data that would favor this 
practice. 

There should be a system of accountabiltiy for all Educators which would enhance pay for performance. 

Extra curricular activities are usually the first thing that is chopped, but if they are not available to our 
students I fear we will see an uprise in delinquency.  Many times these activities give the children purpose 
and a reason to stay on track.  Please consider this point when you are making the descision to cut. 

Cuts to teaching staff will cut student achievement, whether the student is achieving basic college / 
workplace readiness or achieving scholarship in an advanced placement environment, the absence of 
which would be an unfortunate "cap" on student scholarship and academic opportunity.  Cuts to staff and 
increased class size minimize the extra individual attention that leads to student success. 

This section is loaded up so a person can not rate the section as one sees fit.  You can only use a number 
once therefore you get a false input and true feeling of the tax payers.  Typical polotics. 

get rid of bad teachers!! 

The highest performing educators and smaller class sizes will improve the education being offered at 
HHDS. I would suggest peer, and family evaluations of educators. There are many teachers who would be 
better if they knew the students and families would have input in their longevity in the district. You have 
some very complacent teachers within your buildings. It is these people who make the district look bad. 

this page does not allow me to answer as i would like.some areas are as important as another! 

isn't class size restricted by teachers contracts? 
review needs for each stipend position -- does the High school need a book store?? 

Keeping programs like art & music would be inluded in #4 I hope. 

Special education shuld remain a focus & priority. 

While I think quality staff is most important and do not know the salaries of the teachers, I do believe many 
teachers are overpaid in this country as well as the administrators.  Teachers need to be reasonable and 
consider the number of hours they work compared to someone who works all year long.  And I don't 



believe a pay increase should be automatic.  How about when proven quality performance is 
demonstrated.  I placed lowering class size last because I believe it is functional where it is, but should not 
be made any larger. 

Many/ most classrooms in the district have ActivBoards and teachers have access to other technology 
through BOCES and district support personnel.  Money would be better spent teaching professionals that 
capabilities of the existing technology than adding more devices. 

We need the very high performing teachers.  It does not matter whether the teacher has 2 or 20 yrs of 
experience, what matters is we attractive and retain great teachers, weed out poor teachers, and provide 
early intervention for students so we don't end up with a sizable group of students who can barely read 
and write by 4th or 5th grade. 

I support the continued option of ACE and AP courses to high school students with an additional cost for 
the students taking advantage of those courses.  I support continued lower class sizes in elementary 
school, but suggest that there be a minimum of 18 students in a section of a course in high school. 

Convenience VS Necessities should be the question and the answer.  If we teacher/administrative 
benefits remain "untouchable" these problems will continue.  If that is off the table then my responses to 
the above are written below: 
I do not believe we need ADDITIONAL enrichment,extra curricular, there are too many now. 
Generally the problem we have it when times are good, we keep raising our level of spending, not saving.  
We add, add and ADD.  We need to look at why they were added, apparently "someone" identity a need 
and felt this "additional" program would meet that need.  Has anyone evaluated whether that need was 
meet by the program added? 
My guess is no.  That being the case take the pressure off and start evaluating what POSITIVE has 
resulted from the addition and is there something out there duplicated it that has been in place.  Not to 
pick on sports but take Volleyball for boys which has been recently added.  Why?  What need did it fill?  
There are other fall boys sports; why was volley ball added?  There aren't any local teams, you can win a 
section title without winning a game, no one is getting a college scholarship.  Was this because these 
male students could play another fall sport?  Truly why?  Yes it is fun, and yes it is a team so play it in our 
gym.  It is a luxury we can no longer fund. 
Enrichment and extra curricular are currently extensively provided.  We have academics allowing for ACE 
and AP classes.  We have Varsity and JV sports for all seasons.  We also have a multitude of 
"sports/band/drama/arts.  If a child is gifted their parents fund their gift not the district.  Do we really need 
band, arts and sports in Elementary/intermediate/and middle school?  Many are duplications of services 
currently provided by the Community.  So having them offered a school is like paying for them twice.   
Class size, in a normal high school class room, has never been proven to impact the outcome of 
education.  The teacher, student and equipment do that.  College classes are not limited to 25 so what are 
we preparing them for. 
And when you come down to it, less than 50% of graduates attend a 4 year school or ever finish?  So do 
we really need gifted programs? 
Investing in additional technologies and learning opportunities are get but are they necessary?  It is great 
to have a cell phone with internet, APS, etc when you can afford it.  But if you can't; and you have other 
means to make a call; it needs to go.   
Retaining and recruiting highest performing has to do with competition.  Why not take the Charter School 
approach?  Be evaluated annual to see if you are living up to education standards.  The competition for 
jobs it higher than ever, the most talented, educated, skilled and dedicated should have them.  Tenure 
does not foster that philosophy.   
Professional development should be required and not always funded by the Budget.  Healthcare 
professions are required to have annual continuing educations and they PAY for there own, just like they 
do their license and malpractice insurance.  If teachers have to compete for a position they will invest in 
themselves. 

Students need to be taught reading, writing and arithmetic.  It is not good when you go into a store for a 
purchase and the high school student working cannot figure out how much change to give you without the 
cash register telling them.  There is too much emphasis placed on technology, which I understand is 
important, but so are the basic education subjects.  
More students need to be prepared for the workforce. 

I rate recruiting and retaining the highest performing educators very highly. To me this also implies, 
replacing the lower performing teachers. Our district has some gifted and dedicated teachers while also 
employing some very sub par teachers who are clearly not passionate about our children's education. I 
would happily pay more school taxes if we held these teachers more accountable. 



I was pleased to hear the board members stress the "horseheads brand" as very important reasons why 
they came to our area. We can NOT throw that away by cutting ACE and AP courss. Excellence in 
education is our "brand" and if you eliminate these courses, well educated peple will go elsewhere. It will 
hurt how colleges look a all of our graduates. Smaller class sizes is proven to increase students scores so 
although I know they will grow somewhat- be mindful of the affect it will have on our test scores thus 
affecting the money we get from the govwrnment.Staff development is important but in these trying times 
we concentrate on other areas.. 

I would recommend a recent PBS program in the series "Need to Know," which detailed educational 
innovations undertaken in a low-performing high school in Brockton, Mass.  Every teacher--not just the 
English and Social Studies teachers--was trained to use a particular system that supported the goal of 
teaching reading comprehension and clear, organized writing.  The results were very impressive--test 
scores shot up. 
The same program had a segment detailing the benefits to students in a different school who signed up for 
a gym program requiring rigorous physical activity early in the school day. 

get rid of the 'dead beats'!!!!!! 
'money' does not insure a 'top' educator or administrator! 
promote within the 'district '..'outside does not mean better' 
have 'one' county school superintendent!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Does "improve" and "additional" mean that we will continue the status quo and not lose programs? 

You hire teachers and staff with great educations and then spend a large amount of money and time on 
continuing education.  The excessive amount of time spent away from class breaks the continuity.  Of 
course there needs to be some further education opportunities but not as excessive as we have at this 
time. 

You need to get more pay to HIGHLY QUALIFIED teachers in math and sicience. and computer sciences.  
All experienced Masters degrees are not equal 

Education of our children and youth is of the utmost importance.  We have to prepare them to compete in 
a world where other countries have better education and a world where education determines the 
economic status of our country. 

It is most important that we maintain Horsehead's high standard of education.  We can cut back on some 
of the extras and bring them back when we get out of this slump. 
Art, music, drama and phys. ed are necessary for a well rounded  individual; one who can take on the 
challenges of leading us into the future! 
*pay roll of administration needs to come back in line. 
If we need to cut; that is where the cuts should be. 

Do whatever is necessary to get our youth involved in "STEM" (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) 
programs. 

Hiring good staff who differentiate instruction to meet the needs of all students........ 

Retaining high quality educators will ensure that most of the rest of the list will be taken care of.  The 
highest performing educators are providing interventions for at-risk students, and they are providing 
enrichment opportunities for advanced students.  They are working on their teaching methods to stay up-
to-date with current, best practices in teaching.  These teachers are preparing their students (regardless of 
their grade level) for future success.  I believe that "lower class size" is very important for the youngest 
grades. 

Education is most important, #1.   
Preventative maintenance on infrastructure saves money down the road too.  Just spend smartly and if bid 
jobs out, just remember that lowest bidder isn't always the cheapest route.  Getting the job done right is.   
As we attend teacher meetings I see all the smart boards, infocus machines and other tech items that I 
feel aren't necessarily needed in each room.  Let's get back to basics, Teaching! 
Seen a proposal in paper, think it was NYC, where retain teachers on talent not seniority.  What a novel 
idea to keep the ones that are doing the best job vs. deadweight.  Teachers working on outside computer 
projects while just letting students struggle has been an issue with a couple of our teachers.  Monitor 
teachers computer use during class time. 

Fire [name redacted] and get someone much cheaper. Then at least one or two people can keep there 
jobs. 

Bottom line:  As a federal employee my wages are frozen for 2 years, through 2012.  Freeze wages at 
current levels.  The cost of my health insurance in nearly $400.00 per month, I doubt any employed by the 
horseheads district pays this amount. Employees need to pay more of their health care.  In terms of 
professional development, the Feds have trimmed that budget and I provide for my own professinal 



development, I PAY FOR IT AND SO SHOULD THE EMPLOYEES OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT!  The 
tactics of turning of the lights in the school under the guise of saving money is simply a political ploy to 
garner support for increased bugets.  How intersting it is the the district seems to have plenty of money to 
pay for lighting at the bus garage parking lot as 2:00 AM and overnight lights at the school parking lots, but 
not for the students in school.  Hmmm -  says alot about the administration and the tactics there of now 
doesn't it. 

Teach the students how to make money more and how to get a job less. Anyone can get a job but not 
many have lots of money. 

This is just another way of seeing what to cut.  I don't see administartive salaries on here. 

In addition there needs to be a system that removes the poorest performing employees in the school 
district.  Why does the public pay to support the education system and have no say about employee 
performance? Turnover is too low and tenure is too easy to get. 

With "No Child Left Behind", so many teachers are just constantly putting out fires made by the students 
who don‟t want to be there, which really affects what teachers are able to do with those who do.  The 
quality of education is not what it could be if students were held accountable, required to perform to the 
best of their abilities, made to “pay” or serve some sort of retribution early on (to learn lessons about 
making bad choices before they become constant patterns of avoidance in high school), and districts need 
to raise standards instead of lowering them to keep off “lists” because of those non- or under-performing 
students.  Students are not really being challenged, taught to think, finding ways to help others and be 
kind rather than putting each other down, or pushing themselves because teachers can not be creative 
when they have to teach to the test. 

Currently Horseheads does not use the advanced technology it has IE Emails to parents, I see no need to 
invest further until the current group of teachers and administrators learn to use what they already have. 

It's a little confusing when the survey asks about recruiting yet we are likely facing staffing cuts. These are 
my thoughts given the current economy. If the district were in a different financial situation the answers 
would be different. 

This is an unfair process. Too much redundance! 

The student should be at the center of each decision made by the Board of Education. 

Note - Improve professional development opportunities for staff - Only provide this to teachers that 
achieve a required performance level. 

Teachers should be mandated to complete a certain number of continuing education hours during the 
summer on their own time with their own money....other professionals such as nurses and physicians 
must do this to maintain licensure per the NYSED. 

I think you must get rid of tenure for all teachers - this is ridiculous - any other job you get performance 
reviews & are let go if you are not doing your job.  HHS has teachers that are useless and the kids suffer.  
At the very least they should contribute to their own retirement plan - every working person does! 

In times of austerity, the students must come first.  Quality education should be the goal of our educational 
system.  In the past, extra-curricular activities have been dropped. 
Staff must be kept at a high quality.  They impact the education of our students.  They should be provided 
with the technology and training to continue to meet this goal. 

I support Unions and their right to collective bargaining, however Senority should never protect a poorly 
performing worker, no matter the type of business. The best teachers must be retained! 

This should be all about the students. The educators should have their MBA's. They should be bettering 
themselves on thier own as I do. 

get  rid of lazy low performing teachers ... get rid of the union to what extent you can that will allow you to 
clean up the waste of money to keep teacher withs seniority employed when they are not good teachers or 
already mentally retired ...do what the state of Rhode Island did ...fire everyone and rehire only the best 
...consolidate ...this is a great opportunity to CLEAN HOUSE ... keep the best and brightest and those 
most dedicated  
get feedback from the students as to who those teachers are ..when do you ever ask the kids opinions??? 
you should  
also trim administrators ..who are the highly paid MEN IN BLACK that walk around the High School and 
how much do they earn??? why do you need a principal for every grade in high school ...one for the 
building should be enough ... I hear from the students that all these guys do are harrass the students 
...time to clean house ... this is your chance TAKE IT  
stosp cutting back on innane stuff like reducing sub pay by $25 a day ugh they are already paid subpar ... 
trying hiring subs that can act as more than glorified babysitters! 



Highest performing educators? Does this mean they excelled in their own education? If so, I would rate 
this last. Just because a person graduated tops in their class does not make them a good teacher.  
Maybe moving district lines would lower class sizes. My children were involved in a line move and 
although I was upset at the time they adapted well. 
Not just providing early and continued intervention for children at risk of academic failure but children at 
risk in general. The social workers provide so much support for these students and I would hate to see 
them be in any cut. 

It was hard to make choices on rank order here - I have always understood how difficult these choices are 
for the district! 

Hopefully New York will follow Wisconsins lead and end collective bargining.  Dead weight teachers, who 
the district some how turns into even higher paid administrators, need to go.  Once the union brainwashed 
teachers realize they'd make more money if they stopped paying NYSUT, all NY schools will be better off. 

Several of these catagories should be in the 1 or 2 range. Not being allowed to rate these topics in this 
manner makes this a bogus survey. 

Focus on the basic to bring success! 

List of needs are based on long term essentials.  Focus must be made on short term adjustments.  At this 
point we should not be concerned with "improving" anything, but to maintain. 

My question is how do you know you are recruiting the highest performing educators.  We need good date 
to support this approach.  History tells us we are not getting what we pay for in all instances.  We need to 
reform the Union much like what is happening in Wisconsin.  Everyone needs to shoulder the pain 

"Highest performing educators" based on what? 

i believe there are some teachers not  performing well and should be under same scrutiny as in other work 
force. I don"t believe tenure should have any bearing on keeping these employees 

Recruit and retain the highest performing educators is in direct conflict with the current union contract.  As 
long as tenure is a part of the contract, there is no incentive for many of the district's teachers to go above 
and beyond.  I will never forget what a teacher said to us in 5th grade orientation a few years ago.  When 
asked when the teacher was available to assist the students, the teacher's response was, "get to me 
before 2:30pm because that is the earliest the union contract allows me to leave".  Not very student 
focused in my mind.  Retention and raises should be based on performance, not how long a teacher has 
been in the district. 

The best teachers will want to work in decent facilities. Once you have recruited the best teachers, they 
inherently will strive to prepare students with the life skills necessary for college and work, and will likely 
go the extra mile to provide additional enrichment. So that addresses 1, 2, 3, and 4 as "essential"; the rest 
is budgeting. 

Have you ever thought of LEASING school cars, maintenance department trucks, and veryious other 
items such as school band instruments on a school year basis. Maybe it would save money where needed 
and used for other items. 

Educatation and utilization of current employees within is highly important; however you do not have to 
higher the "elite" professional, as current educators can be taught new skills to assist in the needs of any 
school. 

I do not see parent communication listed.  In the past, research told us that immediate parent and student 
progress reporting was one of the most important aspects involved in student performance. 
Mandated professional development for specific teachers should be a priority.  Have fun with the union on 
this one! 
Class size:  One size does not fit all.  In English, Math, Science, and Social Studies classes must be 
reasonable. 
To me, that is up to 30 students in a class.  Yes, teachers must grade papers at night and on weekends.  
Many do - others don't.  In art, choir, general music, PE, and others, class size is not as critical.  Important, 
yes.  You have to do what you have to do. 

I support improving college and workforce readiness for all students. Not all students are college bound 
and I think it is important to look at all types of learners and future employees, not just college bound 
students. I think these go hand in hand with high performing teachers, intervention for at risk students and 
enrichment programs for students. Extra curricular activities are nice but are on off school hours and 
should be up to the parents to provide. We have fantastic buildings so I do not see a high need for capitol 
projects at this time. We already have excellent technology available to students and staff so again, I do 
not see a need to spend additional funds to enhance opportunities. Lastly, I think our class sizes are 
realistic and do not see a need to higher additional staff to lower the teacher to student ratio. 



All budget reductions need to come from the top. The distric and community can not afford the 
administration costs that we currently have. 

I think we already have high performing educators 

Here are just a few of the research links I found which support why an early intervention program benefits 
students long-term.  The gains are astonishing and worth investing in our future.  Please take a moment to 
read the research on how early intervention shapes the children and their families who are able to be a 
part of such a program. 
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/opre/hs/qrc_one/qrc_one_partners.html 
http://www.welfareacademy.org/pubs/childcare_edu/headstart_87.pdf 
http://www.researchconnections.org/childcare/resources/?author=Weikart%2C+David+P. 
http://depts.washington.edu/isei/iyc/barnett_hustedt18_1.pdf 

Additional ways to help balance budget: 
Principals can teach, elminating the need for a teacher. Eliminate vice principals. Eliminate teachers 
aides. Pay sports fees and music fees only if student choses to participate in these activities. Make school 
disctrict employees pay more for their health insurance. Tax payers should not have to pay for coaches 
salaries. Coaches should volunteer their time. Cut Superintendent's salary. Why are the Horseheads 
Central School Districts the highest paid in the area? Most of them work only part-time. 

a salary cap on all in their fields and ratings with only 2-3% increases yearly due to the economy. 

Low class size is important, but in general it seems to be in control now. 
Technology is important, but it seems district is in good shape.  Maybe slow down a bit. 
District saves money in long run by keeping maintenance up, but maybe standard can be lowered a bit. 
Money spent should go towards teaching students and ensuring that students graduate, to the best of their 
ability. 

The dollars are likely tied up in headcount, with a high % tied up in union contract benefits. The union will 
need to make some concessions, too, just as the kids & parents will be doing. Can those contracts be 
reopened or some portion of the benefits be reduced due to the significant % of funding reduction that was 
not likely built into the contracts? 

Fire poor quality teachers. 
Make teachers pay more for insurance premiums like the rest of the working world 
Increase procuctivity by requiring all staff work 8 hour days (8-4:30 with unpaid lunch) 
Do not waste money on any more TVS for the classrooms! 
Eliminate movie viewing on classroom time 

providing extra-curricular activities will simultaneously provide intervention for children who are at risk for 
academic failure. I have seen that the commendatory of a sports team is a powerful motivator for those 
students who would otherwise disregard homework and schoolwork. 

 

Please enter any additional information you would like to share with the Board of Education and 
Administration regarding the development of the budget.  

Answer Options Response Count 

  518 

answered question 518 

skipped question 884 

 

Additional Comments on Question #7: 

 

We need a flexible schedule that will fix the science requirements at the High School. 

Education is the foundation for our countries future leaders. To reduce and minimize any of our program at 
Horseheads would be a diservice to our most important resource the students of horseheads central 
schools.  Find ways to retain all of our programs and staff and we will continue to thrive find ways to cut 
and our entire community will decline. 

The last programs added should be the first to go. Pre-k is first on that list. Curriculum Coordinators are 
next. Decrease the number of Principals at the HS (enrollment was higher years ago and we had 1 
principal and 1 assistant)  Merge the IS and MS so you can have 1 principal and 1 assistant, 1 health 
office etc.  Student Services has grown in numbers. Where [name redacted] did the job now there are 3 



administrators and 5 secretaries...excessive. The MS does not need Guidance counselors. There are very 
dew choices for schedules for these students so a check sheet can go home for the parent and child to fill 
out and the secretaries can input. The Assistant principal can do the conflict resolution so all 3 guidance 
counselors at this lever can go. Do not destroy the Music and art departments. HHDS is known for these 
and many of our students pusue carreers in these areas 

I was very disappointed that this year intermurals were eliminated and no administrative cuts were made.   
At this time the teachers are doing all they can.  Analyzing data isn't going to help improve student scores 
if the students don't care about coming to school.  The arts, and athletic opportunities provide this 
motivation for most students. 

I have heard rumors of getting rid of kindergarden as well as gym/music/art teachers at the elementary 
levels - in my opinion this would be a dis-service to the children in our district and would be greatly upset if 
this came true. 

Horseheads has always been the district others look to for guidance and as a model. It is my hope that 
decisions can be made that will keep the integrity, morale, respect and acheivement of Horseheads what it 
is and has been. I realize that money and cuts are in the cards, but it is the students- those we are all here 
for- that will suffer the changes, along with the district and community. Hopefully, something can be done 
to allow Horseheads to continue to be "the best". 

I have been a resident of the horseheads school district my entire life.  I have evolved from a student of the 
district to now being an employee.  The education I received through the district is something that I feel 
has allowed me to be successful in all that I have tried to accomplish in my life time.  My only wish is that 
my children that are now students in the district will be given the same opportunities I was given.  
Monetary constraints are a fact of life in todays day and age.  I only hope that when the budget is being 
decided upon that we keep the kids in mind and do what is best for the kids as they deserve the same 
opportunity I was given.  Thanks. 

I would like to suggest we have a district swap meet.  I can remember when I was hired 21 years ago, 
there were times when we would be able to go to the bus garage and look at all the supplies and 
equipment that was no longer being used by various teachers.  If it was something we could use in our 
classroom, we could just name our building and class and it was given to us.  Many times things are 
ordered by one teacher to be used in their classroom, that is sitting unused in another classroom.  This 
might help with reducing wasteful ordering.  Things not taken at the end of a set time could be sold to the 
public.  This has been done in the past, but it was years ago.  I won't totally solve our problems, but I 
believe we need to not just think about cutting jobs to solve our problems too. 

We need to look at cutting from the "top" and not just from the "bottom" - the teachers who provide direct 
services to students. We have a Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, and 2 Curriculum 
coordinators.....do we really need this much administration @ the top?????? 

The District is top heavy in management.  100% bussing is unneccesary.  Do not cut programs during the 
school day. 

There is a mindset that drastic cuts to music and the arts are inevitable in times of budget crisis.  While 
this argument is convenient and makes sense from a political perspective, such a superficial position 
suggests decision makers are unwilling to support a program that is already doing more with less.  No 
further cuts to music should occur until staffing in all other departments is also reduced by 29%. 

When looking at the budget to remember why we are educator's and put the students needs first. This 
begins with the people that work directly with students. The students are most affect by these people. 
Good educators will provide and create programs to teach these students. 

There has been talk of modified sports being cut. In my opinion, that would be a very poor decision. Sports 
are a benefit to school districts and kids. It keeps them out of trouble, and also it doubles as a feeder 
system for our JV and varsity levels. One reason we have such a great athletic tradition here at 
Horseheads is because we have dedicated coaches who run great programs. If we cut these programs, 
who is going to help our middle school aged athlete? Youth leagues? Travel teams, comprised of students 
from different districts, sometimes with coaches with their own agendas? These youth leagues and travel 
teams may not even be able to practice in our facilities either because there will not be any outside groups 
allowed. Sports is a big part of high school. The lessons one gets regarding teamwork, commitment, work 
ethic, dedication, etc...those things are all taught daily. Without these opportunities, programs will falter 
eventually no matter the work ethic of the coach. Systems will not be able to be taught until 9th grade 
rather than 7th. Not to mention, by ninth grade, how many different philosophies will kids have been 
taught? Students will have very few opportunities to get better through the school, and thus this could 
impact grades, student performance and achievement, as sports can be used to motivate kids in the 
classroom as well. This district has worked hard to be the best it can be, one of the best in New York State 



athletically, and if you take away from our sports programs, you are cheating the students, coaches, 
parents, and district as a whole. I know we are in a pinch, but hopefully there will be other avenues to go 
down other than cutting sports. Personally, from the middle school alone, at least 50% of the seventh and 
eighth grade population play a sport. What happens to those students if you take that away? Worst case 
scenario, pay to play could be an option. Another viable option would be to fundraise in the community, but 
please keep the programs in tact. It is a benefit for kids now, and even moreso for all involved in the future. 

Stop wasting tax payer money on useless staff. 
Reward good teachers, fire the lazy useless ones. Oh, the unions won't allow any incompetent teachers or 
administrators to be fired. Just keep giving these maggots raises, paid up health and pensions... ya, we 
like school employees live in the real world. 

Smaller class sizes.  My Gardner Road fourth grader is now in a class of 28 with only one teacher.   I've 
seen her suffer since she's not failing, she gets ignored when she struggles.  Though financially it will be 
tight, I'm thinking of pulling my children out next year to attend private school.  It's ridiculous I pay an 
absurd amount in school taxes and still have to send my child to a private institution.  Please keep this into 
consideration when deciding the budget. 

Ask teachers who use the $, how they can save?? 

Watch when you begin to cut program....that is not what is best for the reason we are here...KIDS.  
Perhaps limited the amount of administration, teachers freezing their salary, watching where waste can be 
eliminated (paper) We CAN do it, if we work together in the deicsions.  
Thank you for the opportuunity to voice my opinion.  I do not feel I can do so without it being private.  
Unfortualtey, I am not comfortable in this district, as I think integrity is lacking. 

I would like to tenure eliminated - pay for performance is the model that today's business follows. 

take a closer look at administrative structure-do we need so many people at the top and do they need 
such high end salaries with bonuses and expense accounts with such high values? 

Reduce administration.  You only required to have a superintendent. 

Be sure to look at administrative costs!!! 

Make cuts to Administration. 
Make cuts to Administration, Cut Administration and that would save a lot of money. 

I think over all that class sizes should not go up and teachers, especially core classes, need to keep their 
jobs.  It is difficult in many classes to teach 25 students at one time. It is difficult to meet the many 
individual needs in the room.  Some rooms do not physically have enough space to hold any more 
students. 
I would first recommend joining the middle and intermediate schools into one- thus eliminating 1 or more 
administratvie positions.  Each one only houses 600-700 students while the high school serves 1200 with 
one principal and some assistants.   
Another area that may be able to help a little is copying. Keep track of who or what departments make the 
copies. Cut down on color, make sure to do two sided copies. 
There has to be other ways to save money than to decrease the number of teachers and increase class 
size. That would be a disservice to all our students.  We could save $ on [name redacted]'s car allowance 
and laptop allowance.  The rest of the employees must use a school car for school business - why 
shouldn't he?  We have plenty of technology at the school- why do we pay him for his own laptop (which 
would be paid off in 1 year) when we have school equipment he could use?  Teachers use teh internet at 
home for emails to parents, updating class websites or researching info for our classes, yet none of us get 
reimbursed for the internet service.  Why does the superintendent get to "buy back" vacation time that he 
doesn't use(which is excessive if you ask me) each year?  An employee only gets to credit their unused 
days ONCE when they retire. 
Academia will gets kids farther in life than sports will.  If something drastic needs to be cut, I think cutting 
sports before academics would be the wise choice.  We are trying to prepare our kids for college and 
work.  While there are valuable lessons to be learned from sports which can be applied to college and 
work, I believe they can be learned in the classroom along with the SKILLS needed to be successful. 

limit paper waste - mandate double sided printing  
lower administrative salaries 
cut nonessential needs 
freeze spending on new technology - use what the district currenlty has unless there is a need to replace 
defective equiptment. 

We dont need any new LCD type signs.  The ones put in recently were unnecessary.  We also did not a 
new metal rail at the middle/intermediate school.  It is items like these that in general are not well received.  



These funds could have been much better used.  These are the items that need to be reviewed and 
removed from the budget.  The budget needs to be better reviewed.  When you total up these smaller 
items that could be removed - the money would be available for the larger more important items. 

Thank you for the job that you are currently doing to keep our budgets low.  I'm pretty certain that taxes are 
much lower in the horseheads district than say the heights or the city of elmira, and by a good amount.  
However, we're still expensive compared to the rest of the country and we all need to fix that. 

Many may be willing to undergo wage freezes or reductions voluntarily to save jobs.  If this were done 
district wide..... 
Is Tenure really necessary?  The district should be able to expect consistent excellent job performance. 

You need to make cuts. The biggest expense is salaries and benefits. You can start by eliminating sport 
programs and all the support staff. 

Please do not cut the special education programs.  The kids need those services!  They are necessary! 

I think spending thousands on teacher's attending confereces away should be stopped.  For what they 
spend sending a few teachers to another state for a day to 3 or 4 days, the money would be much better 
spent educating the entire department or grade level of teachers in the distance-learning room at the high 
school.  No travel or meal expenses should be paid for this. 

Horseheads School District is "Top Heavy" in high-paying Administrative Positions.  Jobs are created for 
those whom retire.  How about offering additional work to those in the community, qualified for doing the 
part-time work, and reducing their school tax by a percentage of the number of hours that they volunteer 
with the District each year. 

Keep the highest quality education possible which means keep as many teachers as possible, continue to 
offer electives and AP courses that  make Horseheads outstanding. Once educational programs or cut or 
reduced they probably will never return and if that is the case, Horseheads now and in the future will 
become mediocre and the students it produces will miss out on the quality programs we have provided for 
decades. 

I hope that you will consider non-mandated librarian positions as an academic necessity and not an 
optional service for teachers. 

Students who wish to participate in extra-curricular activities should pay to do so.  If staff cuts are going to 
be made, then teacher performance should be considered, not just where they are on the senority list.  
Some of the most "experienced" educators are certainly not the most effective.    President Obama stated 
that he expects the United States to "out-educate the rest of the world"; How is this a priority when high-
performing schools are being targeted to cut programs and staff? 

I would be a fool to say I don't want my child to have the best education possible. However, on average we 
pay very high taxes. To increase taxes in order to provide that type of education is not the answer. 

Your decisions have lasting effects on our students.  Listen/consider all thoughts, research and make 
informed desicions. 

We should have been seriuos about cutting spending before this. We have fewer students and more staff 
then any recent year and many of them are in very expensive jobs.  
  You can not cut spending by having a meeting and looking at a piece of paper with a budget on it that 
plans a 6 million short fall.  
  Retirements where we pay the medical is not going to do it. You need to find out what you really spend 
on every program and activity, what eveery employee does for all facets of there salary and then prioritize 
your spending.  
  If you were in private buisness you would already be  bancrupt. 

Please keep in mind how hard teachers, administrators and staff are working to maintain the high quality 
of education that is expected from Horseheads. Amidst all the budget cuts already thrown our way, we 
have lost enrichment classes like Archaeology that students look forward to taking, seen the loss of 
teachers not replaced, loss of department chairs to coordinate assessment and  disseminate 
department/administrative information, and the general loss of spirit as students hear what is next to be 
cut. What made Horseheads great, is getting cut; further cuts (in courses, extracurricular organizations or 
teacher positions) will not help us succeed in reaching the top. 

I feel that you need to take a creative approach to bridge funding gaps.  Also, the teachers contract needs 
to be negotiated more in line with private sector employment. Some ideas: 
1) Look for sports to be self-funded.  Pay to play with scholarship funds for needy students.  Also, look to 
private sector for funding and sponsorship.  Charge higher entrance fee to games. 
2) Benchmark efficient districts.  What is the right number of administrators?  How many principals do we 
need?  Do we need curriculum administrators? 
3) Change school hours so we don't need so many buses for elementary, IS, Middle, and HS.  Have we 



seen an increase in test score with the IS added?  Is is cost effective or should we go back to elementary, 
middle school, and High School? 

I would look at the salaries that make the most impact on the budget (over 100,000) and ask ourselves 
how does this person impact the daily education of our children?  Positions were created that were not 
here 10 years ago.  Are they truly making a difference in the education of our students?  Is the cost ratio 
effective? 

Cut adminstrative costs, including administrative salaries, rather than giving administrative raises.  
Teachers may even be willing to accept a salary decrease if it means keeping their jobs.   
The cutting of extracurricular programs, like art, music and physcial education/sports, prevents students 
from a well-rounded experience, especially those from lower income families who might not be able to 
afford such activities if not through school. It also overlooks the basic fact that not everyone will excel at 
academics.  There are other ways to succeed in life, but limiting school to only academics will prevent 
such students from this realization. 

I know that non-mandated programs such as the Fine Arts are most likely going to be considered as the 
first cuts to be made.  Please consider our district's goal of teaching to the 21st century child.  To meet this 
goal, the Fine Arts are ciritical to creating the whole child.  Critical thinking, problem solving, and creative 
thinking skills are the core benefits that students obtain from our Fine Arts programs.  To strip these 
programs away from our students would not only be a true injustice to our youngest citizens, but would be 
a huge step backwards for our district outcomes that we expect of our students and graduates.  Studies 
show that when students do not receive these programs, their state testing scores suffer, not to mention 
their abilities to be creative thinkers and life long learners. 
So, in conclusion, when considering what tough decisions need to be made for our budget, please take 
into account what elements are going to set our district back.  I think cutting the Fine Arts should be the 
absolute last option.  Thank you. 

Take a good, hard look at support staff. For example;  
Why do you need 4 Principals at the high school when 1 could do the job? 
Why do 4 different school busses pas by my home bu only one stops - none of them are full? 

Keep the children in mind.... Keep the teachers in mind... 

We are not a business.  We need to concentrate on the academic programs, not the extra-curricular ones 
that could be done by the Y or other organizations outside the school.  Schools were not created for sports 
programs, the academics are the most important thing.  Cutting academic programs, mandated or not, is a 
mistake. 

Cutting educational programs is only going to cost the district more money in the long run.  This district is 
known to be very "top heavy" and now is the time to fix that.  We are losing what was considered the best 
school district in the region. 

I would like to see the residents of the District look into the establishment of a school foundation to be able 
to take on fund raising to offset the budget gap and be able to provide supplemental funding for athletics, 
arts, and academics.  I believe that a student who is involved in extracurricular activities learns life lessons 
in terms of team work, responsibility/accountability, community service, and they stay busy with less 
chance of getting into trouble.  This well-roundedness advantages them interms of college/career 
readiness as well and should not be forgotten. 

I feel that there are too many people making too much money at the top starting with the school 
superintendant. They need to cut back or cut the salaries 

we heard that [name redacted] are not capable to perform their best. Both should be "cut-out" from our 
district. 

My problems with the Hhds. School budget are as follows: 
1.   Not enough fiscal responsibility.  There is no attitude of trying to live within a budget, just constantly 
increasing taxes. 
2.   Too much administration and duplication of efforts and services.   
3.   The benefits are not in line with today's world.  Employees need to pay more for their health insurance 
like the rest of us.  I hear everyday conversation from people who are trying to get a job in the school 
district so "then they'll be set for life".   
4.  I agree that there needs to be more accountability for the results of the teachers.  I remember just 2-3 
years ago in one of the district newsletters, there was a percentage of students passing each regents test.  
Global History was at something like 25%, are you kidding me that there might be something wrong with 
the teachers for that subject? 

Athletics, Music, and Art are important components of developing the "whole child."  When developing the 
budget, I would hope that minimally you would look to hire the best teaching staff, to provide the best 



quality education to all students in the district, and stop threatening to eliminate athletics, music, and art.  
These special areas often help eliminate students from dropping out of school.  I believe if you eliminate 
these programs, your dropout rate will without a doubt increase.  Coaches and elective teachers often 
bond with students and are looked at as lifelong role models for kids.   
Please look at your current spending and base your decisions of what needs to be cut based on "what is 
best for kids." 

In the development of the budget, please do not forget about the District Mission to help students develop 
into healthy, well-rounded individuals.  This requires a District that promotes diversified programs - 
although core subjects are indeed important, they should not be the only emphasis.  Please do not forget 
about the electives such as art, family and consumer sciences, business, technology and music; these are 
the very programs that help to develop those well rounded students. 

Look at the staff salaries. $107,00 for an elementary principal. You all should be ashamed of yourselves. 

This process is very difficult because we all want to provide the best educational experience for our 
children.  
    I believe music, language, art and sport programs are important. These are the "extras" that children 
tend to love the most that keep them motivated and liking school. (The language component is probably 
the least important to me. I never used the years of language i HAD to take.) 
  The core classes should be the priority...with reasonable class sizes so those children that need alittle 
help, get it. 

Eliminate prek and continue to offer ACE classes for high schoolers where it really counts. Cut back on 
bussing all students. Do like Elmira  City does. Lets get back to basics, get rid of top heavy administrator 
positions. Make sports pay to play. 

please keep in mind that the student should be the priority ...any cuts that do not directly affect the child 
should be made first... I know you have a thankless job ahead of you...please, know we will be praying for 
you as you make your decisions... 

Make sports programs "pay to play" 

I know many people move from other districts in order for their children to attend Horseheads school 
district.  I hope the board will remember this when considering what cuts to make.  Horseheads is known 
for providing a high quality education and I hope programs and practices that allow this to occur will not be 
cut! 

As you take into consideration many options to help provide information for making and developing a 
budget for the next school year.  I urge you to think of why you brought your kids to Horseheads and the 
schools here.  They are among the elite in the state and making harsh cuts would push them to an area 
they have never been in.  While I know it would be difficult I believe that for the best of our students and 
staff cuts to programs and staff should not be a part of the solution.  Lets look at other areas where we can 
take cuts i.e. technology, supplies, textbooks, while necessities maybe they can wait for another year 
when there is less pressure to close an enormous budget gap. 

Bring back intramural programs 
Elementary Swim Program - Benefits are through the roof 

The most important things to me is a child's education and employment for all staff that we have now.  
While I beleive sports and extra activities are well deserved by all students, I think that is where we need 
to start with cut backs.  An idea would be to charge some sort of fee for sports and extra activities. 

Lower class size is very important in elementary.  I have 23 kids in my class and having reading groups of 
7+ isn't very beneficial to the students.  If  class sizes have to increase, I'm hoping that the high school will 
share the same burden and not have classes of lower than 20 students at the very least. 

I would hate to see cuts happen.  It would impact the the students, teachers, and community negatively. 

Please brainstorm creative ideas for shared services, saving transportation costs by eliminating the 
double-runs to separate age groups at the IS and MS, involve community members and groups to bring 
ideas to the table. I understand that the practicality of explaining all the restrictions and limits to budgets 
due to NYS regulations may be in question, but it may be worthwhile to investigate that. Searching for 
ways to involve community groups in taking over extra-curricular groups/activities may be another way to 
go... 

I think that modified sports should go.Parents are capable of organizing and coaching at a much cheaper 
way.Then every kid can still play also.If you do not live in district your kids should not go to that school 
even if you teach their. 

While these times are difficult it is up to the board to make wise decisions. Do not be a group that 
appeases the superintendent. His suggestions are just that- suggestions. Ultimately, you have the power 



to make the decisions that need to be made. Do not simply be a group that says yes to whatever is 
suggested. Think it through. Think about how well respected this district WAS. People were proud to work 
here and proud to go to school here. We are no longer the shining light that we used to be in Chemung 
County. The students should not have to suffer because of poor decision making by administrators and 
board members. Step back and make wise decisions. Do not start slashing without thinking. 

Inflation has runn steady at less than 2 percent for several years- so taxes have no reason to go up more 
than that.  Keep a tight eye on the CBA as that is where we get hit with the largest increases! 

In order to keep Horseheads Central School District's highly regarded reputation all efforts should be 
made to keep programs and staff.  Without the programs the community will look elsewhere for higher 
level academic achievement opportunities. 

Lower salaries. 

Please support the needs of the students, educators and all that that entails. 

Please focus on the basics, not the extras, to keep costs, and my taxes, from increasing. 

IF you do not handel this correctly you will become a Elmira Hieghts type school, we have to compete and 
attract the best in order to attract the best teachers and students Bussing has to seriously be looked at for 
all school related activities, We offer to much science and gym that has to be looked at and stop 
mandating earth science. 

I know that we are in a bind.  We don't have the revenue to support the current level of programs we offer, 
but cutting faculty and staff is not the answer.  "Quality Education for All" is our Mission, and we have a 
duty to our students -- our future leaders -- to uphold that philosophy.  Putting the burden on taxpayers will 
not balance the budget, but we also can't turn a blind eye to the reality that it takes a community to raise a 
child.  We need to stay focused on quality even in our current economic crisis.  If we cut programs, and the 
fine teachers/administrators who lead them, we are dooming ourselves closer toward mediocrity.  As long 
as I've been here, mediocrity is not our motto.  Please consider a larger tax hike before you consider 
slicing another piece of pie from our most precious investment -- the kids. 

I  believe the Board needs to seriously consider the number of Administrative Positions we currently have 
in the district. 
How does having a Administrator of Primary and Secondary Education benefit the student of the 
Horseheads District.   
Create an incentive or perhaps a deincentive for highly compenstated staff to retire.  There are a number 
of staff with excessive salaries as a result of years of service in the district. 
There are also many unessential positions that presently exist.  Library/Media staff at the IS/MS level, Art 
at the K-4 level, Computer Lab personel, 10th period at the Middle school without instruction are 
examples. 

I do not believe that cutting athletics, music or other extracurricular activities is in the best interest of our 
students.  I would rather pack a lunch for my child everyday than have her miss out on playing her violin or 
participating in her school play.  Keeping kids busy and involved keeps them out of trouble.  As a staff 
person in another district i feel that too much money is spent on staff development that never gets 
implemented by the staff.  I would allocate the least amount of money to this and focus on hiring staff that 
is the "cream of the crop". 

Please keep in mind that Horseheads School District is very attractive and successful BECAUSE of the 
staff, programs, and teachers, so be very cautious of cutting the core that makes this an outstanding 
district.  If you cut a beautiful rose too much, it looks like a weed.  And no one wants a weed. 

Make sure the cuts are equitable.  There is a perception that the district ais administrative heavy.  Morale 
in the district will be improved if the pain is shared on all levels.  I liked what Governor Cuomo did with his 
staff.  They all took pay cuts first. 
Could budget/board meetings be held on a different day some times? 

I know it has been said that cuts across the board are necessary, but certain departments have been hit 
harder than others in the recent past.  I think we need to look closely at which departments could handle a 
cut and STILL HAVE A FUNCTIONING PROGRAM.  Some can handle it whereas it would 
destroy/finish/ruin other quality programs that have been successful & admired by the community for 
years. 

Be clear as to whether these "cuts in state aid" are actually cuts or rather lower increases from previous 
year. The governor has been out-spoken about this point. This survey suggested otherwise. 

I think the board had acted irresponsibly by not asking taxpayers for more than 2% when the looming 
budget storm in Albany is obvious. If the taxpayers are informed that for an extra 50 or 100 dollars each 
we get to keep all programs in tact numerous members of the community would write the board a check.. 



They must communicate with those parents that will be affected most if the budget does not pass. For 
instance do you think a taxpayer would rather pay 100 dollars additional this year in taxes or pay 500 per 
month for an additional year of day care because we do not provide a a full day kindergarten.  The 
message must be delivered that if this district goes to offering just state mandated minimum programming 
people will not want to move to this community and then the value of everyones property will decline. This 
is a HUGE crisis and it is time to fight for the quality of schools parents desire, The board underestimates 
the desire of our community to provide our children with a quality education and their willingness to pay for 
it.  The right voters will get out and vote to SAVE OUR SCHOOLS 

These are tough Economic times.  
It doesn't mean current students have to face the consequences of cuts and the failure to plan ahead.  
Please think about tax increases...they hurt, but not as much as the loss of programs that will occur 
without such increases! 

No matter what the BOE tries to cut they will not balance a budget because they have no control over 
health care costs and retirement costs.  Something has to be done about these sky rocketing costs and 
cutting educatuional and extracurricular programs is not a solution.  Besides the total cost of 
extracurricular programs is a drop in the bucket compared to these other costs. 
If you cut basic educational and extracurricular programs I do not believe residents will support it and the 
budget will not pass. 

God Bless You! 

We spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on a strategic plan for the district.  Was the cost and effort of 
this project practical?  In other words, the plan has failed to foresee and address current budgetary 
shortfalls...         ...so was the cost of hiring the consulting firm worth the reward? 
This crisis started several years ago.  Tax increases each year in Horseheads were modest compared to 
other areas...     District residents were always being told the district was in sound financial shape...     
However, I feel this was a rosy "political picture" painted to portray the district in a good light.  Other local 
districts were addressing the shortfalls more aggressively and were being slaughtered in the press.  Well 
now its our turn!  Our Board of Ed. needs to take a stand and reduce administration and administrative 
salaries FIRST!  The Board needs to TRULY begin to ask "How is this decision affecting ALL the students 
of Horseheads Schools?"  At present, the majority of the Board seems to act in self-interest or in blind 
support of district administration! 

Teachers are at risk. Reductions in teachers generally takes the newest and many times"freshest" minds 
out of the schools. That is not good for students.  I realize contracts may and probably do prohibit selective 
reductions that are not seniority based.  
As Governer Cuomo stated in his Budget speech earlier this week, cuts need to take place at the top. That 
starts with [name redacted], and the contracts that the School Board has lavished upon him, and other 
staff.  
 A longer term project should be to eliminate tenure, to keep teachers "on their toes". very few jobs in the 
private  sector have the luxury of a tenure-like protection. Eliminate it. 

I came to work at Horseheads and moved my family to this area because of the outstanding programs and 
opportunities for students that attend this district.  I believe we need to work together as a community to 
make sure we don't cut the programs that makes our district the best in the region.  I have young children 
and I want them to benefit from attending Horseheads.  If we cut too many programs, we will not get 
people moving into our area and many of our terrific families will move to a district that has more to offer.  
We need to all work together to keep our district the best!!! 

Re-evaluate bus system in our district.  Parents see waste.   
Freeze salaries. 
Get rid of the union. 
Re-evaluate the benefits (health insurance) for the district employees. 

The Board of Education needs to keep EDUCATION of our children in mind when creating the budget.  
Increasing class sizes, doing away with AP and advanced classes, cutting music, art, and physical 
education, and eliminating kindergarten and pre-kindergarten are not ways of doing that.  Cutting un-
needed administration positions IS a way of not directly affecting our kids' education.  I can also accept 
cuts (not elimination of) in supplies, field trips, and techonology purchases.  We need to make sure that we 
are staying competitive with other surrounding districts.  Doing away with some of the above mentioned 
programs would make me want to take my children to another district. 

I feel badly that my children already do not have a librarian at their school (BFE) and have heard that 
classes such as art and music may be eliminated.  I would hate to see this happen.  Perhaps some cuts 
could be made at the administrative levels so that more programs could remain intact. 



I think it would be a good idea to ask staff members if they have any ideas for reducing costs.  They know 
the small details of day to day operations.  They could be the source of many small cuts that would lead to 
substantial savings.  This would also give them a sense of empowerment and inclusion in these hard 
times.  This would promote improved morale. 
Personally, I favor cuts in transportation and food services.  I would also support a four day school week in 
order to support other cost savings. 

Do what you have to do to keep the students a first priority and get rid of some of the layers of 
management....ect.Peel the onion down to find out what is important to be successful. 

I do not envy your task--it is difficult to try to maintain programs and class sizes with such an imposing and 
looming deficit gap.  While I might not be the most happy with the outcome I do recognize that you'll do the 
best you can with what circumstances you're given. 

We need to have early intervention so that we can reduce the number of AIS and Remedial students as 
they progress through the system.  Smaller class sizes, especially in the earlier grades, help develop skills 
and increase achievement.  Enrichment programs are fine, but generally those students find ways to be 
challenged and enriched.  Passing along children who need extra help is a detriment to the student as well 
as to the community.   
We need to promote a strong learning environment.  Being cold and miserly does not encourage learning.  
We need to bond together to meet the challenges that confronts us with this budget.  Everyone may have 
to face some losses, but  we must educate our youth. 

Please look carefully at the waste in this district. Please look at teacher schudules and free time. I know 
elementary teachers do not have much free/planning time. Please look at what is mandated. Cutting 
essential teachers is like overloading a hospital with patients and not having enough doctors to treat them. 
Who really suffers? 

The Board of Education contributed greatly to our district's problem. They should publicly admit their 
mistakers.  [name redacted]'s disaterous decisions were supported by the Board in spite of taxpayers 
wishes.   Apparenty our district treasure didn't do a very good jod either. I have been to meetings and I  
have spoken but was not listened to. Do you hear me now ? I am infuriaated by the know-it- all attitude of 
some board members. If you do not value education, don't like teacher,  and see investment in students' 
future a waste get the heck of the Board. 

Get rid of the regents program, its costing use as tx payers alot of money to have it in place and the kids 
will not benefit from this. 

Maintain integraty of the school district by keeping class size down as low as possible and not laying off 
staff.  Ask for real and valid suggestions for cuts and ways to save money - suggestion boxes.  Sometimes 
there are good ideas that are overlooked. 

The factors that meet the basic needs of students should continue to be met with no cuts.  Initially, I think it 
makes the most sense to remove the extras and maintain the infrastructure and services needed to 
provide a solid educational foundation.  While enrichment is best practice in challenging all students, our 
primary imperative needs to be to offer a solid educational base for all and allow parents to pick up the 
onus of enrichment until the budget or taxes allow for it. 

Analyze the outcomes of district initiatives that have been implemented to correlate them to student 
achievement. 

Get back to the meat and potatoes of education. Math, English,Science, and Social Studies. Physical 
education needs to be kept, but once a student enters Middle School, there is no need for art or music for 
every student. Make those electives. Give the students the opportunity to take additional courses on the 
basics, to help them comprehend better. 
Pay to play for school sports (only offered in High School), music, advanced art. Let these students learn 
to come together and raise money from the community to help those who may not be able to pay. What a 
great opportunity to develop our youth on the importance of helping your fellow man. 
Get rid of the union and ten year and make the employees more accountable for the payment of their 
health benefits. Average Joe has to pay the price, they certainly can too! 

Realistic State Mandates need to be addressed. I trust the Board will work diligently to continue fiscal 
responsibility while meeting the needs of the student. It's about the student. Teachers are the mechanism 
or tool to dispense knowledge. 

I feel that our district is EXTREMELY top heavy.  We have far too many administrators doing the same 
thing.  By eliminating some of those positions, the district would save substantially based on their salaries 
and their benefits. 

Thank you for your hard work regarding this matter, and for taking the community's needs into account. 

Do fund raising to help support arts, music, and sports 



Rather than cutting sports, start charing an annual usage fee for participants. and accept donations from 
the community to fund these fees for kids whose families cannot afford to pay (like those kids who receive 
free or reduced price meals). 

In order to maintain the integrity and the high standards our district has, staff cuts and increasing class 
size would be detrimental to the district and the future citizens of Horseheads. 

As you make cuts to programs and classes please listen to the people that work in and care for the 
schools.  Where do the employees feel that cuts can be made?  Perhaps there are areas that have not 
even been considered, for example supplies (could this cost go to parents instead?, copy paper (could we 
make 1 copy per family instead of sending the same note home 3 times to one family?), using two lights in 
the classroom instead of all three.  Have you considered a 4 day week with a longer school day to cut the 
cost of food and transportation, electricity, etc.? 
What do the custodians think they could do with out? 
Bus drivers? 
Administration? 
Principals? 
Technology teachers? 
etc... 
Please keep in mind that if you increase class size and take away all extra support it will be difficult for the 
teachers to meet the needs of all of the students.  Will we be doing what is best for the children?  Can 
teachers meet the child's individual needs in such a large setting, is there enough time in the day to give 
each the individualized attention they deserve? 
President Obama said that he would reward school districts with "Race to the Top" money incentives.  He 
is looking for school districts that have innovative ideas for increasing performance.  Talk to the staff, 
teachers/administrators are full of ideas that will help the children.  We can be a great district that does not 
need to cut people and programs that are working.  Please do not cut teachers that show success and are 
making a difference.  We need to be creative and think outside the box. 
The best way to help our district is to make people want to move here.  If you cut the specialty areas, take 
aways music and art, and increase class sizes, cut fieldtrips and technology and take away programs that 
other districts still offer what will be desirable about moving to Horseheads?    
This is a great school district that I am proud to be a part of and proud that my children are a part of, but 
even my daughter has recently asked "why are they taking away the 4th grade book club?, swimming, our 
fieldtrips, intramurals?  will they take away the 4th grade play next?"  "This is so sad mom because my 
brother probably won't have a chance to do any of the things that I love about school!"   
It is hard to explain "why" to the children.  It is hard for them to see things that that love go away with no 
explaination.  It is sad that sometimes it is these extras that captivate the children who are not necessarily 
motivated by just the academics.  It is these "extras", most of which are provided on a volunteer basis by 
the teachers, that make all the difference to the child. 
Please as you work through these important decisions, take time to listen to the community, the parents, 
the teachers, the staff, the principals.  Please think carefully about what you are truly cutting from our 
district and from the children.  Please analyze every program and ask yourself "is this what is best for the 
children?" before you make the decision to cut it. 
Please consider thinking outside of the box, being innovative and helping Horseheads continue to be a 
great school district and a place that more families will consider relocating to. 

We are in a sad state of affairs. Unfortunately, individuals are holding leadership positions and they are 
not doing a very good job.  The result is that others are now being held accountable for decisions that 
were or were not being made. 
Embarrassing. 

Can't understand why we can't use the taxes we pay correctly.  Too much money being spent incorrectly 
too many administrators getting too much.  Too any counselors who do little to nothing. Making an indoor 
track too short to be used for outside income.  The list goes on.............. 

Reduction in the top of the both the district and the state education. Reduce the amount of time spent in 
giving tests printing tests and correcting them.  The amount of money spent in the state and districts on 
this state and district wide testing, teaching the test, learning how to correct the test then time to correct 
the tests, seems excessive.  If the teachers are good they can identify the kids who are struggling and 
need extra help.  Do we need to spend all the money on the whole process.  I also feel the administration 
is over paid for a district this size and reducing the numbers is some of the offices would benefit the 
students more then cutting programs that make our children well rounded.  The benefits of art, music and 
PE are so wide spread in a child that to take them away will affect thier performance in the classroom.  



Taking away from out youngest students will at some point affect the districts performance as those 
students grow older. 

There were 6 administrators at a dept. meeting...really? Do we need that many? 

Our administration is top heavy.  There does not need to be an assistant to everyone.  We have too many 
guidance counselors, too many assistant principals and too many made up positions.  Parents and 
taxpayers see it - why don't we?  We will cut TA's, bus drivers and maintenance workers to save jobs like 
CSE chairs (have the principals chair them like they used to) and Directors of Secondary Education (what 
exactly is that?).  We need to look at what our tax dollars are being spent on.  It should be our children's 
education (and future) not paying for cell phones and cars to drive. 

Horseheads has, in my opinion, maintained very high standards. This includes academics as well as extra 
curricular activities. I would like to see this continue and look for other alternatives to maintain this 
reputation. 

I know this is a difficult time for the school district.  As a teacher it is hard becasue we are in the school 
everyday and we see what the students need and want.  Bottom line is we are a school, students need to 
learn and you need teacehrs to be there in order to help build the future. 

Just be open - Let people know about the 13 bargaining units and how unions control school districts - Let 
the community know how many retirees don't pay a penny for health insurance - Let people know how 
secretaries make as much as the Chief of Police - You get 68 Million from the state - That's 68 MILLION 
DOLLARS - Quit whining and get to work - If you cared more about the kids than the last 3 years of salary 
I think you would be able to present a fair budget with no tax increase year after year 

People make the education system what it is.  Quality educators are needed to ensure a top education for 
our kids. 

Like everywhere times are tough. The school system needs to learn to work more efficient with less. 
Contract raises are another area to address often times they are more than the community average. 
Where is all of are tax money going ? We now are required to send our kids to school with their own 
supplies, pay for any kind athletic uniform & equiptment & there is some kind of fund raiser sent home 
from school ever week. I think if you want to save look no futher than the internal workings of your own 
system. The budget by now must be over 70 million. You cant run a school district on that, REALY ! 

It is about time for our school districts and teachers (along with all government employees) to learn to live 
in the same world that those of us in the private sector must live.  There is no one out there guaranteeing 
the rest of us jobs for the rest of our lives with benefits that outstrip the private sector and a healthy 
guaranteed retirement.  It is about time that the government entities learn to live on what's available, not 
what they think they should have. 

Since coming to Hhds. from a previous district it has always been a source of pride for me to say "I am a 
teacher in the Hhds. district". Districts around us know that Hhds. students are always better prepared 
academically, better athletes, and generally  more caring and productive citizens. We expect success from 
our students. We need to continue producing  successful  students and strive to have students achieve 
their potential within our schools. Therefore, do not cut programs... make your cuts at the top. 

As a show of good faith, consistent with the Governor and his executive staff, have the superintendent and 
assistant superintendents take a 5% pay cut since they are asking satff and students make sacrifices for 
the district. 

I plan to attend the upcoming meeting and pay more attention to the looming decisions as the budget 
numbers become available. 
 Thank you 

I would not want to be in any of your positions dealing with this budget. I think it is sickening to say the 
least that the schools are getting funding cut yet again. The state of New York puts more money into 
medicaid, disability, and unemployment than they do educating the children. I work as a nurse in the 
hospital and I see the abuse of tax dollars paying for medicaid expenditures. If your on medicaid or welfare 
you get a cell phone? Give me a break. It is time to take a stand and not allow this to happen! 

Chopping the Athletic programs as a way to make up a budget shortfall is the wrong way to approach this 
problem.  Our schools are charged with nurturing the minds and bodies of the students.  Eliminating 
Modified and JV sports will eventually mean the elimination of sports altogether - who is going to pick up a 
sport for the first time as a junior in high school?  Modified programs (and JV) have traditionally been an 
introduction to a sport - a lower key opportunity to try something new and see if they like it. 
The Horseheads area is in a state of flux, and will be for years to come.  The oil and gas industry is very 
likely to transform the region immensely.  We are already seeing an influx of people from other states 
moving to the area with their children.  When they do so, they will have the opportunity to pick the school 
district they want - If you chop athletics - they will go somewhere else.  Athletics are often a prime 



consideration when choosing a school district.  It was for me, and will be the reason many leave the 
horseheads district or never come in the first place if you do this. 

I understand the Board of Education has a very difficult job to do. I believe that this Board will make very 
informed decisions regarding what is best for the children of the Horseheads Central School district and its 
taxpayers. 

Can we look at alternatives as to how programs could be kept (ie fundraising) within the different depts of 
the budget 

When is enough, enough?  If they lower the funding I demand to have my school taxes lowered by the 
smae amount.  I moved to Horseheads as a result of the school district, pay much higher school taxes, 
much higher property taxes, and now NYS says, you pay the same but you get less.  How about if people 
sold their homes moved into an apartment, stopped paying property taxes, stopped pay school taxes?  
Why is it that only the property owner that has to pay taxes other than income?  For what I pay in Property 
and School taxes I could send my kids to any private school in the area and still save money.  The 
american dream is no longer what it used to be.  In fact, NYS's lack of financial management and massive 
waste and fraud is the issue and they want our kids to pay for that with their futures.  In addition, our 
federal government spends more in just one hour than the entire Horseheads School District does in a 
year.  So I ask, is it fair to our children to take away even more than we already have?  Is it fair to the tax 
payer to pay more in taxes while receiving less?  We would never cut funding to a poimnt where-by police 
and fire services were so minimal that it would be detrimental to society, but we are willing to funding to 
the only pure, creative and untainted resource left on this plant, our children!!!! 

Operate like a business 
Reduce overhead (staff) 
Prioritize, prioritize, prioritize - then ruthlessly cut all that is at the bottom of the list 
Figure out what is truly important.  Are all these electives necessary?  Do we need to pay stipends for 
work that truly motivated teachers should be willing to do anyways? 

1. Streamline administration hiring/spending 
2. eliminate non-mandatory programs 
3. Post all transactions monthly on website. This is for true  (accountability) of spending. 
4. Start volunteer group to seek businesses that would like to contribute more to the area education 
system. 
5. look into solor power grants for heating our schools 
6. Freeze administration salarys for 2 yrs 
7. Sports consolidating 
8. Eliminate power consumption to outside of schools after  12 a.m. 
9. one maintenance department for all the schools in district. 
10. merge with Elmira Heights 
11. One Superintendent for all the schools in district 
12. one principal per School. No assistant principal 
13. One accounts Payable Dept. 
I have read a lot about layoffs of our teachers, but they are the backbone of the education system. Class 
sizes are to large as it is. "Streamline Everywhere" 

I think the school district should focus more on core subjects and reducing class size so each child can 
receive more one-on-one instruction. 

Become more efficient. don't just ask for more from those of us who don't have it. 

In addition to requesting input from community residents, parents, et al, why not ask students to participate 
with ideas to reduce costs?  In these days, when everyone struggles with economic issues on some level, 
it would seem to be excellent training for young people to learn to deal with saving money and reducing 
costs, especially in schools where they are directly affected.  They need to understand the "whys" for 
consequences of budget cuts just like the rest of us.  We ALL need to buy into plans to save money, rather 
than simply joining the complainers. 

Put the time and money into the smarter children it will pay off with jobs and new ideas. We need to not 
worried about the slow learner where all the money seems to be going They will alway find work from the 
ones who study hard and are fast learners. 

benefit packages for teachers are ripping us off 

Like any business, you will need to look at the structural aspects of your budget. Hold workshops to 
examine work flow and Lean out your processes. Removing unnecessary steps from the many process in 
local schools will cut costs. New York State spends in excess of $17,000 per elementary and secondary 
student, more than any other state in the nation. How can you justify cutting services to students when 



other states are doing more with far less funding? Monies allocated to provide services for New York 
State's students are being spent on unnecessary items. Only after you take the time to examine your 
workflow will you know what those items are and how to remove them. There should be no reason to cut 
services to students. 

The BOE needs to strongly look at online learning programs that have been adopted with significant 
success in other states.  These programs significantly lower costs and lower resource requirements while 
improving the education of the children.  The teachers unions have successfully blocked these 
advancements in NY State.  The BOE needs to focus their attention on what's best for the children and the 
community ... instead of what's best for the teachers union. 

Waste less and use less it will save us all money.   
Re-Evaluate the benefits 

You all need to get very creative.. and the first thing to do is to get HONEST with the parents and tell them 
you desperately need money.. and you know theyu will rally to get the money together to maintain our 
schools.. your 2% campaign has done nothing but hurt my kids and the opportunities provided them while 
your taxes remain low so nothing more came out of your pockets. my kid will suffer from your short 
sightedness..i was willing to pay more so my kid would have the same chances as other kids in the state 
to get into good colleges.. I think the education system is broken completely because you have people that 
know nothing about education and the classroom making decidions that directly affect the quality of 
education. Where I work we would not let a reading teacher come into the plant and tell us how to make 
glass more efficiently... 

Please don't cut the art program.   We moved to this district specifically for your offerings, and my 
daughters future would not be as bright if she didn't have the fine arts program that you have.  When we 
started looking at colleges they have been quite impressed with her talents that she obtained from your 
school district. 

Typically athletics is one of the first things to be cut in a school budget.  The only way I can continue to 
support the budget (I have never voted against a school budget here or any of 5 other districts in this and 3 
other states in over 25 years or regularly voting) is of there is a balanced and reasoned approach to 
cutting the budget.  Athletics are extremely important to a large segment of the students and community.  
Athletics are often the only thing that keeps many borderline students in school.  Not to mention the 
lessons in team work, self sacrifice, leadership and working toward a goal that athletics provides students, 
lessons that they often cannot receive anywhere else.  Besides, the athletic budget is not large enough to 
solve the budget crisis without other large cuts being made a well. 

I think that our overpaid Superintendent should bite the bullet and give back some of the many perks he 
has become accustomed to. He makes more than enough for what he does so he could afford to give back 
to the taxpayer. 

I'm especially concerned that part of the budget crisis solution should consider cutting special area 
instruction by specialists.  Our art and music programs are exceptional!  And, in an age when childhood 
obesity is becoming alarmingly common, and when academic pressures put more and more pencil-and-
paper demands on young children, it is even more important that children have access to quality physical 
education opportunities taught by certified phys. ed. professionals, who understand how important it is for 
kids to MOVE! 

I don't think the superintendent needs a car or clothing allowance.  I think he makes a fine salary to pay for 
those things himself.  I also think that all the REGENT exams are crazy and a waste of big money, they do 
nothing for the kids except put them under a lot of pressure and they get teased if they fail. 

I believe that budget cuts that affect children with special needs is not warranted.  To the contrary, I 
believe that additional funding should be provided to try to ensure that these children 
are given equal opportunities with others. 

Given all the recent eductional fuding provided in the community by Corning Inc (i.e. money ($1.5M) given 
to CPP school district, funding for new bldg & grounds for ASMS (several $M's), donation to Notre Dame 
($100k's), I suggest the Horseheads Schoold District managment approach Corning Inc for 
money/funding.  There is a large number of Corning Inc employees who live in the Horseheads school 
district because they provide the highest quality of education in the area, therefore, Corning Inc should 
also contribute equally in the community. 

Despite the budget cuts, I think it would be detrimental to have reductions in force for the teachers, other 
than through early retirement incentives.   
One of the main reasons we chose to live in Horseheads was because of the school system and the 
opportunities and advantages it would offer to our children.  This includes the music and art programs as 
well as the physical education/sports programs.  To cut the arts and music programs would be a significant 



take away from the overall education experience students receive in the district. 

please review personal records of each teacher. Teachers who have multiple issues with wrong treatment 
of students and or police involvement in situations that required a parent to bring  police in to help correct 
the problems should be removed from their positions. I know of one teacher who uses her classroom as a 
place to bash students at the school that she and her daughter have had personal problems with. 
Teachers should not bring other students into their own personal situations.  This has created many more 
problems for everyone and a gang mentality that is promoted by a teacher is not acceptable. Teachers 
who threaten students who they feel wronged them or their student child in personal matters should not be 
allowed the safe haven of the school and classroom to control and or intimidate students they have had 
personal problems with that have nothing to do with the school. Teachers should not be airing dirty laundry 
and personal opinions against students on their facebook page. It's not right for school officials to protect 
these educators from abusing their job and their power as a teacher. 

I would need more information concerning possible cuts and options before being able to express an 
informed opinion. 

I think we need to get back to the basics.  Excellence in energizing our kids (and teachers) to peak their 
interest in real world application of Math and Science are of primary importance to me - and last I checked 
- or nation. 
Unfortunately organized sports may have to take a back seat.  Kids may actually have to go out in the 
neighborhood, gather a bunch of kids, choose sides, referee their own games and have fun. 

The company I work for had to go through mandatory cutbacks to stay in business.  All employees had to 
take time off without pay and a wage freeze is on its second year.  Our participation in medical plans 
increased and the deductibles were raised. 
The Horseheads School District can NOT go on without change and change is finding ways to reduce cost 
and the effect on the community. 

Put a freeze on capital improvements, cut down on adminstrative expenses which do not directly affect 
academic standards. 

increasing class size and decreasing programing will not increase test scores, as required by the state.  It 
won't matter how great the teachers are if you tie our hands with large class sizes and no prep time (gym, 
art, music cuts).  Students first!   
Cuts that would not affect the students: get rid of 100% busing, Aimsweb for all students not necessary - 
tracking can be done with excel, reduce number of administrators, Administration pay cuts, pay freezes 
without staffing cuts. 

The Horseheads school district has a reputation for excellent preparation of well-rounded, high achieving 
graduates who are successful in college.  PLEASE continue to offer such programs as AP classes and the 
district's high calibar music program, which stimulate and enrich the lives of college-bound students. 

Need to start looking at shared services (is a separate superintendent really necessary for each school 
district, especially with all the assistant positions), reducing other higher level admin. positions (i.e. 
guidance counselors #'s at middle school is beyond reason - schedules can be put together by teachers). 
Is a principal needed for every grade? Is an athletic director necessary? 

I believe there are better and more appropriate methods for dealing with economic situations rather than 
cutting teachers. 

Reduce the number of JV and Varsity Athletic Teams (especially those added within the last 5 years.) 
Reduce classroom and all department budgets.  
Promote "learning to do more with less" as do many other businesses, school districts and various NYS 
departments will be required to do. 
Offer insurance programs to employees with higher co-pays or higher premiums. 
Reduce the number of people (staff) needed to manage athletic events. Wow!! 

This is a very difficult task but I think that across the board cuts are in order. There is alot of high end 
salaries in the schools that are excessive. Employees in the district also need to pick up a higher portion of 
medical costs rather than the taxpayers. 

A lot of money is wasted in high administrative salaries.  Too many people in non-productive roles.  I'm all 
for paying teachers well who are doing their job.  Those that are not performing well should be dismissed, 
they have too much security and no incentive to improve.  Look at other school districts with the same size 
student body and budget who are succeeding and take tips.  We already pay a high amount in school 
taxes and property taxes (more than anyone else in country), and its ridiculous that its still not enough.  
We definitely plan to move out of this state next year. 

Our government  puts too much emphasis on science and math.  A well-rounded student should have an 
appreciation for the arts and literature as well as being good in math and science.  If programs must be 



cut, I strongly encourage you to cut in a way that still ensure that our students can be well-rounded, 
thoughtful individuals.  It's going to be difficult and we appreciate that.  Good luck in your efforts. 

I do not support a tax increase because if and when times improve those increases will not be reduced, 
but I do fully support paying for those additional programs that my children participate in.  Don't eliminate 
programs without first approaching the parents of those students who would be impacted.  Give us the 
opportunity to step up and help.  Give us programs and their actual costs to maintain them and let us raise 
the money to keep them. 

Why are teachers who are grossly incompetent retained? On multiple ocassions, I have complained about 
a teacher named [name redacted]. Likewise, other parents have done the same. I know of one child who 
after having dealt with this woman was practically suicidal and yes she keeps her job. I have never met 
anyone who could give less of a damn about the kids, their future, whether the students learn or not or 
about the quality of her teaching. 
I have never taught a single class in my entire life and I can say with supreme confidence that I would be 
100 times as good of a teacher on the first class I taught as compared to her. Why? Because I would 
realize I was there to educate the students and prepare them for their future. Because I would do whatever 
had to be done to improve my job and help the kids. None of this can be said about [name redacted] and I 
have expressed this concern before, but no one seems to care about the fact that there is serious scar on 
the face of education in Horseheads. 

This is a shame.  I really hate to see anything cut.  I do recall a few years back when the district was in a 
similar situation, they did offer sports opportunities to middle school students for a fee.   
Best of luck on these difficult decisions. 

The money spent should be focused on the students and their education not on anything else. 

It is unfortunate that this has become about money - not kids. There are areas money can be saved 
without risking our childrens future. Albany has placed us on a very slippery slope. Blindly cutting aid will 
not fix this unfortunately, these are not the only financial issues we face with the accounting error that is 
seldom spoken of. We face a crossroads where we must decide between cutting teachers, teachers aids, 
programs and athletics. What do you want for your own kids? Do they deserve the arts? Do high achieving 
students desrve enrichment programs? Or do we just send all the kids through the basic manufacturing 
machine and hope for the best? Horseheads has become the widely recognized school it is today by being 
the best and accelling in all of these areas. How should we develop the new budget? Find a way. These 
are our kids and our future - not just dollar signs. Ask the teachers where money can be saved, they will 
help out. 

With the budget cuts that have been proposed for education in New York State,  perhaps the high salaried 
positions in Administration should take a cut in their salary in order to keep instructors from losing their 
positions.  In most businesses everyone works together to help each other, especially when times are 
tough. 

I believe that with prioritization and changing current spending patterns we could weather the storm.  Gov. 
Cuomo does need to know that we are trying to work with him as long as we are all feeling the pain.  I 
don't want us to be the district that gives things up just to fund a neighboring district.  Also, Cuomo needs 
to know that NY City schools right in his own back yard might be his biggest culprit.  I see what Mr. Santulli 
is doing recently by sharing best practices and getting Salient involved...I'd like to see that kind of 
symbiotic relationship in our schools too. 

Assume the highest cost for the school district is labor.  The school system needs to look into alternative 
labor - such as contract teachers who work part time.  The trend in "the real world" is to augment the highly 
trained professional work force with less expensive contract labor.  There are many certified teachers 
and/or retired teachers who would be more than willing to work without expensive pension/medical 
benefits for 1/2 day... 
Cut number of adminsitrators in HS 
Cut perks for administrators ( such as clothing allotment, travel expenses, etc.) 

In order to compete in this global economy, we need well trained students. Unfortunately due to a variety 
of mandated state programs this is difficult. Personally I would like to see more funds go toward gifted and 
talented students. This though always seems to be the first thing that is cut. 
For example , the newspaper quotes that a local school official states they may have to cut the ACE 
program, and foreign language , specifically  Mandarin.  This may sound harsh,but I would rather see 
funds cut for the intellectually challenged student. Those that have much to offer intellectually, should  be 
given preferred training. We do this in our society for  student athletes. We are not so good in providing 
advanced education for the above average IQ student. 

I really don't like how the district will threaten to  take things away from the kids to get the community 



upset. Thus in turn the community will for vote for the budget for the kids sake. The board needs to really 
examine the staff at the top of the school district.  Do we really need all of them?  Whenever we have 
meetings they all are always there.  This seems like such a waste , one person should be able to handle 
such meetings and the others, if they are so busy should be back in their offices "working"! I've also seen 
tremendous waste with budgets. If teachers don't spend all of the budget money then it gets taken away.  
So for years teachers spent their budget allotment and spent a lot of money on things that they couldn't  
possibly  use! Then there is the ridiculous amount of substitutes that have increased due to state testing.  
Teachers have subs so that they can grade all of the state tests and this includes the practice tests as 
well. I remember when this started and we would have a few teachers of that grade level grade the tests 
after school. Then it blew up with teachers across the grade levels having to grade the kids.  How about 
one team of teachers and that is that.  Then there are the ridiculous social studies books that we 
purchased for  our students.  The books are so big that our first graders can't hold them.  What a waste of 
money social studies books for first and second grade!! The teachers are trying to teach them how to read.  
Surely they aren't ready to read the social studies book. Conference days should be eliminated.  I have 
never gotten anything from a conference day.  They are a dreaded day for all of us.  I would much rather 
be able to spend some time in my classroom rather than spending every night and weekend on school 
work. I would gladly take a pay freeze, I don't feel right that our union is asking for a pay raise, when things 
are so bad.  I'm thrilled with my health insurance and I expect to pay my fair share to have it. 

Being excited about books is where it all begins. We lost our full time librarian this year. There is a whole 
in our education. Watering down the specials: library, arts, music and gym will indeed water down the 
quality of our children's education. Please do no cut the arts and specials. Find other areas to exam that 
do not have such a huge impact on our children. 

Austerity and bankruptcy is preferable to destroying the education that has made Horseheads the best 
school district in the area for all the years I have been here. I would hate to be the BOE or Superintendent 
that destroyed that. Do what you can to make cuts - no more. Send a message to Albany that that this 
problem is created by them and are being forced to fix it. Don't destroy what we have. 

i think there should be more one one time with kids that needs help 

keep small class size 
keep teaching and support staff intact 
maintain good reputation 

N/A 

The Budget must be cut,  we can't afford more. 

Just wondering:  How much savings would there be from having a four day week with longer days (no net 
change in classroom time). 
Are there particular areas in the budget that either tradionally are expensive or that have become 
expensive just recently?  I guess I'm getting at changes in spending patterns.  It would be easier to talk 
about what to cut, how to save, etc. if there were some idea of those kind of changes.  Healthcare and 
salaries are always going to be a big chunk of the budget for any organization.  I'd guess that the current 
high price of diesel is impacting transportation costs.  But, there is a huge push for computers,whiteboards 
in classrooms.  What impact does that have on energy costs? 

Way too much spending on unnecessary items.   I am a retired employee, saw too much waste. 

I believe it is important to provide the highest level of educational opportunities possible for students, and 
to maintain extracurricular programs/athletics/clubs.  I think it is reasonable to ask families to contribute a 
small fee, or participate in fund raisers to offset some of the costs of extracurricular activities.  Businesses 
have been asked to work more efficiently over the last several years, and I think this should apply to 
educators, and all school employees.  I feel they can be much more effective, efficient, and productive. 

Tough times!  Please make decisions that will impact students in the most effective and positive manner.  
Paying more in taxes is acceptable as long as our students continue to receive quality instruction with 
additional activities to choose from that will continue to encourage academic interest. 

We need Corporate Financial involvement in our school district. There are many businesses who benefit 
from our graduating seniors. Why not tap into this resource in a positive and public way? 

There was no mention of administration cuts.  This should be #1 

We need to keep high performing staff. Students education is the reason we are here. That needs to come 
first. 

I understand that there are many unfunded mandates which all require time, effort, and paperwork, but 
management at the highest pay levels seems a bit overstaffed. 

In the grand scheme, 4-5% increase proposals typically find a harsh reaction from the community.  In 



reality, it's only a couple hundred dollars a year and people should understand that it isn't a large change.  
Most of the outcry comes when the funding isn't used in the areas that benefit the students. 
Please be certain any cuts have the students in mind.  Extra activities, including art, music and sports, 
enhance the students lives and keep many engaged in and thriving in academics.  Losing those programs 
will undoubtedly find some searching for outlets of creativity, physicality and purpose.  That isn't a good 
place to be when you're a teen. 

Horseheads Central School District has one of the highest reputations in the area.  Newcomers to area, 
even if they work for Corning Inc, now choose to buy homes in Horseheads due to the school district.  
Quality education is one of the highest priorities when moving to a new area.  But quality education does 
not come cheaply.  When the United States is compared to other countries in terms of education, what is 
not often taken into account is that those countries who rank the highest in educational scores often 
provide a much larger percent of tax support towards education. 

Students and their whole being should be considered as top priority in our district.  Students need to be 
well versed in all the arts and educational opportunities that are available.  Students immersed in all 
aspects of life will be the ones who will carry on with their education and knowledge as they will have 
experience in knowing how to expand in the world around themselves. 

A school district's mission is to be a community center for its student body.  That means a diverse offering 
of activities for the kids to make them want to invest in and become part of the district.  It is also charged 
with educating and challenging all students.  Don't sacrifice the academic challenges for your brightest 
students and don't sacrifice the community aspect that is central to making your student body want to 
participate in and stay involved with your school district. 

Thank you for gathering the input of the community while making these extremely difficult decisions. 

Please do not cut too deep at the Elementary and Middle School levels.  The schools currently have such 
limited funds and opportunities for students.  I would encourage you to look more at the high school level. 

get control of things apparently betyond our control.  Freeze salaries 1-3 years minimum, contribute more 
to benefits permanently,  and contribute more to pension permanently.  Then use taxes as a last resort to 
balance a budget. 

there aren't go to be easy choices, do your best - keep your chin up ! 

Horseheads is seen as an outstanding district in our area. I would hate to see the quality of our education 
diminish, ruining our reputation and neglecting our students. I feel there are many other ares in the budget 
that can be "trimmed" before resorting to cutting educational staff positions.  Please view your students 
and the professional educators who support them when you make your decisions. 

I believe children need sports, music, and art as a way to release.  If there are things offered for children 
that they can connect to, they are less likely to engage in activities that are harmful or dangerous to 
themselves or others.  Non mandated activities also help them to grow as a person and to find 
themselves, which in turn will help to guide their direction for the future. 

I don't begrudge anyone for EARNING a salary equal to their education and background.  The sad part is 
that without a formal education, higher salary is not possible.  Salary is different than the fringe benefits 
that are not necessary with the already high salary being paid for that education and background.  So, I do 
appreciate my emplyment status and realize I need to gain a formal education to make more money, but I 
do not think it's fair to add all the extras to an already high salary that is earned with a master's or 
doctorate. 

District is like a tree, you keep reducing and hacking away at the base the tree will fall, better to prune it 
through out and let it grow healthy. 

Figure out how to do more with less and don't cut the sports. 

Think outside the box.   
Don't accept anything as a "given". 
Concentrate on the basics of education first. 
Prioritize. 
I think that the district can be run on a lot less $$ 

Does the superintendent need to have a great big gas guzzling suv paid for by the school? What's wrong 
with a fuel efficent hybrid that would cost less? We all lost our free food but yet you pay for him to eat out 
with people? Why pick kids up that could walk ten steps and be on school property with our buses? Make 
them walk, look at Elmira. Does it really benefit the school to have sub bus drivers making time and a half 
to drive one day a week? I can think of three that make silly money even though they barely drive. Ed. 
Support used to be ran by one person and now you have a whole corner of the school filled with people 
doing the work that one person used to. rumor has it that custodians may have to go to jump jobs. Why not 



have some jump principles to cut down on cost. In larger school districts principles look over larger 
number of students. If our principles cant do this then find some that are capable. Also get rid of coaching 
stipends. If the teachers don't like it then find people who want to coach because they love the sport and 
want to coach, not have padded salaries. On the same note make your coaches get CDL licenses so they 
can drive there own teams( no bus driver ot that way). If you can educate them to coach you can educate 
them to drive. 

As mentioned before, it should be a priority to institute a program to allow tax payers to pay taxes in two 
installments.  The school district taxes are out of control then you demand the money, all at once, under 
the threat of the district taking your home that you have worked hard for, throwing you out to sell it to some 
wealthy person who can pay the huge tax bills.  To make matters worse, if you can't pay the bill when the 
district demands it, it's added to your County taxes and you have to come up with almost twice as much all 
at one time.  My concept of the district is the old western movie bad guy; "Give me the deed to your ranch 
or I'll tie you to the railroad track."  Spliting payments into two installemnts wouldn't solve the tax problem 
but it would make them a little easier to pay! 

The four core department chairs at the high school (math, science, English, social studies) are essential to 
the daily running of the high school.  I do not believe our adminstration is prepared to assume the duties of 
these four essential educational leaders. 

I do not feel that the District has exercised appropriate fidicuiary duties to limit costs.  I recognize there a 
large number of mandated requirements (some unfunded), but given the difficult macroeconomic times of 
2008-2010 (and previously, from 2001-2003) I do not feel I saw appropriate efforts to control costs.  
Education is a critical service, and a long term investment in our future.  However, an appropriate level of 
efficiency and cost-focus is necessary for those of you entrusted with precious taxpayer dollars for the 
purpose. 
I would also like to see data on district costs per pupil, and how that compares to other districts in the area 
/ state / nation.  The budgetary information provided each year does not include this, and it makes it 
difficult to judge how efficient the Horseheads district is or isn't, in achieving its objective.  Test scores 
alone can not be the only measure, but also has efficient resources have been utilized to achieve them. 
I also feel (qualitatively - would like to see data) that a disproportionate amount of expenses go towards 
dragging low performing / special needs students forward, and an insufficient amount of programs for 
above average / exceptional students being taken to the next level.  America will not be successful if we 
focus on achieving mediocrity. 

will a wish you guy u did the best for are kids. God bless you all 

I hope students are not the only ones to feel the effects of budget cuts.  Teachers and staff should also be 
willing to contribute to the budget crisis by pay freezes, contributing to health benefits, et cetera.  This is 
not just the responsibility of tax payers to pay more taxes to balance the budget. 

This is a very difficult time for the entire country, state and community; One of the many reasons we 
moved to this area was the excellent education/performance Horseheads has provided to the students. It 
has always provided an excellent amount of education for academics, music, and sports to make our 
children well rounded.  The changes that have to made to the budget will not be easy and understand you 
will be in a difficult position.  Good luck! 

We need to provide services and supports for the majority of students.  Sports are important but many of 
our students do not  become national level atheletes.  We need serious cuts in this area.  We also have 
the majority of our students either driving or being driven to school by their parents.  Transportation needs 
to be cut.  Can would look at physical education classes?  Why do they travel to other areas for gym?  If 
you are taking dance, karate, ect could that serve as gym time in lieu of a gym class? 

I think the High School teachers should be required to work one more "period" than they currently do. Most 
HS teachers only teach three 80-minute classes each day, then have an 80-minute lunch period and an 
80-minute prep period. I saw first-hand how this was taken advantage of. The prep period would be spent 
for running errands, chatting with frineds, going to the doctor's, or extending a lunch. Sometimes if a prep 
period was first period (period 1/2) then the teacher would come in late or if the prep period was last period 
(9/10) then the teacher would leave early. I think we could definitely condense their schedule and make 
the most of what we pay them.  
I also think that materials and supplies should be monitored A LOT more closely. At the High School level, 
teachers of Health and Foreign Language (in particular) would purchase items that were not, in my 
opinion, necessary for the academic achievement of our students. It was a WASTE of taxpayer money. 
I went to a small school in the Heights (Edison) and I graduated without having as many opportunities as 
Horseheads students had but I still made it...and so will our students. We CAN continue to provide a safe 
and productive envionment for our students even without as many programs or opportunities. 



The district is too top heavy.  Too many chiefs making too much money.  I am disgusted that our super 
makes more than the governor. 

I hope that the district is looking cost saving measures that do not involve cutting entire programs, but 
spending more wisely across the board  I also hope that the district will look at cutting administrators 
before cutting instructional staff. 

There seems to be a focus on reducing from bottom up.  Freezing supply money that directly impacts 
students and cutting teachers to create larger class sizes.  How will our children be able to learn without 
essential every day classsroom needs?  Also, with higher numbers in each class, this means the lower 
kids will fall further behind, the higher kids will not be able to reach their full potential.  
Cutting teachers would be cheating our kids out of a "quality education" that you seem to believe in. 
Please consider the number of administrators that are present today versus 15 years ago.   
Why have there been no tax increases in the past few years but we are now faced with such a huge 
deficit? 

Make cuts at the upper levels.....how about the super taking a pay cut like the Governor has suggested.  
Get back to the basics in education. 

I am an extremely dedicated, caring, supportive staff member who does direct work with students.  I have 
accepted the fact that my job may be one to go.  Some concerns I have are that the needs af the kids are 
not going to be met.  I believe we are a great district that needs to continue to put kids needs first. 

I have a child with autism and hope you are not planning to cut ASD support. How can we as a community 
purchase smart boards and at the same time consider cutting programs such as this. We can't afford to let 
these kids grow up uneducated or it will be a greater expense to us all when they are adults. 

Last year my son participated in boys modified swimming.  He received a bathing suit.  This year he had to 
buy his own bathing suit, but was given a sweatsuit.  I think that the parents should be responsible to 
purchase all sports, band, etc. uniforms.  Families who can't afford it( ie those receiving free lunches) 
should be helped, but that would cut district costs a lot.  By middle school, at least, kids should be able to 
do fundraisers and help defray costs.  This also helps teach fiscal responsiblity. 

* Zero cuts to programs. 
* Make temporary teacher budget trims. 
* Reduce energy costs by shutting down computer labs after 3pm, turn all lights not needed off, limit use of 
extra appliances in classrooms, etc. 
* Reduce the amount of administrative/ secretarial positions. 
* Review bus runs and make cuts where possible. 
* Consider charging a fee for public use of facilities. 
* Maybe some of the large (or even smaller) businesses in the community would be willing to 'sponsor' 
field trips, athletic events, supplies for classrooms, etc. 
Maybe organize a march on Albany! These cuts are ridiculous and every school district is feeling the burn. 
Horseheads has always offered its students a well rounded education and it needs all of its teaching staff 
in order to continue doing so.  
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this survey. 

I don't feel that quality education should suffer in order to keep extra-curricular. Many of our kids play 
travel and community sports, they are in outside music study groups or private lessons. 

Experience the change, research the issues keep an open mind and most of all be honest. What can be 
done to maintain and improve education for teachers educating our students? 
Looking at tenure: is it a thing of the past or is it the stability?  
New focus: adapting to a fast pace world using experiential learning for future generations to conquer the 
reality of inevitable change.(ex: structural changes in: family, school , neighboorhood,s use of internet, 
telephone  communication systems, work force issues, unemployment, global ecomony..cost of living...)  
Reflect on what is and what is not working.  
Children spend the majority of time going to school,  family support for the student needs to be measured. 
It would be refreshing to see a code of conduct in action regarding dress, smoking, manners and respect 
for all school populations, education is a gift not a right. 

As a district staff member, I appreciate ALL you are doing in the best interest of our district students at this 
very difficult time. Please continue to keep the 'best interests' of our STUDENTS as the utmost prioity and 
secondly, SUPPORT TEACHERS in our quest to do our very best to educate our students. We are still a 
great school district...hands down!!! 

Maintaining as much of our academic programming as is possible should be the ultimate goal.  For the 
majority of graduates, future employers will not make decisions based on the sport they played.  
Extracurricular options are valuable for our students and the "icing on the cake" of a High School 



experience.  However, when a family's food budget is stretched it is likely that there will be no cake let 
alone icing served.  Moms and dads will probably spend money for the meat and potatoes first.  We 
should look to do the same. 

100% transporation needs to change.  How many administrative positions have been created in this 
district in the past five years?   Too many, the numbers need to be reduced. 

Please do not lay off teachers.  They are short enough in this District.  Let the people see that 
Administration is being cut along with bus drivers and maintenance.   
DO NOT CUT TEACHERS!!!   
Teachers prepare our children. 

I feel that the swimming for 4th graders is very important - please look at the Elmira student who saved her 
sister from drowning.  Please revisit this activity. 

Supplies and equipment expenses need to be frozen.  Or reduced.  Non-essential items (furniture, for 
example) need to be eliminated. 

People at the top end of the pay scale should offer to take a pay freeze before teaching positions are cut. 
Administrative positions should be cut before teaching positions.  Individualized programing, like one on 
one instrument lessons, should be cut before programs that reach the entire student body.  All sports, 
other than regular gym classes, should be funded by the individuals who play those games. 

During these fiscal times- reduce positions by not filling positions after people leave or retire. Re-exam 
(time managment study) all non-teacher/counselor positions (i.e. clerical) too see if one person could 
compelte the job tasks of two, if volunteers could assist to reduce number of paid staff.   
Can volunteers from local colleges/highschool be used to meet some of the needs of the schools? WIN-
WIN the student learning job skills at the same time. (Retirees?)  
Can students who require discipline be directed to complete activities to enrich the school they attend? 
Focus on how we can get the students more involved in the care and development of their schools. Could 
there be a spcial club/award for students who volunteer for their schools-with community recognition to 
encourage others- 
There are very talented children and families in Horseheads- some may not be able to help with their 
wallets-but if asked they may be able to provide other assistance to the schools. 

Unfortunately knowing that realistically there will be cuts I feel it should be abroad in all areas and not 
target one specific area. Each area supports in specific ways for our students. 

Allow members of the community to individually contact school district board members by either email or 
by telephone, as does the Elmira School district. 

As both a parent and a teacher I want what is best for all students.  There are so many demands on 
teachers that increasing class sizes or taking away the TAs that we do have would be detremental.  There 
are so many needy students as well as students that need to be enriched that taking away any classroom 
support would really hurt them.  Our goal is to produce life long learners, but creating more challenges for 
teachers makes that even harder to achieve. 

take away the frills  --school cars for all.  Out of town expenses for conferences. Lower expense accounts 
for administrators. Do away with stipends. Stop creating jobs. 
 Cut back on administrators ------- start at the top. 

Perhaps you should look first at cutting all the extra benefits the Superintendent is provided such as 
clothing and car. 

As stated before is it necessary in these times to have so many 'overpaid' adminstration staff. I keep 
hearing these salaries are necessary for retention. Let them leave, a person can live very well in the 
southern tier of New York for $75k they don't need double that amount. I manage to do ok in this comunity 
for less than $50k. Just don't take away from our students they need to be able to learn. 

We are definitely in a dilemma, but I feel if we think out side the box we can come up with ideas together.  I 
would definitely not like to see any layoffs. 

I would like to the board to consider some high dollar cuts that include some of the Administrative people.  
How about having them do more with less people?  We have been doing that since the beginning of time.  
It does not seem that this area is looked at when we are trying to save money.  It seems like we always cut 
the lowest paid people, the programs the kids love, and lay off teachers we really need and end up hurting 
the very fiber of our educational system.  Why don't we look at cutting the bussing of every student?  Is 
that necessary?  Is there money to be saved there? I think it is time to look at areas that have not been 
looked at before instead of the same old cuts that hurt those who don't deserve it. 

Dress code  for teachers and students . 
 People that take pride in themselves will take pride in  their 
 inviroment--school--busses etc. 



The design of this survey primes its respondents to answer questions favoring the cutting of much of what 
makes Horseheads an excellent school district. Why not structure your survey to invite community support 
for the educational system; ask about cutting favorite or valued programs first and let respondents express 
committment to those programs THEN ask them if they support the tax caps and budget increases? I think 
you would find the results markedly more in favor of supporting a budgetary increase. Presently, it appears 
your intent is to seek cuts. Is this the case? What other educational plan (charter schools, magnet schools, 
home schooling, corporate run) are you seeking to move public support toward. You are the people in 
charge of making the public school system the best it can possibly be. I hope you would consider survey 
design as part of your process. Frighteningly, I am almost convinced you have considered it, and have 
decided to work against community support of increased funding for our excellent educational system. 

Unfortunately, cuts will need to be made due to the bleak state budget.  Horseheads is very top heavy with 
administration.  We have a Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, School Business Administrator, 
Director of Human Resources, Director of Elementary Education, Director of Secondary Education, 
Director of  Student Services, and Assistant Director of Student Services. It seems these higher salary 
postions could be consolidated in order to eliminate some spending. 
Athletics is another area where cuts could be made.  Horseheads has a strong Modified Sports program 
the helps prepare students for Varsity level sports.  However, we are very lucky to live in an area that has 
many sports within the community (HHDS/BF Baseball, Basketbal, Softball, Soccer, football) which can 
take the place of the modified programs. 

It is my humble opinion that the school district's main function is to employ adults. This should not be the 
case. The main function is to responsibly educate our children by employing hardworking teachers and 
staff. This can be done with less money currently being used. 

I believe that we have too many principals in the high school. 

Increasing class size and cutting teaching positions would really hurt our children. 

I am not against the increase in school tax but the money needs to be used for the improvement of 
scholastic studies rather than extra activities. 

Horseheads is one of the best schools in the area.  Community members move to this town/city for the 
educational system.  Therefore, if cuts are made to our childrens education parents will be in an uproar 
and the community members will quickly move to other areas hurting horsheads more than the budget cut.  
Our children don't deserve to loose music, art, electives, etc.  This district would immediately become a 
worse school district than Elmira City Schools.  All the hard work of the teachers, staff, and administration 
would go down the drain faster than the blink of an eye.  It is important that we keep all programs.  
Administration and the Board of education need to find ways to make no cuts at all or the most minor 
almost unaffecting cuts possible.  The district should not lay off any teachers.  A hiring freeze, maybe raise 
freezes, have teachers pay a LITTLE more towards health insurance, administration should take a raise 
freeze.  Our children don't deserve to loose the best parts of their education.  They need more than the 
nuts and bolts, they need art, music, phys. ed (there is a huge obesity issue) and electives. Lets find other 
ways that don't hurt our children and don't cut teachers!!!!! 

Yes, these are difficult times, look hard for the right solutions to our problems.  merging? nope.. won't help. 
Cut some of the fat from the top of the budget.. ask your employees for their valuable ideas on how to 
maintain as much integrity as possible.  sometimes the little things do add up. 

All children need other school activities in addition to math, science and history. They need ART, MUSIC, 
and PHYSICAL EDUCATION as well. Our country is worried about obesity and yet we would consider 
instituting  a program that would not completely facilitate physical health and life long habits that teach 
obesity prevention.   Changing any of the listed programs would be detrimental to what is currently 
considered a desirable school district and community. Other cuts that wouldn't hurt the quality of education 
or cause job loss in a struggleing economy can be made and wage freezes would help save programs. 
Layoffs would only increase unemployment, causing increased deficit elsewhere. The Children/students 
would greatly suffer from these types of cuts. 

As a parent of children in the district - I feel it is important that as much as possible be retained for the 
students and their educational experience.  With state expectations and requirements they need as much 
as can be provided to them.  The district has done a wonderful job with my children's education so far and 
their teachers, schools and other staff have all been a part of that growth. 

We don't need interscholistic sports programs for theseventh and eighth grades. 

Reduce Administration costs (ex: multiple vice principles in the high school) 

This is an excellent opportunity to apply business principles to the school budget, especially prioritization, 
determining "must" vs "want" and hard evaluation of effectiveness of personnel and programs.  Some 



things to consider:  eliminating the dual bus runs to Sing Sing School each morning - have IS & MS 
children ride together in one run; "pay-to-play" for extra-curricular activites - my children are in Marching 
Band, we would be willing to pay more than the $50/year currently charged for them to participate; 
permitting parents to car-pool children to extra-curricular activities; closing under-utilized facilities, 
including school buildings, if necessary. 

Is this information going to be shared publicly?  It seems that so many decisions are withheld from the tax 
payers and we have no voice. 
Where did things go so wrong?  It seems you have tried to look good & not increase taxes but now we're in 
trouble.   
Thank you to all of the volunteers on the Board of Education.  I know you will keep our students best 
interests in mind. 

If layoffs are to occur across the board then I think that should include all areas, including admiistration 
cuts. 

Stop cutting the education from our district. Studies have shown that art and music are critical elements in 
education. Children learn problem solving skills, observational skills, and creative thinking through the 
arts. These programs are essential to a good education. Employers look for creative thinkers, and top 
colleges today require art for medical, criminology, and many other majors now.  
Horsehead's School District overpays administrative staff and always looks to the educational 
opportunities for cuts.  Horsehead's also has a reputation for caring more about sports than education.  
Sports programs AND enrichment programs should be considered a luxury. Let's start some scholarship 
programs (donations from local businesses) for the sports teams and enrichment classes. Let parents pay 
for kids to engage in extra curricular sports and enrichment programs, and use those scholarship funds for 
lower income households with children gifted in those areas. 

It is very important to continue the sports program and the after school extracurricular activities for our 
youth.  These activities keep our children involved, active, and may prevent them from becoming bored 
and making poor decisions that could lead them into the criminal justice system. 

I am concerned that there is a fundamental problem with the tenure oriented compensation and retention 
program for teachers.  I would prefer to see renegotiation of teacher contracts before any of the items 
listed on the previous page. 

The message to the school systems across the country is that we need to start with a blank sheet and 
retool the school system within our means. 
The key is that parents need work with their kids and education at home needs to be the first priority. In 
our house we stress that school is their first job/work experience and we expect excellence. No Tv or video 
games until school work is done and we have check it. 

Gut check.  After too many years of school, the one thing I have learned is that it comes down to a quality 
teacher over almost anything else.  I have learned more in a dark old room with a chalk board and an 
inspired teacher than anything else.  The district is top heavy and would love to see administration salaries 
and % of budget reported and appropriate cuts made. 

In order to preserve our excellence in curriculum offerings, fine arts, and the semester block schedule, I 
would rather see sacrifices such as: 
~decreased materials budgets 
~lower thermostats 
~increase in costs to employees for their Health Insurance 
~pay freeze for all employees in order to retain more employees positions 
~more fundraising efforts to accept outside funds such as from Sponsorship/Donations from Outside 
Companies, Fundraisers like the Private Schools do (gift card sales) 
Grants to maintain particular programs (like the Fine Arts) 
The priority should be to maintain educational programs. 

Consider salary freezes to align with current market conditions and CPI. Many areas of business, social 
security and military pay have all experienced this in the last two years. We would all like a nice pay raise 
however, it should not result in staff reductions to accomplish. 

take responsibility for years of irresponsible spending including administrators perks, salaries and 
positions.  table spending on a strategic plan until we are out of a financial crisis.  keep our children's 
programs and sports in tact.  do not cut academic choices for our children. 

The foundation for education starts at an early age.   If we cut in early childhood, all other grade levels will 
be impacted.  Lower class sizes are necessary in lower grades but can be more flexible in the higher 
grades where the foundation has already been established.  If younger students do not get the smal group 
instruction and needs are not met, we are setting them up for failure in the future and allowing more 



students to get "lost in the cracks".   Early intervention has been shown to be most productive in closing 
the educational gaps.  RTI will not be as powerful and successful if a teacher has more students to assess 
and more kids to build those needed connections with. It is not fair to the younger kids to take thier 
opportunities to succeed away.  They need it the most! 

Have teachers supervise study halls.  Do away with block scheduling.  Eliminate non essentail calls to 
classrooms.  Would eliminate restarting class for teachers. 

I think that the Board should examine the high cost of admisitration and the high salary that they receive.  
Is there to many administrators that do not deal directly with the education of the students and how much 
could the district save by consolidating or eliminating some of those positions which are not deemed 
crucial?  Also what about the high salary and benefits that the superintendent receives including perks for 
things such as cars, cell phones and paid back sick and vacation days.  I realize that the district attempts 
to keep talent and good administrators but at what cost.  At a time when all goverment workers are 
expected to take pay freezes and give backs I found it to be discouraging that the superintendent would 
accept a raise and bonus.  I am also upset at the recent cuts regarding extra curricular activities.  I have 
three children in the district and I am as disappointed as they are to find that game days, field trips and 
sports to some degree have all been eliminated while money is being spent on long term studies, 
consultants,  bonuses and other items that to some including myself seem somewhat trivial. 

Cutting jobs and increasing class sizes is NOT the way to go.  If you want to maintain the name of the 
Horseheads School District, maxing out class room sizes and eliminating key teaching positions would be 
highly detrimental to the school district.  It is already bad enough that some activities - such as intramurals, 
language programs and after school help have suffererd, thus making the students suffer and not get what 
they need to succeed.  By analyzing the numbers better, you will find, I am sure, a better resoultion to work 
with the budget than to make teacher cuts.  You may be able to consolodate some athletic programs - 
such as boy's volleyball who have to travel far distances due to no local competition - or combine some 
other programs to help reduce costs. 

please consider all possibilities before making any harsh/drastic cuts. Our children are the future lkeaders 
and we can not fail them. 

I understand this is a difficult time, however I think EVERYTHING should be done to remove 
INEFFECTIVE teachers first, regardless if they are tenured or not.  Then, many clerical positions could be 
consolidated with use of online tools.  Asking administrators to freeze their salaries for a one to two year 
period would be highly beneficial for the community to see that not only are our children feeling the pain, 
but our leaders are actually willing to sacrifice something as well.  I strongly fell that extra curricular 
activities should be one of the last things effected, other than academics.  It would be better to cancel 
electives over extracurriculars, or possibly offer class credit for participating in extracurricular activities.  
Kids first, adults 2nd. 

show us the budget. it is our money you are spending. 

i  dont thin    we need the regents    how to  we do away with them 

Cut the huge Administration in this District!!!!!!!!!!! 

I'm thankful to have a job these days.  I haven't had a raise in 3 years going on 4.  How can anyone think 
of raising taxes and providing less to the children?  Cuts should come from highly paid professionals. 

Our school district is a great district.  It has a very high reputation of education meeting all the state 
requirements and families ask realtors to please look for available real estate in the Horseheads School 
District first before they look any where else for them a home to purchase.  We need to reevaluate our 
"flow chart" per se of how many actual administrative positions, supervision positions and their payscale 
needed.  Our main focus should be on the teachers and their support staff, ie secretaries, office staff, 
facilities, these are the people that keep our schools in check (the actual greasers that make sure the 
wheel is turning properly).  Yes the administrative staff is a portion of this they too need to be commended 
on their skills and trade.  I am not only proud to say that I am a graduate of Horseheads High School and 
also that I am a proud resident of Horseheads.  It is a beautiful place to own a home but if the taxes keep 
inflating I am afraid to say I will have to put my prize possession that I have worked so hard to achieve on 
the real estate roll and have to seek an affordable 1 bedroom apartment to finish out my living days.  
Please, please tell our Governor and the other powers it be to reconsider raising our taxes and also taking 
away the iciing of the cake that touches the taste buds of our future. 

This past year many teaching/guidance positions were either eliminated or not filled due to retirements. I 
have heard comments in the community that they would also like to see reductions in the administrative 
level and some question the need for the Director of Secondary Education and Director of Elementary 
Education positions. Perhaps more explaination of these positions is needed. 



Cut from the top heavy administration who make the "big bucks" 

Budget cuts will become a necessary evil if they are not already. There is only so many staff members 
remaining that will meet the short term budget balancing action of offering early retirement, attrition etc. 
Once this action is no longer available in approximately 3yrs due to a younger staff makeup there will be 
very difficult decisions to make.   
The Federal Government has no money and has an accumulated debt of $14.5 trillion. New York State 
has no money and an estimated debt of $115 billion not counting its unfunded liabilities. Now the 
obligation for repaying this debt is trickling down to the community level. 
These two issues will compound to create an exponential increase in taxes and our properties will once 
again be devalued as a result of higher tax burdens.  
Make the „hard‟ decisions NOW! 

I moved to this area because of the better schools and being able to set my son up for success.  
Compared to other schools that we have attended I see improved facilities and programs.  I see a lot more 
infrastructure and some of that seems excessive.  Again, I worry that the programs that help lower income 
or special needs students will not be cut; but I am afraid that the average students are the ones who will 
feel the pain. 

Again, I have to say we need to get to get back to basics. The first concern is always our children and 
giving them the education they need to succeed in the future. After all, they will be paying back all that 
stimulus money our state and fed gov't spent. And they need programs that keep them busy, in good 
physical shape, off drugs and off the internet, and away from the TV. So sports, band, chorus, keep those 
things that allow our kids to be proud of themselves! Next, we can't afford to have the big "money grab" 
attitude, where every school is grabbing as much money as they can, and finding ways to spend the 
money or risk a cut next year. That is how we got in this predicament in our state and nation. What about 
"only spend what you have and what you can afford" and then "pay your bills on time". What about "save a 
little each day/month/year and pretty soon you'll have some savings in your account. How about, perform 
the preventative maintance and get all the life you can out the current equipment. Tip the bottle, jar or 
barrel on its top to drain everything out before you throw it away, you'll see the savings and how much 
you've been wasting in the past. I do it at home with my soap and ketchup, you can too. My tax dollars pay 
you to do it too. And, if you do that, literally and figuratively, in everything you do, you'll see that you can 
maintain the needed programs and cut the waste. You won't have a budget problem. 

Cut administration 

Good luck. 

I think for a student to be well rounded they need programs like music during the school day and sports 
opportunities  after school. 

Cuomo is also offering schools and local governments bonuses to prod them to become more efficient and 
to improve performance. He questioned why 279 superintendents make more than $200,000 in salary and 
benefits, more than the governor earns. 
Our super falls into this category.  What is the Board doing to address this?   
I feel that the problem with the Horseheads Budget is caused by the State cuts, but also by poor spending 
priorities set by the Board.  Our top staff does not need the perks and salaries that they are receiving.  
Other Districts are not doing the same for their Central Administrators.  It is disgusting that in these 
financial times our Super will receive a $10,000 bonus when our children may be seeing program cuts.  
The District continues to spend dollars on a Strategic Plan and pay an outside company to facilitate the 
plan.  Any dollars going to fund the plan should be discontinued immediately.  We should not spend 
money to hire outside consultants.  We have a talented staff, we should be utilizing that talent. 
There are budget rumors circulating, such as Kindergarten and Pre-K being eliminated; K-3 would have 
some kind of music and art program but not as it is today;  Modified and Freshman sports could be cut; 
courses that are not mandated at the Middle and High School would be cut leaving the students with bare 
bones choices in the courses that they can take.  If these rumors prove to be true, I will be disgusted that 
my own children will attend Horseheads Schools. 

I would like to see advanced enrichment ( such as accellerated classes in math, and summer science 
programs to Middle school students to obtain HS credit, and AP Courses/ 

Ideas for saving: 
Cut transportation, do we need so many bus runs? 
4 day school week, extend the other 4 days by 80 minutes 
Go to school in August when heating costs are down, close the schools for January instead.   
Ask teachers what they are willing to go without in the classrooms. 
Parents responsible for supplying more of the essentials. 



Pay-cuts for a given amount of time 

A major cut could be made with the amount of paper used in each of the buildings.  I continusously see 
back sides of papers not being used along with copies made in error that are just being thrown away 
rather than being used as scrap paper to print on from classroom printers.  We use WAY TOO MUCH 
PAPER in our school district and it could EASILY be cut in HALF  at minimum! 

The board cuts teachers, aides, various programs, etc. Why is it that the Board of Education approved a 
$10,000 bonus for the Superintendant in June of 2010, when we already were cut over 3 million dollars, 
cut 43 positions in the district and it was obvious that the State of New York was broke and budget cuts 
would be again made in the next few years? 

I would be more than willing to pay higher taxes to ensure the continuation of the high quality of 
educational experience that the Horseheads School District provides.  We moved here because of the 
high academic standards, the opportunity for enrichment for our high achieving sons, and the commitment 
of the district to music and sports programs. To lose any of that would be unacceptable to us. 

I think that educators, especially in particular areas in middle school and high school, get paid pretty well 
and should step up and take on some more responsibilities. Concerts, parades, and plays should be part 
of the job description that go along with music teachers and band directors. Cake courses like cooking and 
intro to piano should be cut. Teachers should not be showing random movies. They should have to relate 
to the curriculum. 

I commend all staff for already dealing with the budget problems that you've had to face in the past years.  
This recent cut is devastating.  As a past employee, I have to tell you that I did see three things that could 
be improved upon.  One, your idea of doing away with food services is a great one.  Most of the kids throw 
away the food that is served anyway.  Really, it is terrible.   
Two, I saw the school purchase a brand new floor cleaner for the Intermediate School when they already 
had a floor cleaner that worked just fine.  I talk to an employee about it and was told that there was nothing 
wrong with the one that they had.  So, there is some wasted money down the drain.  Stop buying 
equipment that you don't need.  
And, three, make the really old employees retire. I know you're working on it. It's time now.  They keep 
calling in sick anyway. 

A lot of people are scared about losing jobs. I'd give up my job if it ensured that my children would have 
the same opportunity available to them that kids before them had. 

concentrate on the basics. Reading, writing and math and science 

Cutting programs such as music/arts/sports from schools will only serve to hurt our students.  We must 
fight to keep these important classes a part of our curriculum. 

-Freeze salaries 
-Cut underperforming teachers 
-Establish system to reward high-performing teachers 
-Reduce [name redacted]'s salary to be less than governor's salary 
-Cut district fat by getting rid of unneeded administrators 
-Benchmark teacher salaries to private sector jobs 
-Reduce technology spend 
Good luck you guys! Thanks for all that you do. 

What about looking at taking Administrative cuts in pay before you cut a teacher or a program  from the 
budgets. From what I hear there is "some" Administrative people who get a lot of "perks" to their jobs other 
than just their pay. What about eliminating those "perks", to save a job, a program. Our kids need the extra 
help programs if they are following behind,. Studies show that music helps stimulate kids minds and 
imagination and studies show that extracullar activities help kids self esteem and with the age of child 
hood obestity please dont' cut these programs. 

Why is the board allowing [name redacted] to reap the benefits of the district?  How can the board justify 
[name redacted] making with perks over $200,000 a year?  Why was [name redacted]s million dollar folly 
never made public?  Is Horseheads following the model of the Elmira district for being top heavy in 
administration? Does horseheads need 4 Special Education administrators all with secretaries?  Cutting 
educators reduces the quality of the education that can be provided, trim the fat at the top first and get 
qualified, people to run the district.  [name redacted] is not qualified to take [name redacted]s job, and his 
attempting to do it does not justify him not taking a pay cut.  What does the [name redacted] do to justify 
her being employed with the district, especially with a elem. and secondary level administrators?  Why do 
the Intermediate and Middle school complex have a total of 4 administrators? 

Don't worry so much about the teachers, but take a look at the sports.  Which sports have had a losing 
season for the past few years now.  Lacrosse.  We really need to take a look at the coaches (not all) but 



the ones that do not know how to coach kids they may be great at the sport, but do not know how to coach 
kids.  Spend some money on good coaching.  Give these kids a chance at what they are great at. 

I believe you all have a very big decision, and there is no easy fix, however when cuts are made they 
should be made however the pie diagram is drawn, evenly. That is how a home budget is done.I believe 
there are too  many people at the top of the diagram (guidance, special ed. services, and administration). 
Teachers and class sizes are on demand to keep competitive with other schools and to keep within 
agreements that have already been made. I have a hard time with: 5 special ed secretaries, usually 3 
office people at each school, and then in guidance you have 4 secretarial people for the guidance 
counselors, and then how many guidance couns. do we have???? I just think cuts should be spread out 
over all areas. 

I am an active parent in the school system. I am very aware that there are teachers and administrators that 
are being paid a salary and protected because of tenure. I realize that there is not much that can be done 
about that, but it makes me very angry.  
I also think that the cafeteria staff has got to be looked at with eyes wide open. There are so many women 
working there that are miserable and treat the kids so poorly. I have witnessed it and it makes me so angry 
because lunch should be a relaxing time for the kids, and that is not happening.  
While my younger child was in the 3rd grade, I witnessed the biggest waste of materials.. I could not 
believe that it was permitted. This teacher handed out a photo copied booklet of busy work for the kids, 
with no requirement for it to be completed, and my son (who is an excellent student - for real) would bring 
home that book with NOTHING written in it because there was never any time to finish it..  
I also think that the teachers health care has to be looked at... the typical person with a typical job has to 
contribute quite a bit to their health care plan, from what I have read, teacher contribute far less than the 
average  person out here has to contribute. 
Last, Tenure has got to be done away with.  Tenure is keeping awful teachers in our schools (and yes.... 
we all know who they are) and they do not deserve the pay checks that they are receiving, and we are all 
forced to pay our taxes in order to pay them... and tolerate them with gritted teeth.  
Over all, I have been pretty happy with the Horseheads School system and I have to COMMEND the 
Intermediate school. That building is filled with some of the nicest most caring people that I have ever 
experienced.  You - the Board of Education - should appreciate the goodness that you have, and get rid of 
the garbage... it is common sense.  Please put our kids first. I am literally begging you.  
Thank you for your time. 

I do not envy the position the Board is in.  I am confident that you will make the right decisions for the 
district, the students, and the staff.  Thank you for the hard work you do. 

Shared services with Elmira, Elmria Heights, Watkins School Districts? 

Please work to make staff cuts fair across all programs.  
Please maintain current staff levels for instrumental music and general music. 

Contracts are signed, but it is about time that teachers contribute a fair percentage to their health 
insurance.  I am tired of hearing how underpaid teachers are, yet they seem to live a decent lifestyle with 
nice perks.  The private sector does not share these benefits.  It is also time to look at consolidating 
administrative staff.  These are tough choices, but need to be made.  School districts have not been 
subject to budget cuts in the past, when private sector jobs and other govenment agencies have. 

let teachers teach and not have to worry about all the other mandates our politicans want teachers to do in 
the classroom 

Cost could be reduced if the union would renegotiate and teachers started to pay co-pays for prescriptions 
and deductibles for insurance as well as paying into their healthcare plans. 

Thank you for considering our opinion 

I applaud the Board for seeking inputs in this way.  We all know that there are no easy answers, but we 
must look at all the sacred cows if the schools are to be reinvented to succeed within the economic 
realities of the 21st century.   
Furthermore, property taxes are not the way to fund schools.  Where else do we tax a non-productive 
asset for ongoing operational activities?   Fund schools through a combination of tuition and income taxes.  
Look at the Japan model, for example.  Think outside the box. 
I wish you well.  You have a very difficult year ahead of you, and when you are finished everyone will be 
angry with you.  But if you put a solid framework in place for the future, you will have done a great service 
both to the community and the students. 
Good Luck! 

We in the community do not have the necessary information to make these decisions.  We are not aware 
of the state/federal-mandated programs.  We know we see what appears to be "waste", but without being 



"educated", we cannot make informed decisions.  We rely on the School Board to do that for us, although 
we surely sometimes question their judgement.  Maybe a new "board of citizens" could be created, given 
the necessary "requirements" and with new eyes and no "political or otherwise influence" make rational 
decisions regarding the budget. 

I think some of what the school does is a waste of money. At least it has been in the past. Alot of what is 
done by the school is behind the publics back. 

I feel that the Board needs to get out an have some informal conversations with teachers and school staff 
about the budget process.  I appreciate the way the Superintendent has done this.  I think that it is 
unfortunate that members of our governing body do not hear directly from the people working in the 
schools and chose to rely solely on [name redacted] for information. 

Bear in mind that the goal is EDUCATION. Education takes many forms and is not always best suited to 
the system as it now stands. Remember that added dollars do not make better students.  
Wean us away from monies outside our immediate tax base as I fear they will not be available in the 
future. Deal honestly with both school employees and taxpayers. There really is a bottom to the bucket 
and we're seeing it. Let's deal with it now. 
Remember, please, that school administration is government. Government in any form tends not to 
perform as well as the private sector. This is not a criticism. Rather it's a fact. Let's look outside the box for 
solutions we now waste time and money attempting to somehow address and that we cannot possibly fix 
under the present system. 
Bruce Miller 
505 Sing Sing 
Hhds. 

Will you please show some executive and business leadership?  Stop taking the easy way out and start to 
look at the school district as a business. 
Academics are great for academics.  Real business people make sacrifices and hard painful cuts.   
If you need some help, I would love the opportunity to add some real business leadership to your decisiom 
making credibility. 
Best regards, 
Mike Jagielski 

I feel that any newly hired employee should be hired at a reduced rate, with reduced health and insurance 
benefits, and their salary caps should be reduced, also.  The private sector has done this in the past, and 
is doing this now. It's time for schools and the government to do it, too. 

It's tough, everyone knows it - but the Board of Education needs to focus on EDUCATION - not whether 
we have a top ranked sports team.  I also believe that if there are unfunded mandated programs, I would 
totally suppor the BOE telling the state that if a mandate is not funded, it will NOT be adopted.  Ignoring 
these mandates might not be "proper", but it's time to say that if you want us to do something that is not in 
the best interest of the students in our district, and you (the state) are not going to fund it, then we are not 
going to do it. 

Your job is not easy and this is not an enviable task.  I understand there are constraints with mandates, 
unions, regs, etc.  However, I would look at co-opertative programs-- e.g. for gifted students, work with 
CCC or Elmira College to develop ACE type curricula for 5th-8th grade and using their student teachers 
(symbiosis: we get programs at low/no cost, they get experience). 

Kindergarten is critical to develop a good foundation for education.  Sports programs could be greatly 
reduced especially since the community offers sports programs for the kids. 
The community also offers many different extra curricular activites. 
Music and art education is important for kids to be well rounded and to help develop their different 
intelligences. 

Kindergarten should be maintained at any cost because it forms a solid foundation for education. 
Sports programs, extra-curricular activities, transportation, and food services should be the main areas of 
district cuts. 

Please do not eliminate art for schools! 

PLEASE advocate for immediate reduction/elimination of unfunded mandates that have come down from 
state ed. in the past 5 years or so.  
PLEASE explore the possiblity of doing away with the very expensive Regents exams, at least the January 
ones. 

In order to retain outstanding teachers, you must be willing to pay them on a scale with other premier 
school districts in New York. 
The arts should remain a priority in this district. 



Unfortunately, cuts will have to be made, however, I think cutting teacher positions should be the last on 
the list.They have a direct impact on the students.   
     I would like to see more cuts at the central administration level, where the effects would be felt less 
directly by the students.  Two new supintendent positions have been created.  In the last three years we 
have been in an economic crisis, so this addition of hefty benefits and salaries surprises me.  It shows a 
lack of fiscal responsibility.  Those two positions did not need to be created.  It has added more weight and 
drain on the budget without any real impact to the students.  
   I would also like to see some of the frivalous benefits/compensations cut from [name redacted]'s 
package.  In times of crisis, it means more when those in a leadership position show they are sacraficing 
as well.  Does [name redacted] really need $400+ in auto expenses monthly, while classroom teachers are 
being laid off??  We need to look at priorities, starting in our own "back yards." 

Be more aware of the intercultural students, and use this as an opportunity to enrich all the students' 
knowledge about the world they are living in. 

Every board member should treat the monies being distributed in the budget like the money is coming 
from their purse/wallet.  Nothing from the previous year's budget should be passed on until it is thoroughly 
reviewed.  Their responsibilty is to keep the administration in check and insure the tax payer is receiving 
the best return on the dollars spent.  The administartion should be held responsible for student 
achievement.  The relationship between the board and administration should be kept professional and 
business like.  There should be no appearnace of impropriety and/or collusion. 

I believe that if a teacher or any educational staff member is not effectively doing their job they should be 
replaced. Just becase they have tenure it shouldn't mean job security. Be in the job because you love 
children and you are an effective teacher. 

all was fine when over spending and waste when times were good but what happened to "saving for a 
rainy day" and now the district is in over the roof. 

I feel we are a very top-heavy district!  I DO NOT feel that the teaching staff/guidance department in the 
Middle School or High School can loose any more positions than we already have.  We have some 
positions that were created that that could be cut or combined into one position. 

First and foremost, Financial Literacy should be mandated in the Business Department as a one-credit 
course (see syllabus for Personal Finance), even if at the risk of all other current Business courses being 
taught, due to current budget constraints.  Students need to understand the mathematics involved in 
everyday practical math and the life decisions/credit purchases they will make that can affect their credit 
history for a decade.  This is the crux of the financial crisis our nation is in right now.  This should be 
paramount as we move forward, if we have learned anything from this severe recession.  Horseheads 
should tout this new mandate with pride.  Perhaps the State will throw some money our way for being 
proactive on such a matter of supreme importance. 

One, where is the reserve funds that we should have been building?  We knew this budget crises was 
coming in from years away and still there was poor planning for this process.  Also, places like Walmart 
have been paying their school taxes even though they are still exempt.  However, in budget meetings we 
still talk about how businesses like Walmart do not pay these taxes.  More truth in the budget process.   
Also, we should be using our own resources and experts to take care of district needs.  We paid a 
consultant hundreds of thousands of dollars to build a district plan for us, that is our Superintendent's job.  
We pay a consultant to develop and negotiate contracts for our district unions, that is our Superintendent's 
job.  We pay him a lot of money to have other people do his job.  Also, we bring in administrators to fill 
vacant positions for hundreds of dollars a day when we have qualified teachers with their administration 
degree who could fill these vacancies and pay their sub $75 a day.   
We waste money and are not frugal.  We do what other district do or have done, but the research behind 
those decisions is lacking.  Do we talk to the people it really affects?  When we look into things we talk to 
other administrators but we talk to the staff also? 

Do away with tenure so that only the best teachers are retained. 
Allow teaching staff to hold students back when appropriate. 

Cut all costs for beautifying the fields and landscaped areas around trees and buildings. No need for weed 
perfect lawns or playing fields. If we can't afford to keep our own lawns that 'perfect green' then it isn't that 
essential for the schools. There is no 'need' to put down fresh Ga. clay on the baseball field(s) each spring. 
Fertilizer is 'over used', 'weed killers' over used and excessive lawn mowing. The amount of water used 
everyday is phenomenal coming out of the sprinkle system. In the heat of summer, when water is at a  
shortage, those sprinklers go all day. Grass grows back, it won't die. Nothing but the best mulches around 
the shrubs and trees. Altogether to much money is spent outdoors. 
Against maintenance workers double dipping by completing their shifts and then driving school buses. The 



school bus drivers make very little money and need all the driving they can get. 

The transportation of sports teams should not be "buried" in the transportation budget.  Break it out so the 
true "cost" of athletics can be seen. 

Keep in mind that this is NOT a business or a corporation.  We are in the business of CHILDREN!  Make 
budget cuts necessary but also keep in mind the diversity of all children.  Some are athletic, some are into 
music, and some are into joining clubs.  Elementary kids should be able to have intermurals.   
Which leads me back to the high spending of our Central Administration!  Teachers are the bulk of the 
budget yes!  But they are the ones who work directly with the reason for being here.  THE 
CHILDREN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

The teachers union needs to agree to start paying for insurance at the same rate all the rest of us do. 

The timing of the Budget has been off. Every year the school budgets are prepared long before the NY 
State Budget is passed. School systems seem to always get more from the State revenue than they 
project after the state budget is passed. Advocate a change with the timing of the preparation of all school 
budgets. 

good luck! 

I don't think the district can continue to afford the cost of bussing all students to school.  They should follow 
the state recommendation, bussing only students outside of a 3 mile radious. 
I think people would support paying for participation in sports, at a reasonable charge.  $25 - $50  
I think the Intermediate/Middle Schools should operate as 1 building.  Many services could be shared. 
I do not think staffing cuts should be made within school buildings.  These positions/roles directly impact 
students.  If cuts must be made, they should come from departments/areas that have no, or very little, 
direct contact with students and families. 

As stated before, the mindset that keeping all present programs intact makes sense must be reversed.  
Instead, we must actively seek areas to cut -- painful as that may be. Time to own this new reality and start 
living within our means. 

Please retain academic programs for our students, especially advanced placement and the ACE program.  
If cuts are necessary, cut administrative positions, transportation services, lunch services, and building 
updates. 

consider reduction or elimination of stipend positions ie:  special education head teacher, Instructional 
support staff, etc.  Look at how these positions are being utilized and how often. 

I think that there are way to many administration positions, Administration salaries are to high and 
employes should be paying part of their health insurance coverage. 

I do feel that there are many more ways to cut back than to take away from our students.  The waste of 
materials and time spent on unnecessary items.  Four principles at one school seems excessive.  The 
expenses the superintendent gets as fringe benefits should not even be considered. 

When we have less money to spend in a family we have to make cuts in our spending.  The schools , the 
community, the state and the nation have to do the same.  It is not always pleasant but it is necessary. 

Music, art, sports, enrichment, AIS...All programs have to remain in place! These programs were 
originated with the value that the individual needs, skills and interests of each student be met!  These 
programs ensure that our students are well rounded people with a variety of skills,talents and interests.  
Money could easily come from other areas, such as a reduction in Administrative wages, staff wages and 
district benefits packages.  Reduce energy expendetures.  Reduce spending for the non-essentials, not 
from programming!  There are many highly educated brains under our district's roof.  Put them together 
and come up with a plan that benefits ALL of our students! 

If you are going to make cuts, don't make cuts to those affecting the students- Teachers. Yes I believe the 
teachers union needs to get realistic about benefits and retirements. 
  Having guaranteed retirements at the expense of taxpayers is crippling our economy. If my 401K   takes 
a hit due to the economy, I don't demand that taxpayers bail me out. That has to go. Privatize retirement 
accounts starting with each new hire. 
  As I stated before, if you are in a group of parents with students in the school system. The number one 
thing we talk about is being top heavy. YOU MUST ,to show good faith cut principles, if you don't no one 
will believe you are serious about providing a good education for the students. It will show you just adhere 
to the "good ol boys club" and brush off the hard decisions. 

Teachers should contribute more to their health care insurance and pensions.   
Pensions should be more in line with the private sector.  Teachers can retire at a younger age than most 
others, draw a substantial pension and then get another job if they want, making even more money and 
then at 62 can draw social security on top of everything else. Way out of line with most other retirees. 



Nothing reaches students more than the care and dedication of hard working teachers, and the 
management support of fair building administrators.  Much of the work of the planning teams and task 
forces that central administration creates fails to create a better learning environment in the classroom.  
This last half decade, a time of financial crisis like [name redacted] has stated, was not the time to add 
more central administration.  Central administration does not impact students intimately like a classroom 
teacher does.  In the good fight of education, more foot soldiers, or teachers are needed, and less chiefs.  
A good teacher knows how to inspire learning without a central administration task force. 

This school system has an over number of non teaching staff.  I would look there for cuts first. 

eliminate pre K period. let the ACE classes excell where kids need it! 
 no busing to all student those that live <1mile  must walk or get to school on theire own. reduce 
administrators and let's make them accountable for their performances. IF you have a bad review- 
education is the only job where you dont get reprimanded or fired! Lets get rid of the bad adminstrator and 
teachers. IT's time. 
 let's be tough as the state budget is on'y going to get worse each year!  Times are tough let's get going ... 

My spouse and I bought a home last year in Horseheads because of the school district.  I have to say we 
are regretting our decision.  My daughter is in a kindergarten class of 23 students with only one teacher 
while Corning places assistants in all K-1 classrooms.  Cutting teachers would only lead to bigger class 
sizes.  My child does not get the individual help she deserves.  Now with the proposal of cutting the arts 
and physical education classes we are considering selling and relocating to Corning.  I will not stay in a 
district that doesn't provide my child with a quality, well-rounded education. 

We have many children that are struggling now. So let's keep focused on our mission to help our children 
achieve! As a teacher, I would rather take a pay cut than to increase the size of classes and layoff needed 
teachers. I have known people in the business world who take pay cuts in order to keep their businesses 
afloat. We do not deal with manufacturing products or services, but more importantly we affect the lives of 
children entrusted to our daily care! There are those of us that really care. Do not be afraid to ask us to 
make sacrifices so that the quality of our children's education will not be compromised! 

Take a hard look at pre-kindergarden program. I personally believe it is a glorified baby-sitting venue. I 
question it's academic impact at the 4th and 8th grades which are key performance-measuring levels. 

A am a member of a local Board of Assessment Review committee, and I can tell you from first hand 
experience, our community can no longer tolerate excessive school budgets.  I see the pain that taxpayers 
go through every year at tax time.  You honestly should not be looking at minimalizing increases and trying 
to maintain a status quo.  You must seriously look at budget reductions and negative increases.  This has 
gone on too long and is no longer sustainable. 

DO WHATS BEST 4 ALL THE STUDENTS NOT JUST 4 A SELECT FEW 

It is important during these tough times to make the community a part of the tough decisions. If you are 
going to raise taxes they need to understand that EVERYONE in the district is making sacrifices. The 
students should not be affected in these cuts. The students should be entitled to the same quality 
education today, and tomorrow as the students of 20 or 40 years ago. 

I believe that you can cut all the important things out of the school district  and make the kids wear 
blankets to school because they are so cold, then raise taxes and make us pay more than ever before 
while my children are on medicaid and we are on food stamps 
while I see no decrease in the salary of the superintendent  how can this be? This really upsets me! 
can I have an answer as to why these cuts have been made in these particular areas? 

One of the main things I am concerned about is keeping the pre-kindergarten program. I feel this is a very 
important step in a childs eduation to ready them for school. 

There are many areas where cuts can be made that do not directly effect the students.  I would ask that as 
many as those kind of cuts be made before cuts to the music,art, and library programs.  For many 
students, the only success they feel in a given school day, is not in an academic setting,but rather in "the 
arts".   While I understand this district is faced with some extremely difficult decisions, I do feel all too 
often, cuts are made to programs before other areas.    Please take a good,long and hard look in every 
area in every level from Pre K through 12 before making your final decisions.  In some areas, it may be 
better to lessen what is offered rather than cut it all together.  Please think "out of the box" during these 
budget cuts.  Good luck to each of you--I realize this is not an easy task before you.  Thank you for your 
time. 

I am nervous that the board is considering cutting the kindergarten program. My daughter will start 
kindergarten next year. We purchased our home in the Horseheads School District because we heard 
about the great educational opportunities for children. I will be very disappointed if she will be able to 
attend school next year and would worry about her preparation into first grade if kindergarten is not 



available for her. 

as a former district employee i have seen a lot of waste and gross inefficency.a shake up in all areas is 
long over due.please do not mention my name as i fear retabution.thank you 

I realize how important everything is to each student and teacher in our community, however something 
has to give somewhere.  The students need to be the number one need to be taken care of.  Which 
leaves, unfortunately, the teachers and administrators.  It is hard to give up services that have always 
been there.  Right now with the economy uncertain, I know groceries have gone up recently and clothing is 
to increase, and who knows what could happen with gas prices, taxes cannot continue to climb.  I feel the 
unions need to concede some privileges. Benefits need to fall more to the teachers.  The community and 
the state can no longer afford to cover pensions and health care.  I don't believe all benefits should be 
taken, but a give and take needs to take place.  It is hard enough competing to get into colleges, but if 
students lose ACE & AP classes, the students are the ones to lose.  I also believe that tenure should be 
done away with in order to guarantee  that Horseheads School Districts does keep the best and brightest 
teachers.  Thank you for allowing us to give our opinion , and I hope that the input is put to good use. 

The time for irresponsible spending is over. How much money has been wasted on the strategic plan that 
now has to be revamped due to budgetary constraints. Stop approving spending on outside consultants 
when the superintendent is a doctor of education and his staff is supposed to be qualified to lead and 
make these decisions. How much money was wasted on curriculum mapping/ It was a good idea if 
implemented correctly, yet it failed because the people in charge implemented in ineffectively.  
The way to save this district is to cut at the top, not at the bottom. The classroom is not the battleground. It 
is in the conference rooms and board rooms. The board has shown that it favors administration and not 
students. If it did, then 43 teaching positions would not have been lost over the last several years; 
programs that help students would not be on the chopping block and incompetent central administrators 
would not be rewarded for their incompetence (losing 2 million dollars)  with a retirement package rather 
than termination.  
Stop playing politics with the future of our students and do what's right or you won't have district to lead. 

This district provides the best education in the area and I am so proud to have been a graduate of this 
district, live in this district, have my children and grand children attend this district's schools, and to be 
employed by this district.  Thank you for providing all of us with the best education available in this area. 

No ex. teacher should be on school board. Take a look at the new Auditorium why spend all that money on 
that.You have a non smoking law for the grounds and what happens the first thing every morning Facilities 
workers drive over to field house and lite up. 
Why do we need four Principals at the High School. Have only tax payers vote on budgets not renters. 
Why when there is a two hour delay don't they go two hours longer? Do Teacher get less pay? Don't let 
Unions run the Schools tell them No and let them walk. 

Must contain cost.  Additional expenditures increase cost per student and usually does not improve 
scholastic ability.  Money spent is not the answer. 

DO NOT MERGE WITH ANY OTHER DISTRICT.   IT WILL NOT SAVE IN THE LONG RUN.  IT IS ONLY 
A SHORT TERM FIX AND WOULD DESTROY THE REPUTATION THAT HORSEHEADS HAS AS A 
GOOD EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION 

Special educ, councelling & ESL have extrmely strong programs. Resources & staff to supply all students 
who need intervention should be provided. 

In my opinion, extra-curricular activities and sports programs should be cut before any school-day 
programs are cut. 

Research documents a strong relationship between class size and academic achievement.  If our district 
intends improve direct instruction in classrooms thus yielding higher test scores and retention of highly 
qualified teachers, we cannot have classrooms filled with too many students.  Students will get little/ no 
individualized instruction and teachers will have little time/ energy to research the latest research-based 
teaching strategies. 

Since labor and benefits comprise about 75-80% of the budget, the Board needs to focus primarily on this.  
Another idea would be to offer an early incentive buyout for staff and teachers so they can be replaced 
with cheaper employees. 

Horseheads Central is top heavy with Administrators.  I would like to know, and have been asking what 
Educational Support does?  What does [name redacted] do?  [name redacted]?  [name redacted]?  There 
is a huge savings right there, There are too many Central Administrators for the District.  Cut at 
Administration, and not teachers please.  We need to keep the teachers that we have, since we have the 
best District around.   
Cut Adminsitation, also cut the Board's budget.  Why do they need a retreat? 



It is time to be creative and push the envelope. Changing the school system similar to the one in Holland 
where there are no grades. Children go to school for X number of years. Hire creative thinkers. Adapt. We 
seem to always be putting out fires rather than preventing them. 

Just in case no one tells you, I believe you are all doing a terrific job - regardless of what those say who 
spend their time writing to the editor of the local newspaper. 

I believe services that can be done by volunteers or retired teachers willing to help keep costs lower. I do 
not support lay offs of teachers. If teachers are laid off and class sizes increase the children are the ones 
that lose. The teachers are not able to spend as musch individual attention with with child. The children 
that need more attention suffer. 

I hope that drastic cuts such as the elimination of special classes in elementary or the elimination of 
kindergarten will not be suggested.  There is an inequity of class size in high school and elementary 
school which I hope will be addressed with a larger # of students needed to offer sections of courses in 
high school. I would be willing for my child to pay to participate in after school clubs, any bands, advanced 
placement courses and regents exams as needed.  HHDS school district has maintained high standards of 
instruction and I'm hoping that the cuts proposed will not impact the stellar reputation that HHDS has 
always had. 

Let the community have access to vote on all the expenses not just academics, the building and sports. 
The Band and Arts need to be included.  Their programs are additions to a budget we can no longer 
afford. 
Evaluate when a program was established, what was the purpose/goal of the program, evaluate if it met 
that goal.  Is there another program in existence that will also meet that need.  And can we still afford it? 
If Suzie can play the violin the mom and dad will have to pay for it. 
If Joey can't play modified basketball then he will have to play on the community team or CYO. 
STOP the duplication of Community Services just for convenience and so folks don't have to pay out of 
pocket.  These are tough times.  Let's do what every family has to due.  Pay for what you can afford, and 
eliminate those you can't.  Necessities and wants are different.  It is time for the schools to put the needs 
of many; students academics and extracurricular a head of teachers, administrators salaries and positions.  
Do we really need an administration for every 300 students?  What was the reason for that and what goal 
was met?   
Ask yourself, what are you doing for the district? 

The current bus transportation routes need to be revisited.  A bus drops students off two blocks down from 
our house and then runs a stop sign at the end of the street, driving right past my home where he could 
drop off our student as there are no other students after ours who gets off this bus. 
Also, more convenient budget workshop meetings need to be set.  I am not driving to Big Flats, Erin or 
Veteran to attend a meeting.  Why is there no workshop at Center St., Gardner Rd,, Middle/Intermediate or 
high school? 

We need to make sure the Horseheads students are "ready for the real world".  This means up to date with 
technology, providing extra programs that will enhance not only their education, but the social skills 
required to function in an every changing world.  The after school activities build team team work, self 
confidence, and leadership roles that are need daily as an adult. 

Pre-K is a great idea when we are flush but we are not and thus it should be cut. Paying for consultants is 
again an expenditure we can not afford right now. We havetoo many administrators at the high school. 
One principal and one assistant is enough. Merge the IS and MS so again you can have one principal and 
one assistant principal.You could also have one health office and I imagine less cafeteria staff. Eliminate 
guidace counselors at the MS. There are very few choices to be made for 7-9 courses. A sheet explaining 
the choices can go home with the students and the students and parents can fill it in and return it. Th 
guidance counselors also do conflict resolution but I believe that is what the assistant principal should be 
doing. How many people do we truly need in Student Servives. [name redacted] used to do it alone. Now 
there are 3 people doing his job each with their own secretary as well as a couple of extra 
secreatries...cut,cut, cut. Also petition the state regarding PE. If a student is on an athletic team- tey don't 
need PE. Many collegesdo this so why can't our HS? Please maintain our music and art departments. 
Again it is part of the HHDS Brand. Desimating those departments does a great disservice to our 
community which is rich in the arts. This is where many studnets excel and if we eliminate those 
programs- how will these students know where they shine and can contribute? I have also heard rumor 
that [name redacted] is leaving. If this is true- the Superintendants contract has to reflect the present 
economy. No car allowance. He/she should drive one of the many HHDS vehicles we have. Savings: 
5000.00/yr. Less vacation/holiday time. The present contract allows 6 weeks vacation and15 holidays. 
Nobody in our community gets 9 weeks paid vacation. Give him 4 weeks vacation with just the major 



holidays. And buying back his unused days at full pay? Do all of the District employees get this? I think 
not. Life insurance- he can pay it for himself. $10,000.00 longevity bonus added to his salary- are you 
kidding me? NO LONGEVITY BONUS. And if he gets a stipend to offset the Kiwanis luncheons- it would 
be nice if he attended them- at least when 2 of the HHDS students are being recognized. I was appalled 
that he was not there. The coaches and Athletic director were there...and I believe they had to pay for their 
own lunch...no stipend for them. Reign in the Administrators salaries and perks. It will save a heck of a lot 
more money than cutting social workers, custodians etc. 

freeze all raises and evaluate economy each year to see if economy can afford salary increases and 
should be 'merit raises!!!! 
all employees should pay into health and retirement programs equal to what private sector pays....all been 
'free' too long!!!!!! 

Our school district operates on a very large budget.  The answer is not taking programs away from the 
children, nor is it raising our already sky high taxes.  The answer comes in scaling back  (ie: HS teacher 
who teach 2 1/2 classes per day, 4?? principals plus support staff for each?? teachers with the "It's not in 
my contract" attitude, free health care....)  The teachers' union is a very powerful force at the center of the 
problem.  They've bargained for and gotten much more than we can afford.  It's time to take a hard look at 
those items that district employees have always been granted and see where meaningful cuts can be 
made. 

There is too much emphasis placed on sports. They serve a function but not the main function. 

Art and music programs instill creativity, discipline, and problem-solving in students, which is needed to be 
successful in academic areas.  Also, swimming program and intramurals are programs valuable to the 
well-being of children's health.  Many kids cannot join or get transportation to village leagues and end up 
without organized activities and opprotunities.  The swimming proggram in 4th grade is an excellent 
opportunity for students who are not athletic to gain confidence and success in PE.  If PTO's are willing to 
support it, it should be continued.  I know my children will miss out if it is cut. 

Do not go on TV in support of an inflated salary for a local superintendent citing that he is equating him to 
a CEO in charge of a multi million dollar "business." If you are going to apply the business philosophy to 
that person you also must apply to the professional staff the same bar when it comes to negotiating 
salaries. Do not cite days off--they are not paid days nor are there opportunities on those off days to earn 
money using the degrees and talents that are part of the professional staff. Our administrators who enjoy 
up to 30 paid vacation days equal 6 weeks of the professional staff's unpaid days. In addition 
administrators are given the "holidays" with pay as well. Stand up for your professional staff instead of 
consistently citing health care and pension costs as the source of the district's financial difficulties. 
Administrators at all levels also receive those benefits and in some cases have perks in contracts that 
allow them to inflate salaries by trading in unused days for salary ie superintendents contract. 

The quality of education is going down if you don't have quality staff. Please keep the teachers who really 
want to teach the children and release the one who is mean to the students (especially students with 
special needs) and not being honest. 
Once, Horseheads school district was known as the best district because of the quality, especially for the 
special needs program, but nowadays, I don't think so. 

It really is time to change the way of thinking in education.  Many of the residents of Horseheads would like 
to have the time of and benefits that teachers now enjoy.  The Elmira School District does not even have 
as many benefits or time off.  And those employed outside of the district do not usually even come close.  
There is nothing wrong with staff paying their co-pays, working more of the class days, or working within 
this budget.  This is the time that anyone who has a job should be glad they do and not be looking for 
increases.  I think attitude is important as well as seeing what others in that community are making. 

As an office manager of two mid-sized manufacturing companies, we have seen troubled times.   
We had to cut hours, freeze wages and increase health insurance contributions by employees. 
It is time that the public school systems start to operate as if it were a privately held company.  Decisions 
need to be made to cut costs.  Our employees contribute 20-50% towards the cost of insurance. 
Let's remember that our goal is to teach and mentor our students.  Their interests should always come 
first. 

Please keep the education of our children and youth at the forefront.  For far to long we have allowed 
administration and staff to think of their well-being instead of what is best for those who will run this 
country in the future.  Too much money has been wasted and now they will pay for it.  There was a time 
when teacher's taught for the love of teaching and not just a paycheck and benefits.  There was a time 
when there was no need for so many high level administrative positions.  I feel we should strive for the 
same today. 



Gone thru three bankruptie. All staff should help pay for pension, medical, have salaries frozen. In good 
times everyone should profit, in bad times all should tighten their belts. 

You have a tough job this year.  Please be careful; our students future  depends on a sound education. 

Maybe hire students for various jobs on-site. This would give them work experience, money for college 
and a sense of ownership to their school.  Would also set an example for other students. 

Please remember that our mission is not simply to meet state test requirements.  Our mission is to provide 
a QUALITY education for all.  If you pull out everything which is not mandated by the government, you are 
not putting quality first.  Our goal should not be "no child left behind," which creates an image of a giant 
mass of students plodding forward at turtle speed.  It should be "let's provide each child with an 
OUTSTANDING education!" 

Trim the fat off the top level administrators. Too many assistances. Keep the educators (teachers) and 
teachers aids. Make the superintendent accountable for his/her work. 

Quality leadership and educators that are current in their given fields is the most important component that 
affects all other areas of a school disctrict.  Quality schools drive the value of real estate and make our 
community more desirable, thereby bringing more money to the area. 

Get a lower paid superintendent . . . 

This entire process is very difficult to understand, especially for those that are not directly involved in the 
education field.  I feel that we need to educate the parents/the community so that they understand WHY a 
tax increase for this year (and probably the future) is inevitable.  I also believe that we need to make clear 
to the parents/community exactly what changes will occur in the district (programs, staffing, etc.) as soon 
as it becomes clear so that there is enough time for the Horseheads community to figure out how they can 
support the new look of our school district.  (I beleive that, for many in our community, there is little 
understanding of how specific changes will affect them, their child(ren) and our community.  We need to 
rally for support, and transparency of the process will help make this a trusting and valuable process in the 
long-run.  Thanks for giving us the opportunity to provide feedback! 

Our district has too many overpaid administrators!!!! Our district will not fall apart if we don't have an 
assistant superintendent nor if we didn't have 2 curriculum coordinators!!!! We need to make cuts at the 
top and not at the bottom. The teachers are the ones who directly impact students and if you take away 
teachers, you negatively impact many student's education. Please consider reducing the number of 
administrators we have!!!! 

This is a critical moment for the Horseheads school district. To maintain the stellar reputation that 
Horseheads has earned throughout the area, it is imperative that sound education decisions are made. 
We must always keep in mind what is best for students. 

Invite and encourage parental involvement in the class rooms -particularly in the elementary schools.  You 
are missing an oportunity to leverage a free and motivated workforce that can signficantly improve the 
quality of education for young students.  In our previous school district, my wife ran a reading lab in my 
son's 1st grade class every day.  She worked with students one on one.  She did not earn a dime, but was 
happy to do it. 

They need to look at teachers that have a high failure rate obviously they are not doing their jobs 

If there are major cuts in programs and class sizes that are large, the students suffer.  Families would not 
be as likely to send their children to the Horseheads schools which would further hurt our district.  Also, we 
would risk families moving out of the area, or families choosing not to move to our area.  This would not 
only hurt our school district, but businesses as well. 

I would simply like to encourage the Board and Administration to do the best job possible informing the 
public at large as to why we are facing the budget crisis that we are.  The vast majority of community 
members don't understand how our school aid is based on "wealth" regardless of the fact that so much of 
that "wealth" (new businesses) pay little to no school tax while whittling down our state aid.  I think that is a 
point that needs to be consistently made.  Otherwise I would simply like to thank all of you involved in 
making these difficult decisions for the time and dedication you bring to the task at hand. 

For the first time as a life long resident of the Horseheads School District as well as a student of HHS....I 
can honestly say, I am so disappointed in our school district.  I might add that it is not the teachers that I 
am disappointed in but the Board and their poor choices for Administration and what they percived to be 
important.  This use to be a district that was thought of in high regard, not so much anymore.  Between the 
Board, our Athletic Director choice, Assistant Superindentent and Superindentent......You all have some 
how lost your way.  You all should examine your choices and motives to move this district forward and quit 
cutting services for what's most important....the children!!!!! 

Our administrator is paid WAY too much and has WAY too many perks.  In addition, all the technolgy they 



have in classrooms (i.e. Promethium board, etc.) is more than most colleges and businesses have.  I think 
that's a bit excessive! 

Education as we knew it just can no longer be even as much as I'd like it to remain so for my child.  
Schools are in the business to educate It is more important to prepare students for college or work than it 
is to teach them to play a sport.  While sports, music, etc. make for well rounded students, we need to 
remember why school exist and that is to provide a sound academic experience.  Gone are the days when 
schools met all athletic, artistic and musical needs of students and these roles may very well have to be 
picked up by parents or community league organizations.  My hope is that the BOE continues to offer 
strong academic programs and rethinks the 'frills'. 

teacher layoffs should NOT be based on length of employment. problem teachers who act in ways not 
appropriate for a paid employeed hired to provide POSITIVE guidance for students is not fair.  Using 
facebook or sudent friends to attack students a teacher does not like or have had problems with her 
student daughter is just wrong. 

Fire [name redacted] and get someone much cheaper. Then at least one or two people can keep there 
jobs. Take back some of the many perks he now receives. What with making more than the governor of 
N.Y. We all no that his staff are the ones who really do all the work. It‟s long overdue for the school board 
to wake up and start serving the students and the tax payer interests. I noticed [name redacted] has made 
no suggestions as to taking any cuts that affect him to help out during this budget crises. 

Please maintain our music program, our sports programs (modified, JV and Varsity) and continue to offer 
the variety of HS class options. 
It would also be great to see an improvement in the lunch quality (taste) and the addition of healthy lunch 
offerings. 

Would love to: 
1) No raises of any kind until 2013, like the federal employees 
2) Employees to pay greater cost for their health insurance 
3) Less days off, shorter school year - cut down costs 
4) Cut 50% of the administrators, top heavy, fat salaries that do little but keep track of things 
5) Charge fees for the use of school buildings 
6) Turn of the lights in the parking lots a night, unless there is a function. 
7) Turn off the sign at Sing Sing road, what a tremendous waste of money the entire sign is, much more 
cost effective ways 
8) Stop printing the district calander and newsletter.   
9) Do not send announcement or papers home that could be  
done on-line 

Education is math and science as well as supporting curriculum such as language and history.  All else is 
fluff and can be done on kid's own time and parent's own dime.  Long live Ben Franklin. 

Support of this tax cap does NOT constitute support of cutting school budgets.  There are MANY over and 
inappropriately funded state programs. 
However; school districts need to meet certain financial performance benchmarks, and the only way to do 
this is to operate the districts more like a business, and thoroughly weigh the value of 
expenditures/investments with the value added to the schools. 

Stop asking for more money. Since this concerns a "school" I suggest you LEARN to manage what you 
have like everyone else. The better you do your job then the more people will want to live in the area and 
you will get more money without raising the percentage everyone pays. 

Of course no one wants to see cuts in staff or programs, however, it is critical that we develop a balanced 
budget.   
I believe there are many "small" ways to cut wasted spending that would add up to significant long term 
savings ie securing substitute teachers for non-teaching positions (ie computer lab) and especially for 
days where there are no students.  Looking at increasing the number of volunteers within the school 
district for non teaching positions, and sharing resources among districts may alleviate the need to 
completely eliminate some programs. 
I would like to see teachers involved in finding ways to save $ as they are the ones who see the waste as 
well as know what is most critical to their needs as they teach. 
In addition, I believe the union should be involved in the process.  In my experience, the union is so 
focused on protecting their members (regardless of abilities and commitment to teaching) that they remain 
blind to ways in which they can be part of a solution rather than adding to the problem. 

It is too bad that education has to pay for our governmental failures.  There needs to be an answer for this 
and I would like to see someone come up with a way to get money back from the wrongful spending by the 



government.  Where better to get solutions than by a group of teachers.  Prove education means 
something and come up with other ways to cut.  Other than education at the classroom level. 

Times are hard for everyone.  We need the school board to cut waste and reduce overhead by evaluating 
the need for administrative staff members. 

cut all the asst. principals, make the administraters do more,cut the vehicle fleet, not including bus's. stop 
the gym classes from going to the bowling alley, canoeing, and other non essentials programs. take away 
mandatory busing, kids who live 100 yds away take a bus ride. cut the low attendance sports. cut sports 
with low participation ie; football, mens volleyball 

There is not a close enough relationship with businesses and higher education to bring learning to the 
classrooms in the school district.  Are teachers afraid that educated practitioners of a discipline will 
threaten their jobs? 

Make the school district employees pay more into their benefits. Let's get real with this. 
The teachers union needs to be disbanned! I appreciate what they do, but let's step into reality. They 
should have to pay like the rest of the working parents in their district. It is so unfortunate that you go to our 
state capital, and across the street is Albany's biggest supporter, the CSEA. 
Also, are they really allowed to let their out of district children go to school in Horseheads? Do they have to 
pay for this? I had to fight tooth and nail for my child to be allowed to go to  a different elementary school in 
the distrcit, due to daycare needs, and I am sure this is never an issue for them.  
More teachers need to be made available for extra help, this should be part of their job. An extra 15 
minutes after school is not going to benefit any struggling student. If you are a true educator, you will give 
up an additional 30 -45 minutes every few days a week. So what, they now leave work at 4:00! 
Something needs to be done, because the taxpayers have had enough! 

I feel strongly that our district must at the very least maintain its high quality standards for the education of 
its students. Our students deserve to receive the best education we can offer them and that includes 
maintaining or reducing class size, maintaining or increasing high quality teachers and paraprofessionals, 
and maintaining or increasing quality educational and extra-curricular programs. We live in a transient 
community where people from all over the world continue to look to relocate to a community in our area. In 
order for us to continue to attract these new families, who would then become part of our tax-paying 
community, we must strive to offer the very best education possible. We must remain competitive and 
prove that high quality education is a priority in Horseheads, New York! 

Please remember that the public school system is the cornerstone of our nation.  Students need to gain a 
well rounded education that prepares them to be good citizens and good neighbors.  Please develop a 
budget that meets those minimum standards- then add more opportunities if funds allow. 

It appears impossible to develop a functional budget when the finanacial support depends on Albany. 

I am very opposed to the prospect of losing music, art, and gym in our elementary schools.  These are 
needed to adequately prepare our children.  The children need to be educated in these areas with 
teachers that are educated in these areas in order to truly give our children a well-rounded education. 

The student's education should not suffer because of others whom are not willing to make a small sacrife.  
Such as pay a little more for insurances or not get as big of a pay raise.  I feel there are areas in the district 
that could be looked at.  Employees that are not reporting to work or working to their potential should be!  I 
understand there is several Unions involved but if you worked in another field you would be terminated. 

The challenges of maintaining programs and meeting budget constraints are difficult. Please keep in mind 
that we as tax payers are trying to live within our means and our budgets are being spread thin.  I want my 
children to have a good education, that is why I live in this district but I don't want to have to choose 
between an education and necessities of life for my kids. 

I continue to see maintenance vehicles running unattended in the parking lots, gas is expensive.  I observe 
students sneaking out of the buildings to smoke.  Please note, if the students can sneak out AND sneak 
back in again, it does not say much for the security of your buildings. 
[name and address redacted] 

The shared services concept is a challenge from a change management standpoint but the only way to 
meet the future budget requirements. Duplication of staff and services from a regional perspective should 
be a prime focus to reduce costs. 

As we all know NY State is the most taxed state in the country. If school taxes go up any more we will be 
selling and leaving the state as soon as our child is done w/school 

Recently on the news the school president was quoted as saying he is against a cut or a freeze of [name 
redacted]'s salary. It is a shame that in this economy it is alright to ask the youngest of our students to 
sacrifice, the staff to sacrifice (some of whom make very small salaries for what they do), and the 
taxpayers to sacrifice. Yet the schoolboard doesn't feel [name redacted], with his very comfortable salary 



and MANY allowances and benefits, should sacrifice. A freeze or cut in his salary & benefits could save at 
least one position, which could make the difference in the lives of numerous children. Even if no positions 
are saved it's also about leading by example. We keep hearing about the need to sacrifice. It would also 
be nice to see it done. 
Also, we have too many administrators. 
The district could also implement a pay to play program on a sliding fee scale so kids from lower income 
homes could still play. 

it's incredibly wrong that there is hard working staff and teachers losing their jobs and students unable to 
further their education because of tight money and then our superintendent gets a raise AND perks. It's 
just wrong and maybe our board of education and administration should get their priorities straight and just 
say no you may not instead were going to lower your salary and our own salary instead of canning all of 
the good honest hard working people who deserve their jobs and really need them to support their 
families. That or [name redacted] can set his morals straight like the other schools superintendents have 
and just say no to his raises. Isnt that what they teach students in school to say? Maybe its time to take the 
advice himself. Maybe its time for all of you to take that advice. 

We need to control costs and focus on teaching kids the basics.  Business english is a great class that 
taught kids how to prepare for an interview and fill out a job application.  We no longer use the 
chalkboards in the school.  Instead we spend money on whiteboards.  Why?  I understand that we need to 
add new techonology but its not for the kids but rather for the teachers.  We spend at least an hour per 
night doing homework.  Most of which is online.  My children get very good grades and I have visited my 
sons 6th grade teacher.  I told the teacher that I was worried about his grades.  I was shocked when the 
teacher told me not to worry because the kids can not fail while in grade school.  So basically we pass the 
kids regardless if they are not ready.  Perhaps we need to trim the management team and operate like a 
true business.  Its time to be realistic. 

In the very tough times and challenges I would expect tough educated smart decisions from our educators, 
directors, board members and everyone involved. 

I am comfortable with whatever is decided by the board.  I know many of you personally, and have the 
utmost confidence in you all. I also hold [name redacted] in the highest regard.   I am only giving my input 
because it was solicited. 
GOOD LUCK!! 

Keep a clear mind that education is THE MOST important thing we can give the new generation and we 
need to do what we need to keep their education as FIRST PRIORITY.  If that means salary reductions 
then so be it.  It is not fair that education faces cuts in the is state when there are many other programs 
that are grossly out of control and need attention.  Our children are worth investing in and doing our part. 

Academic needs FAR outweigh ANY needs of sports and extra curricular activities. 

Eliminate waste and cut non performing teachers. 

I feel that this and all school districts should stop trying to keep up with the Jones'.  We don't need the best 
of everything in our district.  I believe that having nothing but the best in school sets our students up with 
unrealistic expectations of what the real-world is really like.  Just one example would be to overhaul a few 
school buses instead of constantly buying new. 

The students educational needs must come first. I would rather see monies spent on academics and 
programs that would enhance educational experiences, even enrichment programs...instead of spending 
monies on sports. Let the parents of the students who want to participate pay for that, and  let the 
community help in fund raising for students who cant afford to play... Also...why cant we use more 
community involvement & fundraising for any and all extra curricular activities? Let's use the state monies 
for the education of our children. 

Cap the Superintendent salary to $125K - $150K and use the money to the fight the unions!  Fire the 
useless teachers - you can get a list from all the parent complaints in the guidance office!  When you 
review a teachers performance you put a administrator in the classroom - what teacher wouldn't do their 
job if the boss is in the room?  You should use a camera that the teacher doesn't know is there just like the 
school bus or do a surprise drop in. Unfortunately when there are staff cuts it is the younger new teachers 
getting cut - and they are the ones doing their job! There are several teachers new to HHS in the past 5 yrs 
and they are great - there are many that are either burned out or just don't care. 

I think getting back to basics reading, writting,math and history is important.  I know some high school 
students that can't even write in cursive due to computors and all the work done on them.  Kids expected 
to go on line for assignments and school information that they should be getting while in school.  My child 
coming home clueless about homework because the lesson was zipped through and no time to ask 
questions.  Too much of anything could be bad for all, let's get the kids back to basics. 



I believe that there are no "sacred cows" in our present situation and every position and program need to 
be scrutinized. 

I think that cutting Athletics and other extra curricular activities isn't the answer. Maybe some staff need to 
take on more responsibilities to keep their jobs. That is what the private sector is all about. I also think that 
we as a community need to "think outside the box" and provide fundraising etc, to fill voids in these 
programs. 

The pre-K program is very important to students' success and should be continued, if not expanded,  My 
daughter was in [name redacted]'s pre-k class at Center Street last year and we can see how beneficial it 
was for her success this year in kindergarten.  In addition, it is often obvious which students participated in 
pre-k and which did not, with those who did not participate being at an academic disadvantage.  Early 
preparation is essential and such programs should not be cut. 

I was educated in the Horseheads school district and haves lived here my entire life. I feel that it is 
important to preserve the level of educational excellence we have been associated with. It is important for 
the children as well ad our future. Many employers use a strong school district as a selling point for 
recruiting new employees. I feel making drastic cuts will only overwork and tax the teachers which will lead 
to diminishing results 

Another bubble is going to happen. Assessments on homes is going to go down. 3 years ago I could have 
put a price tag on my home of 200,000. Today I am lucky if I can put 160,000. Good Luck 

Times are lean. Get lean. Do more with less. The students parents aren't getting raises, paid up health 
care, pensions. 
Abolish the teachers unions and fire some administrators that hardly earn their six figure pay grade. 
We have good teachers and good programs. Find other ways to SAVE money without screaming for 
higher taxes. NYS is one of the most taxed states in the Union.  
I want to hear from the school board and administrators  is how you can reduce costs and actually lower 
taxes. I know that will not happen. After all that would go against the ENTITLEMENT mentality that is the 
status quo of our fine education system. 

Well, this may not be up to you, but I think cyberschool public schools should be an option in New York 
like they are in Pennsylvania and many other states.  These would save the state and the district lots of 
money in transportation and other areas of the budget. I think this option would also decrease bullying. 

I feel the need to cap teachers saleries and contribute more towards their health and retirement plans to 
control spending. I also feel that the tunure be removed for all teachers. No one that i know has the 
security of a job after 10 yrs. 

Cost-cutting is not easy.  Everyone has to do it.  As indicated in this survey, options must be weighed and 
prioritized.  Ordinary people have been doing this for years. 
We can only hope that the additional enrichment and extra-curricular activities that round out our students 
can be picked up by other people and groups. 

honestly i think the students would do better if the teachers could spend more time with their students 
when they are having prob in a subject.Like when i went to school there wasn't as many kids in the 
class,there for the students got more help.Also we need to hammer down on the bullies,i've seen alot with 
my own eyes.an it just gets ignored. 

I have tried to talk to the superintendent who says he is on call and deserves a pay raise 24/7 and his 
secretary said he was unavailable and  needed to go through several other people.  The district has lost 
the one on one with parents and students and I have  hard time supporting anything they do.  I have 4 
children in ths district and I have often thought of home schooling. Since my daughter has had a coupke of 
inssues this year at Gardner Rd. She has a peanut allergy and the teacher and the former principal don't 
take it very seriously. 
My name is [name and phone number redacted] 

Once again...The taxes in this region are amonst the highest in the country. We cannot punish our children 
by eliminating sports, after school rograms or any cirriculum. We should benchmark other parts of the 
country that are doing things right. It is getting harder as a parent to raise a child today. My children are 
involved in many after school programs which will better them for their future and keep them on the right 
path for success. By eliminating these activities and raising my taxes will not only put added stress on me, 
more importantly on my children. Times are still very hard trying to make ends meet, we are honest 
hardworking individuals with two daughters that are heading in the right direction....please don't tarnish 
this by being selfish. There are many ways this community can save money.....maybe you should be 
asking those questions. We are a fat community with alot of wasted time and money which equates to 
increased taxes across the board. How about developing a team of local residence that can audit this 
community for free..........sign me up. I can save this town money! 



Keep AP and ACE courses ...its seems the smart kids always get shafted when the shit hits the fan ..,.if  
the best performing kids don't have accelerated classes they need nor  bother go to school they will be 
completely bored ...I would take my kids from the districst and let them finish HS online if this happened ... 
HS is a waste if  the kids are not challenged ... I am already disappointed by the low standards of american 
education ...figure out how to keep standards high and trim the waste that we all know exists ... get rid of 
lazy and bad teachers and highly paid administrators and get back toa  focus on educaiton ...we need to 
compete with other countries and we are doing a poor job of it 
FIGHT THE UNION ...don't let them govern everything and protect bad teachers 
TRY cutting the state teachers pension ...who else gets that much pension? 
and tenure is abused ...get rid of it ...become more like the privcate sector in terms of raises for  
performance ...no tenure of guarantee of a job  due to union or seniority ... you keep your job  like the rest 
of the world if you continue to do it well ... there is no guaranteed job  anymore !  tenure takes away 
incentive to perform highly 
I taught college for 7 years so i know this is true I see it at the college and k - 12 level 

Do not eliminate modified sports.  Trim staff, staff salaries and excessive benifit and retirement packages 
for teachers. 

The budget should be FOR the KIDS - think about what the  negative impacts cutting teachers, special 
areas, kindergarten, and pre-k would be.  When you take things away from a child's education, overall you 
take way part of who they may become.  Experience makes a person who they are, by cutting and taking 
away the fundamentals of a child's education (art, music, library, small class size) you change much more 
than a budget, you impact their future for the rest of their life. Do you want that on your hands? 

Middle/Intermediate Library could be run by one librarian. 
Going away from the intensive scheduling for the HS would utilize teachers time more wisely. 
Bus drivers, TA's, maintenance & cleaners are where so many school cuts are made. It takes a lot of them 
to equal an administrator. We have always had the reputation of being a great school district. Guess why? 
A lot of those people at the bottom. They keep our schools clean, well maintained and many great TA's 
bring so much to the students for so little pay. And the social workers who help those students with real 
issues or who just need a pat on the back or some extra kindness and attention that not all teachers, with 
their large classes has time for. Schools of today are not just a place to learn but a safe haven for many 
kids. A place where they can eat two good meals when at home they may have little. I have always been 
proud that Horseheads has been all that for our community and I hope we can continue to be so for years 
to come with the budget crisis in the state. 

Ask specifically for what you need in terms of involvement from the community and parents.  ' 
We know how difficult budgets and choices are for the Horseheads school district and all NY schools in 
general. 

Do we really need all these administrators.  Four principals at the high school plus a secondary school 
administrator - seriously people.   
From a previous question - a large proportion of students labeled "at risk" are in that position because of 
their parents' lifestyle.  Throwing money at social disfunction doesn't work. Not in society, not in public 
education. 

The taxpayers are tapped out, we have run out of money.  Instead of cutting from the students look to the 
employees of the district to make some cuts...if everyone gives a little maybe it won't be necessary for full 
time layoffs. 

I feel that if cuts on non educational need to be cut I would start with sports. Reason is music and art help 
improve math skill and such and now a days there are so many private sports teams that school sports 
could be cut. There is not as much available for music and art. 

The time has come for real changes in the way business is done in local, state, and federal budgets. The 
taxpayer cannot be the solution to pay for every budget shortfall. NY State is broke thanks to reckless 
spending and kicking the can down the road on many entitlement and public sector labor issues and that is 
why school aid is being cut. Falling back on the taxpayer once again to make up the shortfall in state aid is 
a no go. What few people and businesses are left will eventually leave the areal. The well has gone dry. 

loose education loose community loose jobs loose business 

NY taxes are extremely high and we living in a rural community is a disadvantage (to us).  Without strong 
schools, I will move from this area.  The BoE needs to fight to cut the budget in other areas - NY has more 
than 10,000 agencies - what is the state average?  What about NY is abnormal with government 
agencies?  This needs fixed before education. 

NYS has had decades of population loss (and this is likely to continue), caused by the high taxes and 
onerous business regulations.     We are on the brink of government default, and the population taxed to 



the brink, we all need significant fundamental changes to the system.    
Consolidation is the first likely step, but this is only part of the solution to the problems.   NYS has to 
change to truly fix the base problems, removing some of the mandates.  In addition, the tenure system 
needs to go.   Good educators should be paid accordingly and bad teachers should find a different line of 
work.....    Just like the students you graduate will have to do... 

If the district plans to take extra activities (sports related and otherwise) they must look to offer some type 
of pay to play etc.  I believe that the availablity of these programs is directly related to the alternative of 
violence, drugs, and misbehavior.   
Look at administrative cuts.  Many of the salaries seem out of line with current economic conditions for this 
area. 
As a parent is seems that the perspective gets a little cloudy around what is most important...it is definately 
the kids! 
Thanks for your time. 

Realistic benefit packages for teachers, including retired teachers is a must, having teachers making over 
100K a year is a sin. Teachers and retired teachers should pay into the retirement plan and cover some of 
their medical benefits cost, 100% coverage is not needed. 

I have no problem in understanding there will be some cuts that have to be made, but I think we also need 
to look at other employees....(higher up status) and really think if their job is a neccessary job....and if so 
fine,....but then look at their contract and see what could be cut from their contract. Clothing stipend is not 
neccessary if you are making that much money you do not need a clothing stipend...just some things could 
be taken away before we cut jobs..... 

Keep our teachers!!  Pay them what they deserve.  Possibly have administration take a salary freeze in 
order to ensure that they have the best work force available.  I am in multiple districts in the GST BOCES 
region and can truly state that Horseheads is superior in many ways to the other districts in the region. 
You need to keep your teachers and high level programming for your students. Don't cut the arts.  They 
are crucial to a well rounded education.  Extracurricular activities are just that....Extra.  If students want to 
play...they should pay or have 'scholarships' available from benefactors. 

Cuts are unfortunate in any circumstance, however I feel they should start from the top down. Why are 
there so many assistant principals at the high school? There are also alot of women working in the office 
there. Could some of those positions be eliminated? The preschool program could also be eliminated. We 
live in a small community I feel strongly that extra curricular activities as well as sports/intramurals shold 
not be cut. It gives the children something to do. 

I undersatnd all of you have a very difficult task in balancing the budget.  I encourage all of you to look at 
EVERYTHING.  In these times nothing is safe.  Please make the tough choice of cutting when necessary 
to stay within the 2% cap that the Governor is proposing. 

I believe the educators need to pay a fair share of their benefits, including health insurance and retirement, 
certainly to be more in line with other workers. I also feel that the teachers should be regularly tested, 
especially in the subject(s) they are teaching, and those failing to overwhelmingly achieve high scores be 
put on probation and if fail again, procedures be set up to prevent this from continuing. MOST workers do 
not have summers, holidays, etc. off, plus liberal sick and vacation leave, and sabbaticals. Educators 
choose to be in this line of work, and the excessive benefits and perks have gotten so far out of line with all 
other workplaces that something needs to be done. 
All areas of the budget should be examined, and cuts made that will have the least affect on the quality of 
education for all students. 

If class size increases, or non-mandated courses are cut, we run the risk of becoming a failing district.  
Because we as a country have committed to, "education for all" we as a district must choose to create a 
quality education. 

I do not believe ANY academic programs mandated or not (for example Art, Music, Pre-K etc) should be 
cut!!  Our children need every opportunity to grow and learn to be productive citizens.Teachers should not 
be cut!!! 

Cut out some of the stipends before laying off personnel..some of these stipends are a joke because the 
instructional person doesn't do much for the $ received 

I know this is a very difficult time for all of you.  Somewhere along the line people will be unhappy.  Just 
remember that providing students with the best possible education is priority.  My feeling is that essential 
staff, such as teachers, assistants and aides are indisposable. They are crucial in molding our future.  The 
next generation of leaders can only be as good as the education they receive today. 

We need to address the unions.  I support pay for performance.  I would gladly pay 30% more for a 
teacher who can be proven is delivering results.  What I do not support is the tenor mentality.  This goes 



against how the majority of the work force is measured against.  If I do not perform in my job I am out of 
work.  The same should be done with the teachers and the Union. 

We cannot forget that there are special-needs children out there that need a lot of supports.. 

I am not sure what the purpose of this survey is.  It is my understanding that the cuts have been made, yet 
this survey isn't due for another three days.  Therefore, I am curious to know what this information will be 
used for.  Is it simply to say that the board and administration sought input from the community and staff? 

I believe we should look to expand the ways in which we raise money to fund things instead of simply 
saying some things aren't as important as others and simply cutting an activity or job or transportation etc. 
Nothing is impossible and if our administraters can't figure out ways to do it then maybe the parents and 
students can. We are not willing to give up the things that are important to us, but we realize if we want our 
students to be able to continue on with all of the opportunities we will all have to chip in weather it be 
money, or time, or whatever is needed you have our support. 

How do employee benefits impact the budget?  As we are seeing on the news in other states can there be 
changes in contributions to health care benefits and retirements? 

Follow the trends in industry.  Employees should be responsible to contribute to retirement and medical.  
Hold teachers accountable with real performance evaluations and get rid of the poor performers.  My 
children have had many excellent teachers to help mold their lives, but they have had an equal number of 
bad teachers that have had a negative impact on them.  In the past, school budgets have grown faster 
than inflation and many budgets went unchecked, while student performance scores have remained 
stagnant or have declined.  The answer is not to throw more money at improving education, but to hold 
administrators and teachers accountable for performance.  When they don't perform, they should be 
removed from their position and not have an ability to influence our children.  The BOE needs to step up 
and make the right decisions for our kids future. 

Keep it simple and SMART.  Put the kids first. 

Cut your salaries, contribute at least 25% to your benefits and stop funding pensions that allow people to 
retire to a higher standard of living than they had when the were working, please. 

if you live outside of hhsd your can  not go to school here even if you teach. 

Schools need to start acting like a business and the teachers need to act like professionals (I have a 
mother and a wife that are teachers).  The best teachers should be attracted and paid accordingly for their 
talent and underperforming teachers should be removed and replaced with better quality ones.  High 
school classes need to be examined for relevance in today's world.  High technology (high cost) tools are 
not required to provide a quality education. 

Cost of people (salary and benefits) is the major issue.  Can't fix the budget without addressing this for the 
long term.   Labor and utilitities continue to increase, but cannot have the attititude you can just pass this 
on to taxpayers.  Need to have long term programs to address. 
Don't need all teachers to have masters degree (more $ for no better performance). 
Need to have staff pay portion of benefits 
Need to reduce size and cost of Administration. 

Not sure of the printing costs of the books that the students use that are done by boces but there are far 
too many of them and if they need to be used then use all the pages not just select ones. Dont take away 
the sports from the kids. I think that they need to still have them available to them. In gym class I think that 
there are too many extra options in regards to "fun" 

less days off more work for my tax money 

Refuse ANY raises in next contract talks. 

Taxes are high enough  now, people on fixed income or hardly have enough to get by on cant afford any 
tax raises the way things are at present these people would have to sell their homes, and move into a 
retirement home in order to survive. When your on a fixed income, and the cost of things keep going up 
daily you only get what is essential and then it is hard to survive at that on a if I can afford basis. Give 
taxpayers a break. 
Fundraising idea for classes: 
Donkey Basketball vs Teachers 
Always a sellout, and great fun time 
[name and address redacted] 
Here is a great idea for fundraiser for a class project, or sports dept fundraiser, they go to schools and 
recently were in Dryden and Moravia. Just imagine the potential everyone likes a good fish fry on the 
Friday, either before a school sports event, or school play. 
[name redacted] 



Busing -- Do we need 100%?  
Snow Removal and Mowing.. Have you ever looked at having these done by Contract from an outside 
vendor?  
Bus Schedules and Start times for all students......  
WHY are there so many bus runs and so few students on MOST of the buses?? Consolidate.. 
Consolidate.. Consolidate 
1 Level of Sports .. PERIOD... If students want to play other sports.. Make them PAY to Play..  
DO NOT use Art & Music as a crutch.. These students have the highest aptitude levels as proven on 
exams and such, yet these are the programs you want to take away? WHY? 
Sports Junkies are mostly marginal students.. cut where the cutting needs to be....  
If The Supertendent cannot due this job for $125000.00 --  
Then give it to me.. I would be happy to give it a try.. This education system is a Business.. Run it as 
such!! 

Our youth spend an enormant amount of time in their life at school, preparing to take care of themselves, 
their families, and ulitmately us. Cutting staff is not an option, educating them to be better prepared is a 
must.  
Everyone is traumatized in today's society on some level, including you. Whether you, yourself have 
experienced it or someone close to you has. 
Our youth we serve in our community need to feel support not only academically but emotional in the 
classroom. If staff are well informed about trauma and how to get the youth help, before it impacts their 
schooling we would be better off. You have community providers that can conduct such trainings for your 
staff, free of charge. By being more emotionally intelligent in our decisions and how we comunicate with 
our youth and their families we will see in increase in parent and youth involvement in education; thus 
making teachers feel more supported and alleviate some of the pressure of dealing with the more difficult 
youth in the classroom. You can enhance technology, enhance the learning environment, make cuts in all 
areas of activities/staff but your problematic kids will continue to increase, as our society is reactive not 
proactive. As a result you will have a higher turnover rate for those staff that you do retain, increase in 
violence in the classroom due to less staff to manage and end up suspending more youth in the 
community for what? Increased crime, teen pregnancy and substance abuse?  
Make use of what you have, educators became educator because they thought they could make a 
difference in a child's life. Let them have more flexibility to use their talents and resources. Have you 
asked them how to manage the budget? We wonder why our youth is all about instant gratification....what 
are we role modeling for them? Difficult times call for difficult decisions but make sure to have a strategic 
plan of how those decisions made today will impact the future. 
Horseheads School District is respected in the community and thought to be the best place to send your 
kids to school. If there needs to be adjustment in finances let look from the top down, not the bottom up. 

Cuts should start and come from the huge umbrella we are under starting with the amount of money paid 
to positions in this district that are not even needed.  The teachers and the programs that are in danger of 
being cut are what are important for our children.  You want 21st century learners how are you going to 
achieve this goal when we don't have enough teachers and special programs to do this.  I am a teaching 
assitant in the district.  [name redacted]'s last raise was more than I make in a whole year.  Isn't it time to 
start looking at what's best for our children and not our pockets? 

teachers should be retained by looking at their effectiveness, not years of service.  However, it is not easy 
to measure student growth because some students are more gifted and motivated than others.  The 
students themselves can also be used to provide a measure of input into the teacher's effectiveness. 

no more half days, four day school week, county wide school district, more shared servies between 
schools and superintendents from all GST BOCES partricipates schedule all districts same school 
calendar. 

Look hard ar unfunded mandates.  
Is our music program too inclusive? 
Are too many teachers given pay increases for graduate course work that adds little to their classroom 
performance? 
Perhaps all advisors for activities should not be paid "extra".  To some extent, it should be part of their 
teaching experience. Examples might be elementary and middle school intramurals and clubs which could 
meet once or twice a week for a specific period of time.  Dealing with the union is not easy.  At some point, 
someone has to stand up to them.  
In my opinion, unions do not always put the interest of the child first. 
I do not know the pay scale for teachers and building administrators at the present time.  These always 



have to be examined. 
I do know that the superintendant's pay was listed in the Star Gazette.  I personally know divisional 
industrial executives (ie. V. P. of Finacne for a 500 company) that do not make as much as our 
superintendant. Pay must be competitive but a salary and benefits package over $200,000 is a bit much in 
a school system of our size in an economically depressed community. 
I do support our schools.  I have always voted for the presented budgets and will continue to do so as long 
as I believe the board and administration combines the best interest of the students and community.  
Fiscal responsibility is necessary. 

When is the next time the teacher's contract is up for re-negotiation? What kind of health insurance do 
they have and what are their co-pays? At my employer our out of pocket expense has gone up the last 2 
years for health insurance and our co-pays have increased. How does HHDS compare to local businesses 
in their coverage? Are the increases in coverage being passed on to them as it is everyone else? Also, the 
teachers who do not live in the HHDS school district can send their school age children to our schools (if 
there is room) are they paying to send their children to our schools? When my husband and I purchased 
our house we knew we wanted to live in the HHDS school district and we knew that we would pay higher 
taxes for our decision but it was worth it for us as we both graduated from HHDS and believe in the system 
and it's results. If these people want their children in HHDS school then they either need to buy homes in 
the district (and pay the taxes) or pay a premium to send them. 

Be creative with how to keep non-mandated programs.   
- have parents pay for Kindergarten or Pre-K since its not mandated and most will go to private schools 
and pay.  
-Elminated paying supervisors and score keeprs at games.   
  Students can do it or use volunteers.  
-Renegotiate contracts with outside companies. 
-Everyone takes a 5% pay cut 
-Create traveling special area teachers so not as many are needed but we still have the programs 
-elminate some administrative positions 
-increase the amount we pay for insurance and get rid of flex cards 
-elminate contract subs 
-increase class size and give teachers aides 
-make students walk to school- I remember when anyone who lived withon a mile of school had to walk 
-elminate different teams- ISC,Site Teams, UST, 21st Century Learning, Summer work & other teams that 
get paid and subs have to come in. 
-elminate TV in classrooms 
-if you go to half day kindergarten then only have it at 2 schools with 4 classrooms each  am & pm classes 
then you only have to pay for busses to 2 schools 
-elminate Computer assistants or copier assitants 
-eliminate vitual field trips- they are not very good & are pricey 
-elminate grade level chairs & mentors 

Our children deserve a high-quality education which includes all academic and non-mandated academics, 
taught by the most qualified teachers we can obtain.  Our children deserve a learning environment with a 
student-teacher ratio of 20-1, maximum.  Our children deserve to have a clean, temperate, safe learning 
environment.   
When trimming this budget, please remember to put our children first.   
Start with what is most essential and build from there. 
Athletics are non-academic and can be sacrificed. 

I think its very important to keep Team Leaders in the middle school. Middle school is a very hard and 
difficult time for students. Students need to be on teams that have a structure and an organized team 
leaders. In all the positions that you cut, please do not cut the positions of team leaders. They are 
essential. 

The focus needs to be exactly what the mission states claims...these kids are our future and we need to 
make sure they are educated and given the opportunities first before all else. 
Cuts need to be made and understandbly but it needs not to be done by taking away from the kids.  
Salaries need to be capped, sports are important and other extracurriculars are nice and important  for 
kids to have to be well rounded but academics have to be the focus.  Do we really need so many 
basketball teams?  and multilple coaches for each team? You need to be fair across the board and not just 
to selective teams and other extracurriculars. 

I commend your efforts as I know these are trying fiscal times that are going to require hard work, 



dedication and difficult decisions. It is much easier to criticize the decisions than to be the person that 
makes them. Thank you for your dedication to our children's success and our community. Your hours of 
service and time do not go unnoticed. 

I am employee of the Horseheads School District and a taxpayer with children in the district.   I love the 
community and my position in the district, it saddens me that the Superintendent and the Board of 
Education have to make such tough cuts.  I received a "budget cut" letter today and it was difficult to read 
because I enjoy my job, but with the state of the economy these decisions have to be made.  I do thank 
the Superintendent and the  Board of Education for putting in all the time and effort to find ways to help my 
children receive the best education with all the state aid cuts. 
I still hold out hope that Govenor Cuomo will see that our district isn't as "Wealthy" as he has indicated. 
[name redacted] 

I do not want to see the Modified Sports program cut. I also think after school programs such as drama 
club, odessy, select choir, and others are key to developing well rounded students. These programs help 
build leadership skills that our future leaders need. As a parent I would pay an a-la-cart fee to have my 
child participate in such programs, rather than the programs be cut alltogether. 

Why is it that the dollars spent educating each student increases continually but the results are continued 
diminishing returns on the money spent? Spending more money isn't the answer, please stop asking us to 
give you more. Gut your budget. Controlling labor expenses is crucial. End the hold of the teachers union. 

core classes and AP classes should have priority over sports and music. 

As mentioned previously the district is extremely top heavy. No private sector business would have the 
"fat" that this district has.  The number of administration employees is out of proportion to what should be 
necessary. 

Reduce or remove all administrative costs 

Staff payroll and benefits are a large part of the budget. School benefits are well above private industry 
standards.  The district needs to have teachers and staff contribute towards the cost of their benefits. Keep 
teachers based on performance and not longevity.  Get rid of tenure.  All tenure does is keep non-
performing teachers from getting fired.  You are looking at terminating teachers that care about their 
students well being and education and keeping a teacher that no longer has the passion to teacher---they 
are only there until it is time to retire. 

My concern continues to be maintaining the excellent school system that we have, and at the same time 
recognizing the serious financial situation of both the state and some district residents. I'm a parent. I want 
my youngest to have the opportunities that the older one had for challenging advanced classes, wonderful 
music programs, and extra-curricular activities. But we were impacted by a Corning Inc layoff once, so we 
know what it is like to look hard at a budget and make choices.  
Final point - please pay attention to the district's special ed programs. The staff is truly amazing, and what 
they do every day has an enormous impact on the students and the wider community. They don't get 
nearly enough recognition. 

I feel that part of what makes our school district special is the variety of activities that our children can 
participate in.  I graduated from Horseheads, & I chose to raise my children here, because I love the 
school system.  I have 3 children- 9th, 6th, & 3rd grade.  My oldest is very active in the music department, 
as well as the Greenroom Players.  Because of her experiences in the marching band & musicals, she 
wants to become a music/instrumental educator.  Sports cannot be the only activity for students to 
participate in.  All students need to be exposed to sports, music, arts, etc.  These things are as important 
in learning as classroom instruction.  Children need to have oulets for self-expression & growth & 
development beyond the classroom.  Without activities, children are more likely to make poor choices & 
get into trouble.  Our children did not create this budget crisis-they should not have to lose activites they 
enjoy & can learn valuable life lessons from because adultsdo not make the proper decisions in regards to 
funding. 

I feel that when you look at cutting things you need not take away from the children and their ability to 
become a well rounded student and citizen.  Cuts should come from the top down. Its the same with how 
are government is broken you look at cutting things that are important to pad the pockets of people at the 
top.  I've heard already they are cutting art, music and physical education from elementary schools in the 
district firing teachers already and cutting other staff as well.  This is not accetable. I also find it funny that 
we are having a community meeting for questions and answers on April 25th and the letters that went out 
to teachers in this district said that the 2011/2012 will be approximitaly finalized by April 20th and then the 
vote is on May 17th funny how that works.  Lets not sacrafice our Students, teachers and the programs 
that make them the best they can be for our future. 

I believe that all students and the programs that directly impact them need to be looked at equally.  This of 



course ranges from the youngest student to the oldest and all in between, including those who are gifted 
and those who have special education needs.  Please do not overlook any student populations. 

Good luck! 

The simple options are to increase revenue and reduce expenses. The balancing of these options is 
complex. As a resident and tax payer, instead of complaining about tax increases, I would like to see the 
the citzens of our community offer solutions to help the board achieve a balanced budget that works for 
everyone. Example, Horseheads at one time had one of the largest bus fleets in the State. We could 
reduce this expense by consolidating bus stops and pick ups, instead of having buses stop at every 
house. Offer parents a mileage tax credit to drive their children to school. Overall each district needs to do 
a better job purchasing services, equipment, and constuction contracts 

Please do all you can to help the students in this area.  Honestly, if you start cutting things, you have to do 
it across the board.  It isn't fair to just cut teachers and not administrators.  Or freeze one groups salary 
and not another.  I realize that we all have to tighten our belts right now, so that should be for everyone.  
And again, the children are the ones who will suffer and that should not happen.  Please cut things that 
don't matter and not the things that do. 

Do not just punish teachers and students, they should not bear the brunt of these cuts. Your rhetoric has 
been heavy on doom and gloom, as if a reduction in tax means direct cuts to student services. There is 
money in the district, it's tied up in the cushy benefit packages of your administrators. Take a real hard 
look at the top of your food chain and decide if you really need that many people working in the district 
office for more than $100k per year. Do that before you start threatening to lay off teachers and cut student 
programs like art and music. 
The kids should come first - but it appears they don't, your administration and your pet projects come first, 
and then if there's any money left over it goes toward student programs. Stop trying to force tax hikes to 
pay for your out-of-control spending. We don't want higher taxes!!! And keeping taxes at similar levels 
(already too high) should not mean automatically cutting music and art programs. It's time to get your 
spending under control, to become efficient and live within your means, just like everyone else has had to 
do their entire lives. 

You can eliminate positions at the top by reducing Principals at the Elementary level.  Have one Principal 
responsible for 2 Elementary schools and have one Head Teacher available at all times.  Combine the 
Intermediate and Middle School offices and have the Principals handle both schools.  The High school 
should continue to have the same amount of Principals due to the amount of discipline and students; there 
is more involved at this stage and they are needed at the High School.  I believe the district could do away 
w/ many positions in the Central Office as well; there is no need for an Assistant Superintendent; Data 
Specialist and so forth; lets get real, these people make more money than the teaching staff or clerical and 
it's time to start looking to cut positions from the top and not starting at the bottom!  Get rid of all district 
busing; students who live within a mile of a school should be made to walk and have the Elementary & 
High Schools begin and end at the same time this would eliminate the many bus runs and save on gas 
spending. 

swift intervention in catagorising and directing students on the right path weather it be college or trade. 

Change is coming regarding how much people employed in the private sector are willing to tolerate the 
amount of taxes are paid to fund benefits, etc for public employees.   
Horesheads can lead the way in negotiating packages that cost taxpayers less, so more money can 
actually go toward the direct education of children. 

One Superintendent for each county that would be a start. 

Please look at the number of, and the productivity of the administration positions employed within the 
Horseheads School District.  Please justify the existence, and salaries of these positions. 

This is a very difficult task given our current economy.  No one wants to see their programs cut, and no 
one wants to pay more in taxes.  You are in a very difficult position.  I appreciate the opportunity to give 
feedback and hope other community members take advantage of this. 

There needs to be better staff training on how to notice and STOP bullying! 

Please continue working on offering online education courses for those students who would benefit greatly 
from that type of learning approach as well as to supplement the learning of all students. This offers an 
additional approach, flexibility, a way to continue to offer (vs. cut courses), & a way to build independence. 

I will not vote "yes" for a budget that includes Pre-K, Director of Secondary and Primary Education, and 
Assistant Superindent positions. 

I think that the school district should reduce the quality of health benefits provided to the employees.  I also 
think that all employees should have a pay freeze at the very least. 



I think the proposed cuts are rediculous.  I think eliminating intramurals in the elementary school this year 
was terrible. 
These children are being stripped of the very things that make our district unique and great. 

 


